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Abstract

The gait pattern of prosthesis wearers differs from that of able-bodied humans. For example,
higher energy consumption, asymmetry and increased loading are observed. For a targeted
improvement of existing prostheses, the dynamic interplay between a human and the pros-
thesis needs to be well comprehended. An appropriate method to analyze the dynamics is
Real-Time Hybrid Substructuring (RTHS), where the prosthesis is tested on a test bench and
the amputee is co-simulated in real-time. In this thesis, the foundation is laid for testing
prosthetic feet using RTHS. For this purpose, control schemes are first compared that allow
safe and accurate testing of systems with contact. Specifically, Iterative Learning Control as
a feedforward controller, in combination with Normalized Passivity Control, is proposed and
experimentally investigated. A key research question in RTHS is the fidelity assessment of
the experiments. This thesis proposes a novel approach called Fidelity Assessment based on
Convergence and Extrapolation (FACE). The presentation and analysis of the method is done
using virtual RTHS tests, as well as experimental RTHS tests. Additionally, an RTHS test
was conducted, where the human is modeled using the Virtual Pivot Point model and the
prosthesis tested on the test bench. In this test, one gait cycle is completed and the results
reveal that the dynamic interplay between an amputee and a prosthesis can be emulated. By
this work, not only the feasibility and potential to test prostheses are demonstrated, but also
methods are presented that represent an advance for various RTHS applications in the field
of actuator control and fidelity assessment.

Zusammenfassung

Das Gangbild von Prothesenträgern unterscheidet sich von dem gesunder Menschen u.a.
durch einen erhöhten Energieverbrauch, Asymmetrie und erhöhte Belastungen. Für eine
gezielte Verbesserung bestehender Prothesen muss das Verständnis über das dynamische
Zusammenspiel von Mensch und Prothese verbessert werden. Eine geeignete Methodik zur
Analyse dieser Dynamik stellt Real-Time Hybrid Substructuring (RTHS) dar. Hierbei wird
die Prothese am Prüfstand getestet und der Amputierte in Echtzeit co-simuliert. In dieser
Arbeit werden die Grundlagen für das Testen von Fußprothesen mittels RTHS geschaffen.
Dazu werden zunächst verschiedene Regelstrategien verglichen, die ein sicheres und genaues
Testen von Systemen mit Kontakt ermöglichen. Konkret wird die Verwendung von Iterative
Learning Control als Vorsteuerungsmethode in Kombination mit Normalized Passivity Con-
trol vorgestellt und experimentell untersucht. Eine zentrale Forschungsfrage in RTHS ist
die Genauigkeitsbewertung von Versuchen. Diese Arbeit stellt einen neuartigen Ansatz na-
mens Fidelity Assessment based on Convergence and Extrapolation (FACE) vor. Die Vorstellung
und Analyse der Methodik findet sowohl an virtuellen RTHS Versuchen als auch an exper-
imentellen RTHS Tests statt. Zuletzt wird ein RTHS Versuch durchgeführt, in welchem der
Mensch mittels Virtual Pivot Point Modell simuliert und die Prothese am Prüfstand getestet
wird. Die Ergebnisse eines Schritts legen dar, dass das dynamische Zusammenspiel von Men-
sch und Prothese mittels RTHS nachgebildet werden kann. Durch diese Arbeit werden nicht
nur die Machbarkeit und das Potential dieser visionären Testmethode aufgezeigt, sondern
auch Methoden vorgestellt, die einen Fortschritt für verschiedenste RTHS Anwendungen im
Bereich der Aktorregelung und der Genauigkeitsanalyse bedeuten.
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Nomenclature

Variables written in bold denote vectors and scalar quantities are written in regular typeface.
Variables in frequency domain are indicated by upper case letters and the Laplace variable is
s = j!.

Operators
˙(·) . . . time derivative
(̈·) . . . second time derivative
r . . . gradient

(̃·) . . . filtered
(̂·) . . . reference/correct value

Greek Symbols
↵ . . . damping coefficient in NPC
↵(·) . . . angle between leg and

ground (gait models)
� . . . proportional gain in ILC
� . . . derivative gain in ILC
�LMS . . . regularization term in AFF
�VPP . . . angle between the leg and

the connection foot-point to
VPP in the VPP model

� . . . small value in the AFF imple-
mentation

�T . . . sample time/synchronization
time step

�zmax . . . defines the magnitude of the
suspension in Part I

µLMS . . . adaptation gain in AFF
⌫LMS . . . leakage factor in AFF
�pm . . . phase margin
�VPP . . . trunk orientation of the VPP

model
� . . . rotation of the Stewart Plat-

form about the X axis
 . . . rotation of the Stewart Plat-

form about the Z axis

⌧ . . . scalar representation of the
delay in the RTHS loop

⌧add . . . additional delay used in the
FACE method

⌧crit . . . critical delay where RTHS
loop becomes unstable

⌧FEI . . . equivalent time delay (FEI
index)

⌧h,n . . . total hip torque in the VPP
model for n= {L, R}

⌧VPP,n . . . hip torque in the VPP model
by the VPP controller for n =
{L, R}

⇥ . . . rotation of the Stewart Plat-
form about the Y axis

⇥ . . . vector with FIR coefficients in
AFF

!bw . . . actuator bandwidth
!c . . . corner frequency of the iden-

tified Stewart Platform leg
transfer behavior

!dyn . . . eigenfrequency of the dy-
namical system

!pm . . . frequency of phase margin

Superscripts
(·)c . . . during contact
(·)f . . . frequency domain value
(·)NUM-TS . . . from the numerical part to

the transfer system

(·)r . . . reference quantity
(·)TS-EXP . . . from the transfer system to

the experimental part
(·)0 . . . real/achieved quantity
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xii Contents

Subscripts
(·)ACT . . . actuation system
(·)CoP . . . Center of Pressure

(Part III)
(·)diss . . . dissipated
(·)error . . . error (energy or power)
(·)ext . . . by external forces
(·)EXP . . . experimental part
(·)FP . . . foot point (Part III)
(·)FTS . . . force/torque sensor
(·)h . . . hip (Part III)
(·)i . . . leg of the Stewart Plat-

form, i = 1...6
(·)int . . . interface
(·)IFP . . . interface point
(·) j . . . iteration of the ILC

scheme
(·)k . . . discrete time instant
(·)L . . . left leg/foot
(·)l . . . weighted by l (FEI index)
(·)m . . . measured
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The loss of a body part changes life suddenly: On the one hand, everyday activities be-
come major challenges and on the other hand, the loss also represents a major psychological
burden. The causes for the necessity of an amputation are manifold and include vascular
diseases, cancer, infections, trauma or accidents [32, 74, 139, 234]. Almost 50,000 amputa-
tions of the foot were performed in 2019 in Germany [209]. By prosthetic fitting, an attempt
is made to emulate the functionality of the lost body part and thereby enables the patient to
resume an independent everyday life. Prostheses exist for different body parts. This thesis
focuses on the lower extremities, viz. foot prostheses. Despite great advances in the design of
prostheses, the complex role of the missing body parts is difficult to emulate and differences
between amputees and able-bodied humans can be observed. For example, the gait pattern
of foot prosthesis wearers differs, which is directly noticeable in greater energy consumption
and altered forces (e.g. in the ankle, knee and hip). Over time, the excessive loading and
compensation of lost functionalities lead to osteoarthritis, osteopenia, osteoporosis and back
pain. [32, 74, 154, 193] For a targeted development and further improvement of prosthetic
feet, the dynamic interplay between an amputee and the prosthesis needs to be well un-
derstood. One option is to observe amputees in locomotion laboratories and ask them for
feedback. However, this approach is time-consuming, subjective, not repeatable and possibly
unsafe for the wearer. Hence, a robot-based test method is desirable that not only eliminates
these disadvantages, but can also be applied in the early development phase.

A neat strategy to investigate the dynamics of complex systems is Real-Time Hybrid Sub-
structuring (RTHS). In this method, parts of the dynamical system are tested experimentally
while the remainder of the system is simulated numerically. Coupling the individual sub-
structures in real-time provides the dynamic behavior of the full dynamical system. The
application of RTHS for prostheses testing could therefore be a suitable choice. In RTHS, the
amputee is modeled and the prosthetic foot tested on the test bench to emulate the dynamic
interplay. The principle is visualized in fig. 1.1. The vision at the Chair of Applied Mechanics
is to investigate the applicability of RTHS to test prosthetic feet and establish it as a testing
method.

1.1 Objective and Outline

The objective of this thesis is to

lay the foundation for testing prosthetic feet using Real-Time Hybrid Substructuring such that,
in the future, this testing method can be realized.

Successful testing of prosthetic feet using RTHS requires that the methods developed for
RTHS are advanced enough to replicate complex system behavior with high fidelity. Hence,

1
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RTHS

Figure 1.1: When a prosthetic foot is tested with RTHS, the amputee is modeled and simulated numerically.
The amputee is coupled with the tested prosthetic foot to analyze the gait dynamics of the prosthesis wearer.
The coupling is done by exchanging displacement/velocity and force information at the interface (ankle). In this
visualization, the prosthetic foot is moved by a Stewart Platform. (Image of the amputee adapted from [179]; figure
adapted from [105].)

objective fulfillment includes building an understanding of the current state-of-the-art of
RTHS, determining necessary steps and removing any barriers. Based on a literature re-
view, three major tasks were identified as essential for the success of prostheses testing with
RTHS. These are reflected in the structure of this thesis as individual parts. A visualization is
given in fig. 1.2, where each of the topics is represented as a pillar necessary to support the
roof with the vision to test prostheses using RTHS.

After this introductory chapter, the thesis commences with the fundamentals of Real-
Time Hybrid Substructuring (RTHS) in chapter 2. This chapter is not only intended to give
non-specialists a smooth start into this topic, but also to make researchers acquainted with
the view on RTHS used in and required for the understanding of this thesis. Subsequently
to that, three parts follow. These form the supporting pillars for the success of prostheses
testing using RTHS (cf. fig. 1.2).

Part I focuses on Actuator Control for RTHS systems with contact. The stability of RTHS
tests with contact is jeopardized due to the rapid change of system dynamics at the tran-
sition from contact to non-contact and vice versa. An actuator control scheme is proposed
with the objective to enable safe, stable and robust testing as well as high fidelity testing of
RTHS systems with contact. Specifically, Iterative Learning Control is introduced as feedfor-
ward control scheme because it requires only little model knowledge and is applicable to a
wide variety of RTHS setups/dynamical systems. Iterative Learning Control is furthermore
combined with Normalized Passivity Control for improved stability and robustness. An ex-
perimental benchmark study assesses the efficiency of the proposed scheme in comparison
with Velocity Feedforward and Adaptive Feedforward Filters as feedforward control schemes.
The dynamical system used for these investigations is a one-dimensional dynamical system
with contact as represented in the depiction of the first pillar in fig. 1.2.

A key issue in the RTHS community is the Fidelity assessment, represented as the second
pillar in fig. 1.2. Often, a reference solution is not available against which the RTHS result
can be validated. This is also the case when it comes to testing of prosthetic feet using RTHS.
Still, a fidelity measure is required that assesses how much the errors in the RTHS setup dete-
riorate the test accuracy. In Part II, a method called Fidelity Assessment based on Convergence
and Extrapolation (FACE) is developed, which is a fundamentally different approach from lit-
erature to determine the test fidelity. In this method, the reference solution is estimated using
several test results with different settings. The methodology is described and elaborated on
the basis of examples of structural vibrations. The FACE method is evaluated by simulated
and experimental analysis of linear systems as well as of the system with contact from Part I.

With respect to the visionary application of prostheses testing with RTHS, a Proof-of-
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I II III

Fundamentals of RTHS (chapter 2)

FidelityActuator Control Proof-of-Concept

Testing Prosthetic Feet

Figure 1.2: This PhD thesis sets the basis for testing of prosthetic feet using RTHS. Three important topics
have been identified to be essential for the achievement of this visionary test method: actuator control, fidelity
assessment (part of the depiction from [205]) and a proof-of-concept (prosthetic foot 1D35 by Ottobock, © by
Ottobock). Each of these topics is represented by a pillar and elaborated in this dissertation. The methods
developed in Part I and Part II are applicable to a wide range of RTHS applications and are not limited to the idea
of testing prosthetic feet.

Concept is performed in Part III (third pillar in fig. 1.2). Therein, the objective is to perform
a first RTHS test with a simulated amputee and an experimentally tested prosthetic foot.
This is to show that the human gait dynamics can be emulated using an RTHS test. Part III
presents state-of-the-art testing techniques and motivates the application of RTHS for testing
prosthetic feet. This part also introduces human gait characteristics, models used to describe
human gait and how an amputee can be modeled using these models. An RTHS test, where
one gait cycle is performed, is conducted and the results are qualitatively analyzed.

Since each of the three parts deals with different topics, the state-of-the-art as well as the
references to related work are given at the beginning of each part. Furthermore, all required
methods, the results and a conclusion are described for each part individually. Each part is
thus self-contained and a general summary of the thesis is given in chapter 19. This chapter
gives also an outlook on possible future research directions.

The vision of testing prosthetic feet using RTHS is highly ambitious and much research is
needed before this will be possible. This is indicated in the figure by the many roof tiles that
need to be joined together.

1.2 Scientific Contributions

This PhD thesis contributes to scientific advances in the field of RTHS with contact. In partic-
ular, the methods proposed in Parts I and II are applicable to a wide range of RTHS setups and
dynamical systems. Part III presents a novel application of RTHS, namely testing prosthetic
feet with RTHS. Novel scientific contributions of this work are:
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• The application of Iterative Learning Control (ILC) to improve the tracking performance
of the actuator in RTHS is proposed in chapter 6. A convergence condition is set up
which helps the user to determine the hyper-parameters of the ILC implementation. To
a large extend, this was published in [107, 108].

• The applicability of Normalized Passivity Control (NPC, proposed by Peiris et al. [171])
to RTHS with contact is investigated in chapter 5, parts of which have been published
in [104]. NPC was furthermore combined with ILC for a one-dimensional system with
contact in chapter 6, which is based on publication [108].

• Chapter 11 proposes the FACE method, which is a novel method for fidelity assessment
that is fundamentally different from the existing accuracy measures found in literature.
The FACE method is applicable to a large variety of dynamical systems and the efficacy
of this method is analyzed for the vibration response of dynamical systems in chap-
ter 12. The method is published in [110].

• The first ever RTHS test with a prosthetic foot is performed in Part III. Specifically, a
model of an amputee based on the Virtual Pivot Point (VPP) model is derived and one
gait cycle performed. The results are published in [105].



Chapter 2

Fundamentals of Real-Time Hybrid
Substructuring (RTHS)

Testing of components is an essential step during the development process to ensure that
requirements are met [127]. In many engineering applications, not only the correct function
of a component needs to be verified, but also its dynamic behavior has to be investigated. For
example, the dynamic interaction of structural components can lead to noise, vibration, and
harshness (NVH). This is not only unwanted and needs to be reduced in order to meet a high
quality standard, but can also lead to safety-critical component failure.

There are several methods to investigate the dynamics of a mechanical system: Finite El-
ement Modeling or multibody simulation offer a purely computational analysis of structural
parts. In contrast, experimental modal analysis is a purely experimental approach. Numer-
ical simulation is a safe approach with high repeatability and the modeling of linear elastic
parts is well understood and reliable. However, modeling of nonlinear behavior, such as
e.g. geometric nonlinearities or contact phenomena, is still challenging [177, 187]. A further
drawback is the long computation time of extensive Finite Element Models, which might take
up to many hours even on high-performance computers. Experimental Testing, in turn, is an
appropriate method to investigate complex dynamical systems reliably without the need to
identify system properties or take assumptions. However, setting up test benches is time-
consuming, full-scale testing of large structural systems is not viable and system properties
cannot be changed easily in an experimental setup. This is where Real-Time Hybrid Sub-
structuring (RTHS) comes into play, which is a hybrid approach combining the benefits of
both, numerical simulation and experimental testing. In RTHS, parts of the dynamical sys-
tem under test are tested experimentally and form the Experimental Part whereas the rest of
the system is simulated numerically, designated the Numerical Part1. The principle is illus-
trated in fig. 2.1. The experimental part typically comprises critical components from which
the correct function should be verified or parts that are cumbersome to model (e.g. due to

1The terms part, substructure and component are used interchangeably.

Dynamical
System

Numerical
Part

Experimental
Part

Figure 2.1: Basic idea of RTHS: A dynamical system (overall system) is split into a numerically simulated and an
experimentally tested part. A co-simulation is performed to analyze the dynamic behavior.

5
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nonlinearities, uncertainty in model parameters) [64]. The numerical part, conversely, com-
prises parts that are dynamically well understood, not yet available as hardware, or too large
to be tested at full scale. Furthermore, system properties such as mass, damping, stiffness,
geometry or material of the numerical part can easily be changed and their influence on the
dynamic behavior of the overall system can be investigated. The computational and exper-
imental dynamics analyses are performed in a co-simulation, meaning that information is
exchanged between them in real-time and the dynamic interaction between the numerical
and experimental part is considered. This makes RTHS an efficient and cost-effective way to
investigate components already during the early development stage. RTHS offers the possi-
bility to test components in full scale and with realistic in-service conditions, i.e. reproduce
the dynamic conditions that the parts will experience in the later application. [19, 25, 37,
176]

Definition 1 (Overall System) This denotes the coupled dynamical system, i.e. the dynamical
system that is investigated. In the realm of RTHS, the overall system is split into the numerical
and the experimental part.

For introductory material on RTHS, the reader is referred to [158], [190], or e.g. the follow-
ing publications [19, 144, 176].

2.1 Methodology

The idea of Hybrid Simulation, viz. the combination of numerical and experimental analysis,
was first proposed by Hakuno et al. [88]. Due to limitations in computing power, real-time
control and sensory equipment, first tests had to be conducted on extended time scale and
were called Pseudo-Dynamic (PsD) testing [33, 216]. Since PsD testing is only appropriate if
rate-dependent effects like damping play a minor role in the dynamics of the overall system,
the need for RTHS arose. Thanks to the technological progress, the first successful implemen-
tations of RTHS could be reported in the 1990s by e.g. Nakashima et al. [156, 157], Horiuchi
et al. [100] and Darby et al. [46]. For a detailed overview about the history of RTHS, the
interested reader is referred to [155].

In literature, one can find different names in lieu of Real-Time Hybrid Substructuring that
all refer to the same methodology: Real-Time Hybrid Simulation/Testing, Real-Time Sub-
structuring, Real-Time Dynamic Substructuring/Testing as well as Model-in-the-Loop and
(mechanical-level) Hardware-in-the-Loop [23, 59, 64, 164, 176, 226]. In this thesis, the
naming RTHS is applied because it captures all ideas of the method: Real-Time indicates that
the test execution and substructure coupling is in real-time, Hybrid refers to the combina-
tion of numerical and experimental dynamic analysis methods and Substructuring implies
that the overall system is split into several parts that are investigated independently. Note
that the concept of Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) can itself be classified into mechanical-level
HiL, which is basically RTHS (see [64, 164]), power-level HiL and signal-level HiL. In the
latter approach, signals are exchanged between the numerical and experimental parts rather
than mechanical quantities. Common applications are in the automotive and aerospace in-
dustry. Signal-level HiL poses different research challenges than RTHS and is therefore not
considered subsequently [112, 146].

As mentioned before, there needs to be a data exchange between the numerical and
experimental parts to couple them, i.e. to investigate their dynamic interaction. This is called
co-simulation [191]. Note that a general RTHS setup can comprise multiple experimental
substructures [158, 192]. However, for the remainder of this thesis, the case of having one
numerical and one experimental part is considered.
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Definition 2 (Co-Simulation) Implies that the computations and measurements are executed
for each substructure independently. Information is exchanged in real-time between the substruc-
tures at discrete synchronization time steps to couple them.

Since the substructures exchange energy with each other—as they would also do if they
were coupled in the real setup (overall system)—variables describing flow and effort need
to be exchanged at the interface. These are displacement/velocity and force information
in RTHS. The data exchange is performed by the Transfer System, which consists of a con-
trolled actuator, position/velocity sensors, force/torque sensors (FTS) and a Digital Signal
Processor (DSP). The task of the transfer system is to achieve equilibrium and compatibil-
ity at the interfaces between the numerical and experimental part. Therefore, all necessary
translational and rotational characteristics between the substructures need to be replicated
and multiple actuators might be necessary. [48, 158]

2.1.1 Signal Flow

The basic signal flow, which is commonly applied, is position-based coupling and described in
the following. In contrast, force-based coupling is the rarely used alternative (see [15, 181]
for more details). A visualization of position-based coupling in RTHS is given in fig. 2.2. As

FNUM
ext

z z0

�

Fint

Numerical
Part

Transfer
System

Experimental

Controlled
Actuator

FTS

C P̂

F 0m Fm

Part

Inverse
Kinematics

Direct
Kinematics

actuator coordinates

Force
Adaptation

�T

FEXP
ext

Figure 2.2: The signal flow in position-based RTHS. The coupled loop consists of the numerical part (in blue), the
transfer system (in orange) and the experimental part (in green). The force/torque sensor is denoted by FTS.

can be seen in the figure, the RTHS setup forms a closed feedback loop [145]. The numerical
simulation contains a model of the numerical part. This can be a closed-form analytical solu-
tion or a non-analytical computational model, such as a Finite Element Model or a multibody
simulation [192]. Any external forces exciting the numerical substructure are denoted by
FNUM

ext . The equations of motion are solved by a numerical time integration algorithm2 that
outputs the interface displacements z. The displacement command z is sent to a controlled
actuator. In many applications, hydraulic actuators are used, but also electric or pneumatic
actuators can be employed. Depending on the experimental setup, i.e. how the actuator is
oriented with respect to the interface Degrees of Freedom (DoFs), a kinematic transformation
into the actuator coordinates (joint space) is necessary. The controlled actuator can be seen

2The selection of numerical time integration schemes is not further detailed here and can be found in i.a. [15,
24, 35, 39, 202].
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as an inner control loop in the outer RTHS loop. In fig. 2.2, the special case where the actua-
tor with transfer function P̂ is controlled by a feedback controller with transfer function C is
visualized. In an RTHS setup, however, any choice of controller can be suitable (feedforward
and/or feedback) and different control schemes will be presented in Part I. The achieved
displacement is denoted by z0, which is the motion that the interface of the experimental
part undertakes. It results from the dynamics of the controlled actuators and the kinematics
of the arranged actuators (indicated with direct kinematics in the figure). The experimental
part is mounted with its interface to the end effector of the actuator system3 and reacts to
this displacement and potential external forces FEXP

ext with measurable forces Fm. These forces
can originate from strains, rate-dependent damping and inertial forces depending on the dy-
namic characteristics of the experimental substructure. The FTS, which is mounted at the
end-effector of the actuator, measures the interface forces F 0m. The interface forces can be
processed by e.g. a filter or coordinate transformation, which is denoted by the force adap-
tation block in fig. 2.2. The (possibly processed) interface forces Fint result and are used as
input to the numerical simulation in the next time step. [158] For the sake of clarity, the DSP,
which is part of the transfer system (in orange), is not visualized in fig. 2.2.

The computations in the numerical part, the discrete sample time of the controlled actu-
ator and the sample time of the force measurement may all be different and appropriate for
the respective subsystem. However, there is the need for a synchronization time step �T at
which information is exchanged, i.e. the coupling performed [18, 99, 233].

Notation in the Remainder of the Thesis
Figure 2.2 shows the general case of an RTHS setup where the interface consists of multiple
DoFs and possibly also of multiple controlled actuators to represent the necessary interface
translations/rotations. This means that the displacement and force quantities that are ex-
changed between the substructures are vectors. In Part I and Part II of this thesis, the inter-
face is one-dimensional and therefore the exchanged quantities are scalars. In Part III, three
DoFs (two translations, one rotation) are needed. All derivations in Part I and II are generally
valid and not restricted to the one-dimensional case.

Furthermore, the applications and derivations in Part I and Part II will consider the case
where all computations/measurements of the substructures are performed with the same
time step, namely the synchronization time step �T . In Part III, in turn, the step size of the
numerical time integration step and the force measurement is five times smaller than �T .

2.1.2 Physical Components

The transfer system and the experimental part make up the physical components of an RTHS
setup. Since they are in dynamic interaction with each other, too, the achieved displacement
of the actuator z0 depends on the interaction between them. This is visualized in fig. 2.3,
where both the transfer system and the experimental part are illustrated as mass-spring-
damper (MSD) systems. If the transfer system can be regarded as stiff compared to the
experimental part, the achieved displacement solely depends on the dynamic characteristics
of the actuator P̂ and the respective controller C . Often, however, the experimental part
and the transfer system dynamically interact with each other and thus the achieved displace-
ment is considerably influenced. This is known as control-structure interaction (CSI) and
described for hydraulic actuators in [59]. The dashed arrow in fig. 2.2 indicates this dynamic
interaction.

3In some cases, a direct control of the experimental interface locations is not possible. An idea to bypass
this problem, which is based on the concept of transmission simulator from dynamic substructuring, is presented
in [15].
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Controlled Actuator Experimental Part

z z0

FmFm

Figure 2.3: Visualization of the dynamic interaction between the controlled actuator and the experimental part.
The dynamics of both are simplified as a linear MSD system.

2.2 Delay in RTHS

As mentioned above, the transfer system should achieve compatibility (z0 = z) and equilib-
rium (Fm + Fint = 0) between the numerical and experimental substructure in order to repre-
sent their dynamic interaction realistically. However, in a real RTHS setup, there are several
error sources that lead to desynchronization at the interface. Two of these error sources are
the frequency-dependent time delay and the frequency-independent time lag4. On the one
hand, time delays are introduced by frequency-dependent dynamics, such as the actuator de-
lay (z0 6= z) or the transfer dynamics of the FTS. On the other hand, time lag is introduced by
e.g. communication, computation as well as A/D and respectively D/A conversion. [37, 38,
42, 137] In the following, the term delay is used to describe the aggregation of all sources of
time delay and time lag.

Definition 3 (Tracking Performance) By tracking performance we denote the set-point track-
ing between the desired command5 z and the real achieved displacement z0. The error is cal-
culated as g = z � z0 and often referred to as gap. In case of perfect tracking, the condition of
compatibility is fulfilled at the interface between the numerical and experimental substructure.

Due to desynchronization at the interface and violation of the compatibility/equilibrium con-
ditions, the RTHS setup distorts the investigated dynamics and the test accuracy is affected.

Definition 4 (Distortion) If additional dynamics or other errors are introduced in the RTHS
loop, the investigated dynamic interaction between the numerical and experimental part is
changed. This means that the observed dynamics of the RTHS test differ from the dynamics
of the overall system. A reason might be any introduced dynamics by the transfer system that
lead to a violation of compatibility and equilibrium at the interface.

More importantly, this delay can lead to instability of the test. RTHS test stability is indis-
pensable in order to perform safe tests—for the user and for the used hardware.

Definition 5 (Stability) The RTHS loop forms a feedback coupling that can become unstable in
the presence of destabilizing factors (delay, unstable numerical time integration, measurement
noise, ...). Instability means that the energy in the RTHS setup increases and leads to growing
oscillation amplitudes in the actuator command. Instability of coupled RTHS tests should not be
mixed-up with instability of the controlled actuator (inner loop): Even with a stably and robustly
controlled actuator, RTHS instability can occur.

4For now, other sources of error are disregarded. They are detailed in chapter 10.
5In case of force-based coupling rather than position-based coupling, the desired/real quantities would be

forces.
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Whether delay leads to instability and how much delay is tolerated before a test becomes
unstable does not only depend on the amount of delay, but also on the dynamics of the inves-
tigated system and its partitioning into numerical and experimental part6. As a rule of thumb,
the RTHS stability is less susceptible to delay the higher the damping in the overall system
and the less stiffness in the experimental part. Furthermore, a test is less sensitive when the
investigated system dynamics are slow7. In literature, one can find various methods to assess
the stability of RTHS tests. Many of them consider the sum of all time delays and time lags as
a constant time lag value ⌧ for their studies [42, 136, 144]. The reasoning is that many tests
are performed in a small frequency range, where the frequency-dependent dynamics do not
change or the phase shows a linear roll-off. Furthermore, e.g. [144, 192] showed that only
the sum of the delay/lag values matters, but not their individual values, if linear systems are
considered. Reducing all delays to a scalar value ⌧ enables an analysis at which critical value
⌧crit a test becomes unstable. The analysis methods include control theoretical approaches
such as an investigation of the closed loop poles [38], the phase margin [15, 42] or the
root locus plot [41]. Based on Delay Differential Equations (DDE) some approaches can be
found in [101, 135, 227]. Furthermore, the following literature studies the susceptibility of
RTHS tests to time delay and gives recommendations about suitable choices of partitioning
[28, 126, 134–137]. All these presented approaches require a known or at least an approxi-
mated dynamic representation of the experimental part, which is—according to the problem
statement of RTHS—generally not available.

2.2.1 The Concept of Stability Margin

The concept of stability margin is commonly used in linear control theory to evaluate the
robustness of a closed loop system. To apply this concept, the transfer function of the open
loop system is plotted. Then, the phase is read at the frequency where the magnitude crosses
one, i.e. 0 dB (location indicated by a vertical line in the magnitude plot of the following
figures). The distance between that phase value and �180° implies the degree of robustness
(phase margin indicated by a vertical line in the phase plot of fig. 2.4). The reason is that if
the magnitude of the oscillation at a certain frequency is larger than one and the phase delay
larger than �180° (half period), the oscillation of the system is stirred up. If the phase margin
is �pm (in degree) at a frequency !pm (in rad/s), then the maximum allowed additional time

delay is ⌧crit =
2·⇡·�pm
360·!pm

before the closed loop system becomes unstable. This concept is also
applicable to the RTHS feedback loop if the individual substructures are linear [16].

Definition 6 (Robustness) The closer an RTHS setup is to its stability boundary, the less robust
it is. Robustness is a measure for how sensitive an RTHS setup is to any destabilizing factors,
such as disturbances like measurement noise or additional delays. The notion of robustness is
closely related to safety of the test.

2.2.2 Mass vs. Spring Experimental Part

The effect of delay on the RTHS stability and how much delay is tolerated depends on the
system dynamics and the partitioning into numerical/experimental part. In particular, the
effect of a mass and a spring in the experimental part can be opposite. The investigations
of linear MSD systems e.g. in [28, 41, 75, 134, 226] show that, in general, stiffness in the

6Note that even if a test remains stable, bad actuator tracking leads to inaccuracy of the test and therefore
should be compensated for (see chapter 3).

7These are general rules deduced from literature and their validity could also be experienced in the course of
this research.
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experimental part has generally a destabilizing effect, while mass has a stabilizing effect.
Both statements indicate the tendency, but are only true within certain bounds8.

To visualize the effect of delay on the stability margin of an RTHS test with a spring
experimental part, a simple example is shown in fig. 2.4. The figure shows the case where a
linear MSD system (numerical part) is coupled to a spring (experimental part) for the case of
an ideal actuator and with a time lag of ⌧ = 0.005 s. The vertical lines of the phase response
indicate the stability margin. The higher the stability margin, the more additional delay is
permitted before the test becomes unstable [15]. In this case, where the experimental part
consists only of a spring, the delay leads to a decreased stability margin (14.6° to 3.8° at 6 Hz)
and thus less robustness (⌧cri t = 0.007s to ⌧cri t = 0.002s).
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Figure 2.4: Bode diagram showing the influence of delay on the stability margin of the RTHS test for a stiffness
experimental part. The ideal dynamics (solid, blue line) of the overall system and the dynamics including a pure
time delay of ⌧ = 0.005s (dashed, orange line) are shown. The construction of the stability margin (SM) is
indicated by the vertical lines.

This example demonstrates that additional delay leads to decreased robustness in case of
a spring experimental part. In case of a mass experimental part, the phase margin increases
in the presence of actuator delay. The reason for the different effect of delay when the
experimental mass consists of a mass or a spring can be explained using a representation in
the complex plane. Figure 2.5 shows the forces on the mass of an oscillating MSD system
(spring stiffness k, damping constant d and mass m, eigenfrequency !0). A delay ⌧ rotates
the force components. In case the inertia forces are delayed, which is the case when the
mass is in the experimental substructure, a positive damping component is gained. This, in
turn, increases the RTHS test robustness. In case the spring forces are delayed, though, the
rotation of the force vector creates a negative damping contribution and hence destabilizes
the RTHS setup.

8For example, [28] reports that if kEXP < 0.06kNUM or mEXP < 0.06mNUM for a system with 3 % critical damping,
the test is in a region of unconditional stability. This means that the test is stable regardless of any time delay.
Furthermore, if the resonance frequencies of the numerical and experimental part match, i.e. kNUM

mNUM
= kEXP

mEXP
, the

test is also unconditionally stable. The fact that RTHS setups with mass in the experimental part tolerate larger
time delays is only true if mEXP < mNUM. If mEXP > mNUM, a position-based RTHS coupling tolerates no delay at all.
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Figure 2.5: The forces on the mass in an MSD system are represented in the complex plane (blue). In the
presence of a delay ⌧, the complex force vectors are delayed (orange), which corresponds to a clockwise rotation.

In the present section, the influence of time delay was discussed. For the sake of com-
pleteness it should be mentioned that there are also other sources of errors and uncertainty
in an RTHS setup that lead to inaccuracy of the test. These are discussed in Part II.

2.3 Test Fidelity

RTHS aims at emulating the true dynamic behavior of the overall system, which is called
the reference solution [134, 238]. The reference solution can either be a full experimental
test or a full numerical simulation of the overall system. However, in many engineering
applications, the generation of the reference solution is impractical and the main reason why
RTHS is employed in the first place. On the one hand, pure numerical modeling might be
inappropriate due to complex dynamic behavior (nonlinearity, contact, unknown material
properties) of the experimental part. On the other hand, a full-scale test of the experimental
part might require huge laboratories as well as the existence of all parts and not all of them
might be manufactured yet. If possible, the reference solution should be obtained from a full
experimental test of the overall system. This is because there are less assumptions involved
compared to a pure numerical simulation of the overall system.

Definition 7 (Fidelity) How well the true dynamic behavior of the overall system (reference
solution) is emulated by the RTHS test is called fidelity. A high fidelity corresponds to a good
emulation of the system dynamics and a high test confidence.

The fidelity can be measured by different quantities (e.g. time and frequency domain) and
is detailed in Part II. In general, these measures investigate how well the test replicates the
Quantity of Interest (QoI).

Definition 8 (Quantity of Interest (QoI)) The purpose of an RTHS test is to investigate e.g.
the system dynamics, function of parts and possible failure of components, which is called the
QoI. This can be a physical quantity such as e.g. a displacement, stress, force, temperature,
frequency response, etc. or a parameter that evaluates the function of a component. The QoI
does not necessarily need to be at the interface but can also be an internal DoF of either the
numerical or experimental part. [191, 232]

2.4 RTHS from Different Perspectives

The RTHS principle and the effects observable in RTHS experiments can be viewed as a
dynamic substructuring problem and also as a control theoretical task. This section aims at
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linking these views together. This is to establish the connection to RTHS for readers who are
more familiar with one of the perspectives.

2.4.1 Dynamic Substructuring Perspective

Analyzing system dynamics by splitting the overall system into several substructures is not
only found in RTHS, but also in dynamic substructuring. This includes coupling of either
several numerical or experimental substructures or the coupling of experimental and analyt-
ical models [7, 50, 67, 79]. Even though dynamic substructuring poses different research
questions, readers from this field might better understand the content of this thesis if a few
relations are given.

In frequency-based substructuring, which considers the substructuring problem in fre-
quency domain, the substructures are commonly denoted by Substructure A and Substruc-
ture B (see the illustration in fig. 2.6). These correspond to the numerical and experimental
part. The RTHS test is supposed to emulate the overall system dynamics, which comprises
substructures A and B. The transfer system, which is substructure C, should perfectly trans-
mit the dynamics between A and B, i.e. should be ideally stiff and z0 = z. In a real RTHS
setup, however, not only the dynamics of substructures A and B are involved, but also some
additional interface dynamics, which are represented as Substructure C (corresponds to the
transfer system in RTHS). Any additional dynamics of substructure C change the dynamic
response when substructures A and B are coupled. For example, El Mahmoudi et al. [60]
include bushings at the interface between two substructures A and B. The bushings are
modeled as spring-damper elements (stiffness k(Bush), damping c(Bush)) with an admittance

1
k(Bush)+c(Bush)(i!) . From this equation, it can be seen that the influence of the bushing (sub-
structure C) on the dynamics of the coupled substructures A and B is zero if the impedance
k(Bush) + c(Bush)(i!) ! 1. In the RTHS loop, delays (see section 2.2) lead to z0 6= z at a
certain time step, which corresponds to a finite rather than infinite impedance of the transfer
system.

z z0

Substructure A
Substructure B

Substructure A Substructure B

RTHS

Substructure C

Figure 2.6: RTHS in the notation of dynamic substructuring.

2.4.2 Control Theoretical Perspective

Just as the mechanical perspective before, there might be readers who feel themselves more
acquainted with control theory. The block diagram representing RTHS is shown in fig. 2.7.
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The correct transfer function of the numerical part is denoted by ĜNUM and of the experimen-
tal part with ĜEXP. The actuator (transfer function P̂) is controlled by a feedback controller
C , yielding the transfer function ĜACT =

Z0(s)
Z(s) =

C ·P̂
1+C ·P̂ of the controlled actuator.

The denominator of a closed loop transfer function provides information about the char-
acteristic dynamics of the system. For the RTHS loop as shown in fig. 2.7, the denominator of
the sensitivity function writes 1+ ĜNUM · ĜACT · ĜEXP · ĜFTS. In case of a perfect transfer system
(i.e., ĜACT = ĜFTS = 1), the reference dynamics result9 and the characteristic equation writes
1 + ĜNUM · ĜEXP. However, in a general RTHS system, the characteristic equation contains
the dynamics of the transfer system. From this it is clear that any dynamics of the transfer
system directly influence the RTHS result. Furthermore, these characteristic dynamics can be
unstable, which results in the test instability discussed in section 2.2.

ĜFTS

ĜNUM
FNUM

ext

Fint

Fm

Transfer System

z0z

�
C P̂

�

FEXP
ext

ĜEXP

ĜACT

Figure 2.7: Representation of the RTHS loop as control loop. For the sake of clarity, any coordinate transforma-
tions, force adaptations and the DSP are omitted in this figure. ĜNUM and ĜEXP are the true transfer functions of
the numerical and experimental part.

2.5 Applications and Current Research

Nowadays applications of RTHS range from civil engineering, where structural behavior un-
der natural-hazards is investigated, to the automotive and aerospace sector, robotics, manu-
facturing systems and medical applications. This section gives a brief summary about them,
but does not claim to be exhaustive.

Applications in civil engineering include testing of buildings under earthquake loads, test-
ing of tall buildings under wind loads, investigation of structural components in case of fire
and testing of road/rail bridges under wind and wave loads [98, 228, 243]. Furthermore,
aerodynamic forces are often emulated using RTHS, see e.g. [176], and wind turbine blades
are analyzed [26, 37, 123, 191]. In the automotive sector, e.g., semiactive MacPherson sus-
pension systems [65], active safety vehicle systems [208] or vehicle axles [165] have been
tested using RTHS. Further, the pantograph-catenary interaction of the power supply of trains
was i.a. investigated in [64]. In the aerospace sector, [91] looked into spacecraft parachute
deployment and i.a. [22, 132] probed the rendezvous and docking of satellites in space.
Biomechanical analyses of hip and knee endoprostheses have been performed by [78, 93].

Even though RTHS is already applied as testing procedure in some engineering applica-
tions, there are still many open research questions. MECHS (Multi-Hazard Engineering Col-
laboratory for Hybrid Simulation), which is an NSF-funded Research Coordination Network,
aims at pushing the frontiers of Hybrid Simulation and foster the exchange of knowledge

9This also assumes that the model of the numerical part and the time integration scheme are accurate.
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and codes. In 2019, they set up a Research Agenda [142] that displays the current research
status and the required research to further advance the field of application. The following
outlined research questions aim at providing an overview about the various research activi-
ties on RTHS but are not considered in this thesis. Modeling of the numerical part is of huge
importance in RTHS. As the applications are becoming more complex, the need for accurate
numerical models that can still be solved in real-time rises. Model Order Reduction or black
box modeling via Neural Networks are approaches that can be found in literature [18, 83].
Associated to the correct modeling of the numerical parts, suitable numerical time integra-
tion schemes are needed [44]. For the last decades, RTHS has mainly be considered from a
deterministic perspective. Over the last few years, the focus shifts to frameworks including
parameter uncertainty and the investigation of uncertainty/error propagation through the
RTHS loop [1–3, 192]. A further research topic is about distributed RTHS, where experimen-
tal parts are at different laboratories around the world and RTHS tests are performed. Details
about this idea can be found i.a. in [29, 124].

A large research focus is also put on the transfer system control and the compensation of
the actuator dynamics [142]. The methods developed in this track address the stability and
accuracy problem described in section 2.2. Current limitations include the implementation
complexity as they often need a system identification of the actuator used and their limited
versatility when it comes to testing of nonlinear experimental parts. This research question is
the focus of Part I. Furthermore, fidelity assessment is of huge importance so that confidence
is gained in the methodology. The tracks that have been considered so far to handle the
assessment of RTHS tests and a novel methodology are presented in Part II.





Part I

Actuator Control for RTHS with
Contact
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Chapter 3

Contact and Actuator Control in
RTHS: an Introduction

As discussed in section 2.2, the dynamics of the transfer system influence the test fidelity and
stability. Generally, the vast part of the delay in an RTHS system comes from the controlled
actuator while the dynamics of the FTS and the DSP can be considered fast [144]. This is
because the internal dynamics of the FTS and DSP are often much faster than the dynamics
of the investigated overall system or the controlled actuator. Since the test result should
be of high fidelity, there is a special research focus on minimizing the spurious dynamics
introduced by the actuator into the coupling loop. Particularly for testing impact-contact
scenarios, which is also the case in the visionary RTHS application of prostheses testing,
existing actuator control/dynamics compensation schemes are not fully sophisticated and
their application is cumbersome. Part I deals with actuator control for RTHS applications
with impact-contact scenarios and is not limited to the application of prostheses testing.

3.1 Contact Problems

In nature as well as in engineering, there are many processes that are dominated by contact.
The phenomena comprising contact are manifold and depend on the length and time scale
and can be viewed from nanoscale to macroscopic level. Contact phenomena can be benefi-
cial and indispensable, e.g. when animals and humans exploit the dynamic interaction with
the ground while walking and running. The dynamic phenomena can also be detrimental,
though, as contact affects the vibratory response of the systems undergoing contact. Consid-
ering the local interface dynamics, effects like friction, stick-slip and wear can be observed.
These local effects influence the dynamic response of the contact partners and can induce
unwanted vibrations. In many technical applications, high customer requirements must be
met and the induced dynamics that can lead to noise, vibration, and harshness (NVH) are un-
wanted and must be reduced. [14, 115, 177, 245] The basic principles of contact mechanics
can be found in [14, 115].

When contact occurs, two or more contact partners are involved. At the contact boundary,
i.e. where the respective parts touch each other, a dynamic interaction takes place between
them. This means that the dynamical properties of the contact partners instantaneously
complement each other. The dynamic interaction of the contact partners can lead to changes
in the resonance frequency, the excitation of a resonance and also energy dissipation at the
contact interface. If the relative velocity between the contact partners and the rate of loading
is high (short time scale), a stress-wave can result that propagates through the components.
This phenomenon is known as impact. [115]

19
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Due to the complexity of contact phenomena, modeling of contact is challenging [23,
177]. For example, the dynamic properties of the contact partners must be known accurately
as well as the exact surface shape and geometry and the impact velocity. Nevertheless, the
high technical demands of novel products need to be met in a cost-effective manner and
testing the dynamic interaction between the contact partners already in the early develop-
ment stage is indispensable. An appropriate choice can be RTHS for the reasons outlined
in chapter 2. The first application of RTHS with contact can be found in Veerasamy and
Hubbar [224]. Since then, several RTHS setups have been built to simulate spacecraft dock-
ing and on-orbit servicing (see [5] for an overview). Using RTHS for such simulations in
aerospace does not only enable the investigation of contact dynamics without the need of
computational modeling, but also offers the possibility to investigate the dynamics realisti-
cally under zero-gravity conditions as in space. The researchers encountered stability issues
when performing RTHS with contact and report that the type of actuator used is key for the
success of such tests. For example, a high actuator bandwidth [23] and a fast cycle time [22,
132] are desirable. Furthermore, Ma et al. [132] report that the use of impedance control
would be beneficial but cannot be implemented in industrial robots due to the inaccessibil-
ity of the required signals. They implemented admittance control instead and incorporated
active (virtual) and passive (mechanical) compliant parts in the RTHS setup to enable stable
RTHS tests [241, 242].

A further application in the aerospace sector is the investigation of Air-to-Air
Refuelling [23], albeit this work uses PsD testing rather than RTHS due to limited actuator
bandwidth. In the transportation sector, the contact between a pantograph and the overhead
line (power supply) of a train is e.g. investigated in [64, 213]. In these applications, the con-
tact phenomenon is defined by brief duration with high rate of loading/unloading and abrupt
acceleration and deceleration patterns. These RTHS applications with contact are depicted
in fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Example engineering applications with contact, where an investigation of the dynamics using RTHS
would be desirable. The left picture shows Air-to-Air Refuelling (©Milan Nykodym) [163]. In the middle, the docking
of a spacecraft to a space station is visualized [159] and on the right, a pantograph for power supply of trains is
depicted.

3.2 Requirements on Actuator Control for RTHS with Contact

As outlined in section 2.2, there is a need for effective actuator dynamics compensation.
Based on the research agenda from MECHS [142], a literature survey and the intended ap-
plication of RTHS tests with contact, the following requirements can be formulated for the
actuator control1 (this list is inspired by [137, 138, 142, 206]):

1These requirements are set for all kinds of RTHS setups and are not limited to RTHS with contact.
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• Accurate tracking: A good tracking performance (cf. definition on p. 9) is vital for a
high fidelity test result. A good control scheme compensates for all uncertainties of the
control plant and performs the desired motion with minimum discrepancies for a large
frequency range. This is also known as high controller bandwidth (magnitude 0dB and
phase delay constant).

• Data-based approach: The control scheme should be applicable without the need for
an analytical model or a system identification neither of the actuator nor the experi-
mental part.

• Simple and straightforward: This requirement indicates the necessity for a simple
implementation with only few tuning parameters that can be tuned in a straightforward
manner. The implementation effort should preferably be as little as possible.

• Widely applicable: Despite the simple implementation, the scheme should be applica-
ble to a wide range of RTHS setups. Firstly, this includes that many kinds of dynamical
systems can be investigated properly: For example, nonlinear and discontinuous dy-
namics as well as unpredictable component failure and complex dynamic bifurcation
need to be reproduced safely and accurately. Secondly, the control scheme should be
applicable to a wide range of robots (also industrial robots, where often not all signals
can be tapped), actuation systems and to existing facilities. Therefore, an appropriate
control scheme should not interfere with the existing control scheme and ought to work
for different types of command signals (acceleration, velocity, displacement).

• Stability: Requirements on stability do not only include the stability of the controlled
actuator itself, but also stability of the RTHS loop (cf. definition on p. 9). Stability
of the controlled actuator itself can, in particular, be an issue for purely feedforward
controlled actuators and is independent of the RTHS loop. Stability of the RTHS loop, in
turn, depends on the amount of uncertainties in the RTHS loop and the sensitivity of the
RTHS test (in general, depending on the dynamical system properties). An appropriate
control scheme is able to maintain test stability under any circumstances to protect the
user and the hardware setup from damage. For example, testing of lightly damped
systems, which have a small stability margin and are highly sensitive to delay and
uncertainty, ought to be feasible [77].

• Robustness: This requirement goes hand in hand with the requirement on stability
and refers to the test stability in the presence of uncertainties (cf. definition on p. 10).
Even in the presence of unpredictable component failure or destabilizing factors, the
test execution needs to remain safe.

Definition 9 (Bandwidth) Bandwidth defines the frequency (!bw) up to which the controlled
actuator is able to perform a movement with minimum discrepancies. This means that the
magnitude of the transfer function is ⇡ 0dB and the phase delay is constant within this frequency
band.

3.3 Overview about State-of-the-Art

Over the past two decades, plenty of methods have been proposed to improve the actuator
tracking performance and compensate for any unwanted dynamics that distort the RTHS re-
sult. Many of them still suffer from limitations and do not fulfill all requirements outlined
in section 3.2. This chapter aims at giving a broad overview about various proposed tech-
niques but does not claim completeness.
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Short Recap about Control Theory
Control schemes can be classified into feedforward and feedback controllers and they often
complement each other to achieve the goal of robust and agile actuator tracking. Feedfor-
ward controllers determine the plant input based on the desired command (here: z) and
therefore shape the command input response, i.e. the dynamics with which the actuator
follows the desired trajectory. If the dynamic behavior of the plant (here: actuator P̂) is
perfectly known, one can find a feedforward controller that uses the inverted dynamics P̂�1

and perfect reference tracking can be achieved, i.e. P̂�1 · P̂ = 1. In reality, however, there are
modeling errors and disturbances which can lead to instability of the controlled plant. An
additional feedback controller can eliminate this problem. The input to a feedback controller
is the error between the desired and the achieved value (here e.g. position error g = z � z0)
and can deal with uncertainties. The parameters of the feedback controller determine the
dynamic response to disturbances. [69] Even though the sole use of a feedback controller is
more robust compared to a feedforward controller, the tracking performance is limited [223].
Hence, the combined use of both is recommended, especially for RTHS, where tight actuator
tracking is required [175].

3.3.1 Actuator Delay Compensation

The first and probably most prominent publication in this field is by Horiuchi et al. [98, 100].
In this work, the actuator delay is modeled as a pure time lag ⌧ (rather than a frequency-
dependent delay). The key idea is illustrated in fig. 3.2a and is as follows: First, a polynomial
fit is performed at time t on a predefined number of previous displacement commands (t �
⌧, t � 2⌧, ...). Then, using this polynomial, an extrapolation is performed to predict the
actuator command ahead this delay value (time t + ⌧). The predicted value z(t + ⌧) is sent
to the actuator instead of the calculated command z, which is the output of the numerical
simulation. A major limitation of this basic compensation scheme is that the real transfer
behavior of the actuator is frequency-dependent and can only in a limited frequency range be
regarded as constant. Furthermore, the polynomial degree needs to be selected appropriately.
This basic implementation has been improved i.a. by Darby et al. [47] and Wallace et al. [227]
to estimate the time lag during the RTHS test. A comparison of these delay compensation
schemes is given in [217]. Nevertheless, the scheme has several limitations and is restricted
to low-frequency movements where the actuator delay is small relative to the period of the
vibrations to be controlled.

To overcome these limitations, model-based feedforward/feedback control has been ap-
plied [34, 68, 175]. The block diagram is given in fig. 3.2b. In this scheme, a system identi-
fication of the plant P̂ is performed and an approximate model P is identified. The inverse of
that model is used as feedforward controller and complements a feedback controller C , which
can e.g. be a PID controller [34]. For model-based feedforward control, a dynamic model of
the actuator P needs to be available or identified beforehand. To achieve high performance,
the transfer behavior must be modeled accurately. The modeling process is cumbersome,
though. Often, linear time-invariant transfer function models are used. These are in general
not sufficient, because the actual dynamic behavior is nonlinear and friction effects or tran-
sient dynamics might be present. Furthermore, the real achieved displacement z0 depends on
the dynamic interaction between the actuator and the experimental part (see explanation in
section 2.1.2). If the actuator cannot be regarded as stiff compared to the experimental part,
the time-consuming system identification needs to be performed with the experimental spec-
imen mounted on the actuator. This means that for each experimental specimen that should
be tested with RTHS, the system identification needs to be performed again. Furthermore,
this implies that model-based feedforward/feedback control is not applicable if the dynamic
properties of the experimental part change during the system identification. The application
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of RTHS with contact poses a further difficulty in the modeling process of the actuator since
the dynamics change abruptly at the instant of contact and a single transfer function model
might not be sufficient to guarantee high fidelity RTHS tests.
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(a) The principle of polynomial extrapolation. Figure adapted
from [98].
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(b) Model-based feedforward/feedback control.

Figure 3.2: This figure illustrates two common delay compensation schemes used in RTHS.

The requirements on the modeling process can be relaxed by the application of adaptive
controllers. Here, the idea is to adapt the identified model parameters or controller parame-
ters continuously during run-time. The adaptation process is based on a cost function, which
is e.g. the tracking error (gap g). An algorithm (e.g. least-mean-squares algorithm) is em-
ployed to minimize this cost function [17, 25, 40, 55, 206]. In the work of Bartl et al. [15,
17], adaptive feedforward filters (AFF) are used and the implementation could achieve per-
fect interface synchronization (g ⇡ 0) even for RTHS tests with transient dynamics. The
investigation of RTHS tests with continuous dynamics proved the efficacy of AFF, but the
applicability to RTHS tests with discontinuities such as contact has not been investigated yet.
Similar to the model-based feedforward/feedback control, a difficulty might be the change
of the system dynamics at the moment of contact.

Further advanced actuator control schemes include the combination of sliding mode con-
trollers in combination with an adaption layer [133] and the use of model predictive con-
trol [221]. Both publications discuss the robustness of these schemes and the ability to
control nonlinear plants that are subject to external disturbances and model uncertainties.
Since these schemes are not dealt with in this thesis, the interested reader is directly referred
to these publications.

Looking back to the requirements from section 3.2, shortcomings of the existing actuator
control schemes can be summarized as follows:

• Most of the control schemes rely on a precise identification of the actuator dynamics
interacting with the experimental specimen. This contradicts the desire of a data-based
and simple approach. The system identification process requires the right equipment,
advanced knowledge and is time consuming. Furthermore, there are many tunable
parameters that complicate the applicability of these schemes.

• The example applications often include linear continuous dynamical systems and their
applicability to more complex dynamical systems (nonlinearity, discontinuity) has not
been investigated. Using these methods for RTHS with contact is assumed to be com-
plicated and not straightforward. This is because the actuator alternates between
moving the experimental part freely and pushing it against a surface, which changes
the dynamic interaction between the actuator and the experimental part (change of
ĜACT =

Z0(s)
Z(s) ). Special transition strategies might be required to avoid parasitic dynam-

ics [214].
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• Most of the existing control methods cannot be used for out-of-the-box actuators (e.g.,
industrial robots) and their corresponding control system. This is because out-of-the-
box actuators do not offer the signals at the interface that are required for many of
the methods and often the sampling rate is lower than needed for RTHS. The sampling
rate of out-of-the-box robots is often 250 Hz, while many RTHS experiments are per-
formed with > 1000Hz. For future applications and a simple workflow, actuator control
schemes that do not interfere with the existing actuator controller are favorable.

3.3.2 Robustness of RTHS Tests

The actuator delay compensation schemes presented above (section 3.3.1) consider the actu-
ator tracking performance. All of them try to achieve compatibility at the interface between
the numerical and experimental substructure and positively affect the test fidelity. Neverthe-
less, if the RTHS setup is highly sensitive, test instability can still occur in case of slightly
imperfect dynamics compensation [77]. None of the presented schemes observe the test
stability and therefore they do not intervene or stop the RTHS test in case of instability.
Only a few attempts to improve robustness and prevent instability can be found in literature.
Gawthrop et al. [77] propose two model-free approaches, namely to enhance the numerical
substructure by additional damping (damping raises the stability margin, see section 2.2) and
secondly to use a phase lead transfer function. Apart from these approaches, also the concept
of passivity-based control has been applied to RTHS. This scheme is commonly applied e.g.
in teleoperation or the control of haptic interfaces [70, 89, 188, 189, 240].

In the realm of passivity-based control, a network of subsystems is considered from an
energetic point of view. Passivity states that a system does not generate energy. This is suffi-
cient to guarantee stability, because the definition of stability is that the system output energy
remains bounded if the energy input is bounded [89]. Passivity-based control schemes em-
bed this principle: They monitor the system energy, more precisely, the power-flow between
the subsystems of the network. If instability is detected, they interfere with the system and
dissipate spuriously added energy to maintain stability.

Definition 10 (Passivity) A system (network of subcomponents) is passive if it does not gen-
erate energy. Passivity is a sufficient condition for stability. Passivity-based control schemes
interfere with the system, i.e. dissipate spuriously added energy, when an energy increase is
detected.

Passivity-based control schemes are employed when time delays are present, such as for ex-
ample in teleoperation. Teleoperation systems are used to control haptic devices in remote
environments, such as e.g. undersea, in space or to handle hazardous material [160]. The
basic signal flow between the involved parts is illustrated in fig. 3.3. Here, a user operates
an input device to control a remote robot and interact with the environment. Force feedback
from the input device helps the user to control the robot. A key challenge in teleoperation
is to maintain stability in the presence of destabilizing factors, such as time-varying com-
munication delays2 or uncertain dynamics of the remote environment [70]. Passivity-based
control proved to be successful and maintains stability of teleoperation systems. A compar-
ison of fig. 2.2 and fig. 3.3 reveals that the problem structure of teleoperation systems and
RTHS as well as the sources of uncertainties and destabilizing factors are similar. Therefore,
the application of passivity-based control to RTHS can be a useful means to enable safe test-
ing. First investigations of passivity-based control in RTHS have been performed in e.g. [53,
104, 171, 172]. The implementations are described in detail in chapter 5. The term fidelity
in RTHS corresponds to the measure of transparency in teleoperation. Transparency denotes

2The time delays become particularly large in case of long distances between the user and the slave robot.
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Figure 3.3: Basic signal flow in teleoperation. In comparison with an RTHS loop, the user can be regarded as the
numerical part (blue), the master, controller and slave robot as the transfer system (orange) and the interaction
with the remote environment as the experimental part (green). Adapted from [160].

the degree to which the true interaction forces with the remote environment are fed back to
the user.

A main shortcoming of the presented robustness schemes is that they distort the investi-
gated dynamics. Hence, their application introduces a trade-off between fidelity and robust-
ness [77]. In this work, passivity-based control schemes will be considered henceforth since
they only interfere in case test stability is jeopardized. Until now, the applications of passivity-
based control to RTHS mainly consider linear and nonlinear systems. While passivity-based
control schemes guarantee test stability, they cannot improve the actuator tracking perfor-
mance. Consequently, a combination of passivity-based control schemes with a powerful
delay compensation scheme is desirable.

3.4 Objective of Part I

RTHS should become more versatile and general, and thus applicable to a broader range of
problems, e.g. dynamic systems including contact. For the reasons outlined above, there is
the need for actuator dynamics compensation schemes that fulfill the requirements defined
in section 3.2. More specifically, a powerful control scheme ought to be set up that tackles the
challenges of stability (robustness in the presence of destabilizing factors) and fidelity (ac-
tuator tracking accuracy). The main focus lies on RTHS systems with contact. The developed
scheme should require no or only little knowledge about the dynamics of the actuator system
(no system identification) to make the methods as versatile and simple to use as possible.
Part I aims at attaining such a powerful control scheme and investigates the applicability of
Normalized Passivity Control, Iterative Learning Control and Adaptive Feedforward Filters.

The remainder of Part I is organized as follows: Chapter 4 presents the investigated dy-
namical system, which is a one-dimensional mass-spring-damper system experiencing con-
tact. Furthermore, the physical RTHS setup comprising a controlled Stewart Platform as
actuator, a force/torque sensor and a digital signal processor as well as the experimental part
is introduced. A simulation environment, i.e. a digital twin of the experimental RTHS setup,
is developed and serves as a safe test environment for the proposed algorithms. This chapter
also presents the reference solution and the definition of accuracy and fidelity measures that
are used for the assessment of the proposed method.

In order to guarantee test stability, the concept of passivity-based control schemes is in-
vestigated in chapter 5. Firstly, an introduction to the energy/power flow in an RTHS system
is given. After that, passivity-based control schemes that have been applied to RTHS are pre-
sented and Normalized Passivity Control (NPC) is applied to the presented RTHS system with
contact. The influence of the tunable parameters as well as the ability to maintain stability
are discussed at the end of chapter 5.

Iterative Learning Control (ILC) is presented in chapter 6. First, an introduction is given
together with some common applications. Then, ILC is applied to RTHS and the success of
ILC in an RTHS setup is discussed using the derived convergence condition. Different ILC
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methods are applied to RTHS and the advantages and disadvantages are presented.
As stated above, Adaptive Feedforward Filters (AFF) have proven to compensate actuator

dynamics effectively in the work of [15]. The principle of AFF as well as its application to
RTHS with contact are investigated in chapter 7.

Chapter 8 brings all parts together and a benchmark is presented where ILC, AFF and NPC
are combined and compared. Furthermore, ILC is combined with velocity feedforward, which
is a simple feedforward control approach. A critical discussion is given and the strengths and
weaknesses of the schemes are presented in detail.

A summary of Part I is given in chapter 9 that evaluates the proposed actuator dynamics
compensation methods based on the requirements.



Chapter 4

RTHS System with Contact and
Hardware Setup

This chapter is partly based on the author’s publications [102–104, 107, 108]. The students
Mert Göldeli and Lisa Kühn contributed as research assistants to the identification of the Stewart
Platform’s dynamic behavior and the parameter tuning for the cascaded controller, respectively.

This chapter aims at introducing the used dynamical system with contact as well as the
RTHS setup at the Chair of Applied Mechanics, Technical University of Munich. The research
in Part I deals with the method development for the actuator dynamics compensation for
RTHS with contact. Even though the vision at the Chair of Applied Mechanics is to test pros-
thetic feet using RTHS, such a complex RTHS setup would not be suitable for basic research
in this field. Hence, the investigations in this part are performed with a one-dimensional
system. This choice is based on the thought that if observable (dynamic) effects or anoma-
lies cannot be explained for a simple dynamical system, the study of a more complex RTHS
system is not viable.

4.1 Dynamical System with Contact

The following requirements are set for the choice of the academic dynamical system used in
this part:

• Availability of reference solution: To validate the efficacy of the proposed methods, a
reference solution needs to be available (see section 2.3).

• Simple: This requirement relates to the idea that all effects should be explainable.
Even though many real-world contact phenomena are three-dimensional, the choice is
a one-dimensional dynamical system with one interface DoF. The advantage is that sim-
ple computational methods exist for one-dimensional contact (perpendicular to contact
surface) and thus a reference solution can be obtained. Furthermore, one-dimensional
contact already offers the investigation of changing dynamics. In the future, it is in-
tended to investigate the presented methods for three-dimensional contact tasks and to
include i.a. friction and stick-slip effects.

• Relation to prosthetic feet: Our vision is to set up an RTHS test for prosthetic feet,
which is a highly complex intention. Albeit strongly simplified, this idea should be
integrated in the choice of the dynamical system. This also implies that the contact
stiffness should be in a similar range as for the contact between a prosthetic foot and

27
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the ground. The ground can be assumed to be rigid, i.e. the contacting environment is
stiff compared to the test component1.

• Possibility of modification: The efficacy (tracking accuracy and robustness) of control
schemes is only given if they work for different dynamical system properties, such as
RTHS setups with different sensitivities and stability margins. Therefore, the dynami-
cal system should be easily modifiable such that e.g. the case of low damping can be
investigated.

4.1.1 Geometry of the Dynamical System and RTHS Split

The one-dimensional mass-spring-damper (MSD) system illustrated in fig. 4.1 fulfills the de-
fined requirements. In this system, the upper suspension performs a cosine trajectory zd/żd
such that the lower mass contacts the ground intermittently. The whole motion is character-
ized by the alternating flight phase and contact phase (from touch-down until lift-off). The
magnitude of the cosine trajectory is h0+�zmax

2 , where h0 is the maximum distance between
the lower mass and the ground, �zmax is a scalar value and the frequency in Hertz is given
by fd.

g
kNUM dNUM

mNUM

kEXP

mEXP

zNUM

t

flight phase contact phase flight phase

zd, żd

z zEXP = h0

l0 + lstat

h0 +�zmax

FNUM
ext

1
fd

Figure 4.1: Dynamical reference system, which was investigated using RTHS. The upper mass, the suspension
and the spring-damper-element form the numerical part (blue). The experimental part is formed by the spring
between the masses, the lower mass and the ground. Adapted from [108].

The dynamical system needs to be split into a numerically simulated and an experimen-
tally tested part for the application of RTHS. Regarding the goal of this study and the later
application to more complex dynamical systems, the contact scenario is tested experimen-
tally, here. The experimental part (green in the figure) comprises the lower spring and mass
(kEXP, mEXP) as well as the ground. The remaining system, which consists of the upper
MSD system (mNUM, kNUM and dNUM) and the moving suspension (zd, żd) forms the numer-
ical part (in blue)2. Initially, the system is at rest with the upper mass being at a height of
zNUM = h0+ l0+ lstat (size of the masses neglected, l0 resting spring length), where lstat =

mEXP·g
kEXP

is the static deflection of the lower spring due to the gravitational forces. The dimensions of
1Obviously, amputees do not only walk on flat and rigid ground, but also e.g. on sand, gravel, mats, stairs and

ramps. This kind of complexity can be added in future research when the RTHS test case of walking on even and
solid ground works reliably.

2Note that the discontinuity, i.e. the change of system equations, occurs in the experimental part and not
in the numerical part. Therefore, there is no need to deal with any discontinuities of the system equations
in the numerical simulation. The contact event will only change the input force to the numerical simulation
discontinuously, which does not destabilize the numerical simulation.
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the numerically simulated part are irrelevant to the dynamics and are thus not specified. Fur-
thermore, there is a constant external force FNUM

ext = (mNUM+mEXP) · g acting on the numerical
mass. The ground exerts an external force FEXP

ext on the experimental mass during contact.

Biomechanical Motivation
The numerical subsystem can also be interpreted as a mass following the prescribed trajectory
according to a proportional-derivative (PD) control law. This is because the proportional part
acts on position errors zd � zNUM (counterpart spring) and the derivative part on velocity
errors żd � żNUM (counterpart damper). In humanoid robotics, the center of mass (CoM)
trajectory is often prescribed and controlled with a PD controller to achieve the walking
pattern [236]. Thus, in a very simplified representation, a walking human can be illustrated
as in the dynamical system in fig. 4.1. In this case, the upper MSD system represents the
human with all masses concentrated in the CoM and the lower mass-spring-system contacting
the ground imitates the prosthetic foot.

4.1.2 Dynamical Properties

Part of the objective is to develop a control scheme that is robust and thus able to stably
perform RTHS tests. For example, RTHS setups that have only little damping or that are
unfavorably partitioned possess a small stability margin and are hence extremely sensitive
to smallest uncompensated actuator dynamics [77, 137]. For this purpose, two different
parameter sets are sought, where one has a small stability margin (highly sensitive) and one
that is more robust and permits larger delays.

For the presented dynamical system, the dynamic interaction between the numerical and
experimental part is a lot stronger during the contact phase (larger interface forces Fint) than
during the flight phase. Hence, the contact phase is more critical regarding test stability and
is considered for the stability analysis. Here, the concept of stability margin presented in
section 2.2 is used. The analysis makes use of the assumption that, during the contact phase,
the mass mEXP does not move (zEXP = żEXP = z̈EXP = 0). The open loop transfer function of the
dynamical system in the RTHS setup writes Fo(s) =

Fm(s)
Fint
= kEXP

mNUMs2+dNUMs+kNUM
. The frequency

response of the open loop transfer function Fo(s) is obtained by setting the Laplace variable
s = j! and can be seen in fig. 4.2. The specific parameter values are given in table A.2 in
the appendix. While the system with higher damping (dNUM = 200 kg/s) has a stability margin
of 62°, which corresponds to a critical delay value of ⌧crit = 0.0284s, the RTHS setup with
lower damping (dNUM = 50 kg/s) requires tight actuator tracking as the critical delay value is
⌧crit = 0.0058s.

In general, an RTHS test has a QoI (cf. definition on p. 12). For the presented dynamical
system, the displacement of the interface zNUM is selected to be the QoI. Hence, for this
specific example, the actuator command is z = zNUM and the RTHS result is equal to the
achieved interface displacement, i.e. z0 = z0NUM.

4.2 Physical Setup

The whole physical test setup includes the transfer system and the experimental part. The
transfer system itself is composed of an actuator, a force/torque sensor (FTS), an encoder and
a Digital Signal Processor (DSP). The mass-spring system and the ground form the experi-
mental part. The respective components are described next. The transfer system components
are shown in fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Bode diagram of the open loop transfer function. The influence of the damping parameter dNUM on the
stability margin of the closed loop RTHS test can be analyzed with this Bode diagram. The vertical lines indicate
the construction of the stability margin (SM).

4.2.1 Stewart Platform

In this work, an in-house built Stewart Platform (also called Gough-Stewart Platform or Hexa-
pod) is used as an actuator [84, 211]. Originally, it was built at the University of Duisburg-
Essen and set up in the 2000s at the Technical University of Munich by Riebe [183]. Stewart
Platforms consist of six actuated legs that connect a (usually) fixed base plate and an up-
per plate. The legs are connected via universal joints to the upper and lower platform. The
tool center point (TCP), which is attached to the upper platform, can be moved along three
translational (X , Y , Z) and three rotational (�, ⇥,  ) DoFs by actuation of the legs. Due to
the closed loop kinematic chain between the lower platform and the upper motion platform,
Stewart Platforms belong to the class of parallel manipulators (in contrast to serial manipu-
lators). Advantages of parallel manipulators include a high load capacity, high rigidity and
relating thereto high positioning accuracy and high achievable dynamics. A downside is the
limited workspace in contrast to serial robots. [174, 204]

Each leg of the Stewart Platform3 used is driven by an electric motor (G423-414, MOOG
GmbH, Germany) with a servo amplifier (L180-310A-A2, MOOG GmbH, Germany) [147,
148]. The motors are connected to a spindle drive by belts. The spindle rotation changes
the respective leg length. The Stewart Platform is controlled with a decentralized cascaded
controller, i.e. each leg is controlled individually [183]. The basic control principle is vi-
sualized in fig. 4.4. Therefore, the motion command for the TCP (work space coordinates
X = {X , Y, Z ,�,⇥, }) needs to be transformed to the individual leg commands (joint space
coordinates) by an inverse kinematics module. The length of leg i, where i = 1...6, is denoted
by bi. Cascaded control schemes are commonly used to control electric motors [215]. The
whole controller consists of three cascaded control loops, where the dynamics of the inner

3The height of the Stewart Platform in the depicted configuration is about 0.7m.
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Figure 4.3: In this RTHS setup, the transfer system consists of a Stewart Platform as actuator and a Kistler
Multicomponent Dynamometer as FTS. Furthermore, the real-time application is realized with a MicroLabBox
from dSPACE (©Copyright 2020: dSPACE GmbH) and MATLAB®/Simulink®(version 2016b, The MathWorks Inc.,
USA).

loops are faster. The innermost loop is a current controller with transfer function Gi that is
implemented on the servo amplifiers. This is a proportional-integral (PI) controller. Due to
the high sampling rate and the lack of accessibility of the signals, the assumption Gi ⇡ 1 is
taken. The middle loop is a velocity controller, which is a proportional-integral (PI) controller
with transfer function Gv. The position errors are controlled by a proportional (P) controller
with transfer function Gp in the outermost loop. The real achieved displacement X 0 results
from the dynamics of the actuators P̂i and the kinematics (denoted by Direct Kinematics in the
figure). In this control approach, any coupling between legs or friction forces are considered
as disturbances. The controller parameters are summarized in appendix A and an applicable
tuning procedure is described in [183].

ḃ0i
i0

ḃi

Fm

X 0iieibiInverse
Kinematics

X

P̂i and
DirectFF

Gp Gv Gi

b0i

ĜACT

Kinematics

Figure 4.4: The Stewart Platform is controlled with a decentralized cascaded controller for current, velocity and
position. External forces acting on the Stewart Platform are denoted by Fm.
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The cascaded control scheme is a feedback control scheme and can be extended by a
feedforward (FF) controller for improved command input response. The input of an FF
controller can either be the desired leg position bi (i = 1...6) or the position error ei = bi� b0i .
The FF signal can be injected on velocity level, as shown in fig. 4.4, on current level (after
Gv) or on position level (before Gp). If not indicated otherwise, the FF signal is injected
on velocity level in this work. A simple but effective implementation of an FF controller is
called velocity feedforward (VFF) [214]. Here, the FF input is the desired leg position and
the FF block contains a time derivative. Therefore, the output of the position controller Gp is
enhanced by the desired leg velocity.

For details about the implemented safety features and kinematic relations (direct and in-
verse kinematics) the interested reader is referred to [174, 194]. The above implementation
assumes that the motion from the electric motors is directly transmitted to the TCP posi-
tion/orientation X 0 without any backlash of the belt, spindle drive or the universal joints.
The validity of this assumption was investigated in this work using externally mounted eddy
current sensors that measured the motion of the upper plate. These measurements were
compared to the results from direct kinematics using the encoder measurements from the
motors. Since the results match well, the backlash is negligible.

4.2.2 Force/Torque Sensor and Encoders

A further important component in the measurement chain is the FTS. For all experiments pre-
sented in this thesis, a Multicomponent Dynamometer (Type 9129AA, Kistler Instrumente AG,
Switzerland) is used in conjunction with a charge amplifier (Type 5080A, Kistler Instru-
mente AG, Switzerland) [117]. It includes four three-component force sensors that are
built of quartz and possess piezoelectric properties, which means that they respond to loads
by measurable electrical charges. All measured signals are processed and the resulting
forces/moments (six DoFs) can be tapped from the charge amplifier. Due to the measur-
ing principle, such FTSs are well suited to measure highly dynamic processes, but measuring
of constant loads is limited. The dynamic behavior of the FTS was identified using the data
acquisition system Siemens Simcenter SCADAS Mobile and impact hammer measurements.
The results can be seen in appendix B and summarized as follows: the magnitude and phase
response show ideal transfer behavior in the frequency range of interest (up to 1000Hz), i.e.
ĜFTS = 1 is assumed for the remainder of the thesis.

Resolvers are used (G3L15, MOOG GmbH, Germany) to measure the angle of each electric
motor. These measurements and the transmission ratio of the spindle drive to the leg stroke
(5 mm stroke per revolution) yield the actuator lengths b0i (i = 1...6). The resolvers have
a resolution of 2048 pulses per revolution. Converted with the transmission ratio of the
spindle drive to the leg stroke, the resolution is 2.4µm [183]. Using direct kinematics, the
translations and orientations of the upper plate, i.e. at the TCP, are determined.

4.2.3 Digital Signal Processor

The real-time application is operated from a host PC (operating system Windows 10), where
the numerical simulation and implementation of the control are done using
MATLAB®/Simulink®(version R2016b, The MathWorks Inc., USA). A MicroLabBox dS1202
from dSPACE is used as DSP and controlled from the host PC via ControlDesk® (version 6.0).
Based on the dynamic specifications of the DSP, the internal dynamics are much faster than
the investigated process (e.g. �T or the dynamics of the controlled Stewart Platform), and
the assumption is taken that no time lag (D/A or A/D conversion) or dynamics of the dSPACE
platform have to be considered.
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4.2.4 Full Experimental Setup

The full RTHS setup for the dynamical system presented in section 4.1 is shown in fig. 4.5.
The setup comprises the numerical simulation (NUM), the transfer system with the parts
presented in section 4.2.1, section 4.2.2 and section 4.2.3 as well as the experimental spring-
mass system (EXP). The experimental part consists of a 3D printed plastic (PLA) half sphere,
a compression spring (type VD-319 [87]) and an aluminum plate ("ground").

zd

zNUM

g

zd

zNUM z0NUM

Fint
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Controlled
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FTS
F 0m FmForce

Adaptation
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zEXPg
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Stewart Platform

z0NUM
Fint

Fm

Figure 4.5: The used experimental setup for the RTHS tests. For the sake of simplicity, the inverse and direct
kinematics block are omitted in the figure. Adapted from [108].

Compared to fig. 4.1, the experimental part is mounted upside down on the Stewart
Platform. This is because it is easier to compensate the measured forces than turning the
Stewart Platform upside down (e.g. mounting on a stiff frame): the gravitational effects are
compensated by adapting the measured force by Fint = F 0m+2 ·mEXP · g. Before an experiment
is conducted, the experimental mass is brought to the position zEXP = h0. Because of the
linear displacement-force-characteristics of the used compression spring, the measured forces
during the test are the same as if the experimental part was hanging.4 Since the measurement
noise is higher than the inertia forces of the experimental part during the flight phase, the
force is only measured when contact is detected and else set to Fint = mEXP · g.

4.3 Digital Twin: Virtual RTHS Setup

To set up a safe test environment for the method development, the full experimental RTHS
setup is simulated. Performing purely simulated RTHS tests, i.e. where the transfer system
and the experimental part are also simulated, is called virtual RTHS or vRTHS. For that pur-
pose, a system identification of all involved parts has to be performed.

4This statement holds if bending of the spring can be neglected.
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4.3.1 System Identification of the Transfer System

The dynamics of the transfer system are dominantly determined by the controlled Stewart
Platform and the dynamics of the FTS and the DSP can be neglected, as outlined in sec-
tion 4.2.2 and section 4.2.3. A transfer function model Pi of each leg i = 1...6 (true dynamic
behavior P̂i) needs to be found.

The block diagram in fig. 4.6 illustrates the system identification procedure of the Stewart
Platform. The system identification of an actuator can either be performed open- or closed
loop, i.e. with the feedback controller switched off or on. Here, a closed loop approach
is pursued because open loop identification should only be used for stable systems. Note
that, even though the feedback controller is active, just the transfer behavior of the legs Pi
is identified if the correlation between the excitation signal and the plant output is high. As
a rule of thumb, the coherence must be > 75 %. Next, the excitation signal must be chosen
and possible choices are e.g. Gaussian white noise, pseudo random signals, sine sweep/chirp
signals and segmented multi-sine. The excitation must be able to excite all frequencies of
interest sufficiently. [129]
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Figure 4.6: The system identification of the Stewart Platform was performed with a multi-sine signal injected on
current level.

In this work, a segmented multi-sine signal was selected, which is a signal composed of
multiple sine signals with different frequencies. The advantage compared to a sine sweep,
for example, is that individual frequencies are excited for a longer time duration [129]. The
whole frequency range of interest was divided into frequency bands and the system identifi-
cation was performed for each of the frequency bands. Here, the frequency range of interest
was up to 100Hz. The frequency spacing was 0.5 Hz and the frequency band was split into
10 smaller bands, i.e. [0.5,10], [10.5, 20], ..., [90.5, 100] Hz. The signal was injected behind
the velocity controller Gv, which is the closest accessible position to the Stewart Platform.
Following the reasoning in section 4.2.1, the dynamics of the current controller are neglected
(Gi ⇡ 1). The transfer behavior of each leg i = 1...6 writes

P̂i = P̂i(s) =
B0i(s)
I(s)

, (4.1)

with B0i(s) and Ii(s) being the frequency domain representations of b0i and ii. The Laplace
variable is denoted by s (frequency response s = j!). The measurements for the six legs
were performed subsequently and each 10 Hz-band was excited for 200s.

The measured transfer function P̂i and the approximation Pi from motor current to leg
length are shown representatively for one leg in fig. 4.7. Similar dynamic behavior can be
observed for the other legs. When approximating a measured transfer function, the degree
(number of zeros and poles) has to be defined. For the measured frequency range (up to
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Figure 4.7: The measured transfer function (black, solid line) and the approximated transfer function (gray, dashed
line) from motor current to leg length are shown for leg i = 2.

100 Hz), the dynamic behavior of the Stewart Platform used is approximated with

P̂i(s)⇡ Pi(s) =
ki

s · (Ti · s+ 1)
=

ki ·!c,i

s · (s+!c,i)
, with !c,i =

1
Ti

. (4.2)

Viewing this transfer function from a mechanical perspective, this implies that the Stewart
Platform resembles a mass-damper system5. This interpretation is reasonable because the
Stewart Platform possesses a high mass that is pushed by the motor torques (inertia part)
and is highly damped (friction, ...). In the considered frequency range, no further dynamics
such as the eigenfrequencies of the electric loops (e.g. current control) take effect, as these are
high frequency dynamics. The identified transfer functions are listed in table 4.1 for each leg
i = 1...6. The identified transfer functions can be used for system theoretical investigations

Table 4.1: Summary of the leg transfer functions from motor current to leg length of the Stewart Platform i = 1...6.

i = 1 i = 2 i = 3 i = 4 i = 5 i = 6

Pi
1011

s·(s+122.9)
1053.1

s·(s+55.5)
1123.5

s·(s+54.7)
780.9

s·(s+55.3)
988.1

s·(s+66.2)
1070.9

s·(s+59)

and vRTHS simulations. When using these transfer functions, one has to keep the following
limitations in mind:

• Friction is not considered and not identified but rather approximated by viscous damp-
ing [183].

• The given transfer functions are linear and any kind of nonlinearity is not considered.

• The influence of external forces (Fm) on the displacement b0i and the damping is ne-
glected.

5The inertia of a mass is proportional to the acceleration, i.e. s2 in the Laplace domain, and damping forces
are proportional to the velocity (s).
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• Due to the closed kinematic chain of the Stewart Platform, there is coupling between
the legs. This coupling is not considered, neither in the control nor in the identification
of the transfer behavior. This assumption is approximately valid since this Stewart
Platform is designed for minimum dynamic coupling (arrangement of actuators) [183].

• The system dynamics have only been identified in a frequency range up to 100Hz.
Hence, any effects with higher frequency content should not be interpreted.

4.3.2 System Identification of the Experimental Part

To simulate the experimental part for the vRTHS simulation, the dynamic behavior must be
identified. The experimental part consists of a spring [87], a mass and the ground. As the
true spring stiffness can differ from that given in the data sheet, a quasi-static identification
was performed. The experimental part was mounted on the Stewart Platform and deformed
in steps of 0.1mm. This test revealed that the behavior is linear in the considered frequency
range with a spring constant of kEXP = 8650 N/m. The mass of the experimental part (spring,
mounting and half sphere) is mEXP = 0.38kg. The model includes the following assumptions:

• There is no damping in the experimental part.

• The mass of the experimental part is concentrated in the center of the half sphere.

• The spring is linear and has the same static and dynamic spring stiffness. Due to the
linear elastic behavior, the static deflection lstat is negligible.

• There is no friction present between the mounting and the spring. This is ensured by
the mounting that has as little contact surface with the spring as possible.

• The spring is only axially deformed and there is no bending. This assumption is valid
following video recordings with a high-speed camera.

Contact Modeling
In addition to the dynamic properties of the experimental part itself, the impact-contact sce-
nario needs to be modeled to set up the digital twin. Two possibilities to solve the discontin-
uous dynamics are the penalty method and the conservation of momentum in combination
with the coefficient of restitution (CoR).

In the penalty method, the ground is modeled using a spring-damper element exerting
forces on the mass acting against the penetration. For the investigated case, the ground
stiffness is set to 109 N/m and the damping to 500 kg/s. The magnitude of the stiffness is
based on the Young’s modulus of aluminum. The damping value is tuned such that the
experimental mass comes to rest on the ground after a short time, which corresponds to
the observations with the high-speed camera. In the second approach, the conservation of
momentum equation is solved at the instant of impact. The CoR is set to 0, which corresponds
to a perfectly inelastic impact, and 0.73, which is a typical value for the impact between
plastic and aluminum.

Figure 4.8 shows the results of a vRTHS test using these different methods for contact
modeling. In particular, the simulated displacement zNUM of the numerical mass is visual-
ized. Contact occurs at ⇡ 1s and the transition from the contact to the flight phase at ⇡ 3s.
All simulation approaches show good agreement and reveal that the momentum of the ex-
perimental mass is very small and the impact on the numerical part little. High-speed camera
measurements of the experimental impact-contact scenario show that the experimental mass
mEXP sticks to the ground immediately after the first impact. This fosters the statement that
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of different modeling strategies to calculate the impact-contact scenario of the dynamical
system (fig. 4.1). The parameters are given as stated in table A.2, where h0 = 0.005 m and dNUM = 150 kg/s were
used.

the spring forces of kEXP pushing the mass on the ground are larger than the (change of)
momentum of the experimental mass due to impact that rebounds the mass.

The digital twin of the RTHS setup presented in this section was used for first investiga-
tions of the control schemes presented in Part I and also in Part II. Using this vRTHS simula-
tion, different approaches can be implemented and tested in a safe environment before they
are applied to the real RTHS test. In general, the results of the vRTHS tests correspond well
to the real RTHS tests. Therefore, if not indicated otherwise, only the results from the real
RTHS tests are shown.

4.4 Measures for the Success of the RTHS Test

In this part, the intention is to improve the actuator tracking performance and investigate the
influence on the test fidelity. To evaluate and compare different actuator control schemes,
measures are needed to quantify the remaining errors.

The actuator tracking performance measures the difference between the commanded and
real achieved displacement, i.e.

etrack = zNUM � z0NUM (4.3)

for the given application. The relative root-mean-square (RMS) tracking error is defined as

etrack,rel =
RMS(zNUM � z0NUM)

MAX (|zNUM|)
. (4.4)

The RMS value of a variable ⇠ is defined as RMS(⇠) =
«

1
nt

Pnt
i=1 (⇠(k))

2, where ⇠(k) denotes
the value at time step tk. In eq. (4.4), the RMS error is normalized by the maximum absolute
value of the displacement command. A common assumption is that a better tracking perfor-
mance leads to a better fulfillment of the compatibility condition and thus higher fidelity.
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Reference Solution of the Investigated Dynamical System
To measure the fidelity, a similar measure is set up using the reference solution of the QoI,
which is the displacement of the numerical mass. In this work, the reference solution zr

NUM
is obtained from a pure numerical simulation of the overall dynamical system6. The numeri-
cal simulation uses the dynamic parameters identified in section 4.3.2 (dynamics of transfer
system ideal) and the penalty method for contact-impact simulation. Since the force mea-
surement is deactivated during the flight phases in the real RTHS setup, this is also done in
the reference simulation. This means that the dynamic interaction between the numerical
and experimental part is not considered during the flight phase. In particular, this means
that the oscillation of the experimental mass after lift-off is neglected (no damping in the
experimental part).

Similar to eq. (4.3), the reference error between the RTHS test and the reference solution
writes

eref = zr
NUM � z0NUM (4.5)

and the relative RMS reference error is defined as

eref,rel =
RMS(zr

NUM � z0NUM)

MAX
�
|zr

NUM|
� . (4.6)

The smaller the reference error, the higher the fidelity.

These accuracy measures are used throughout Part I. In Part II, further measures are
explained and used for the accuracy assessment of RTHS tests.

6A discussion of the reference solution is described in section 2.3



Chapter 5

Test Stability and Robustness

This chapter is partly based on the author’s publications [104, 108]. The software implementa-
tion of the NPC scheme has been performed in the semester thesis by Doris Zhou and fine tuned
by Arian Kist. The measurements shown in this chapter have been performed by Arian Kist as
research assistant.

The objective of Part I is to develop an actuator control scheme that enables stable and
high fidelity RTHS tests of dynamical systems with contact. This chapter focuses on test
stability. In particular, passivity-based control is presented to increase test robustness (cf. def-
inition on p. 10), i.e. maintain test stability also if unpredictable disturbances occur. For this
purpose, the notion of RTHS stability is set up based on the consideration of energy/power
flow in the RTHS setup. After that, passivity-based control schemes, especially Normalized
Passivity Control (NPC), are introduced and the applicability to RTHS with contact investi-
gated.

5.1 Energy and Power Flow

Whenever components dynamically interact with each other, they exchange energy. For ex-
ample, when thinking of substructures A and B (as in section 2.4.1), energy can be trans-
ferred from A to B and vice versa while the overall energy of the dynamical system (A and B
together) remains constant1. In the presence of transfer system dynamics (substructure C),
i.e. when the compatibility and/or equilibrium conditions are violated, the energy transfer
between the substructures is impaired and energy is either generated or dissipated. One of
the key questions in RTHS is how to determine the test stability of an ongoing2 RTHS test.
The system energy of an RTHS setup is an appropriate indicator for test stability (see the
concept of passivity in section 3.3.2). Following the definition of Galmez and Fermandois
[75], the energy of the coupled system increases exponentially in case of instability. The
power flow of an RTHS setup is depicted in fig. 5.1. The energy of the numerical part (kinetic
and potential energy) changes due to work done by external forces, which is denoted by the
external power PNUM

ext . Furthermore, energy dissipation occurs due to mechanical effects such
as friction and damping and also if the used time integration scheme is not energy conserv-
ing. The dissipated power is denoted by PNUM

diss . Lastly, there is a power exchange between
the numerical part with the transfer system due to the interface forces and velocities PNUM-TS.

1The energy of the coupled dynamical system remains constant if there are no external forces or energy
dissipation (friction, damping, ...).

2Offline stability indicators are briefly outlined in section 2.2.
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Figure 5.1: Power exchange in RTHS between the numerical part, the transfer system and the experimental part.
For energy considerations of an RTHS setup, either the dashed system boundary (coupled system) or the dash-
dotted system boundary (numerical part) can be taken.

The energy of the experimental part, in turn, changes by the power input from the transfer
system and the external forces

�
PTS-EXP and PEXP

ext

�
and mechanical power dissipation

�
PEXP

diss

�
.3

While the energy of the numerical part can be calculated at each time step, the energy of
the experimental part is generally not available. Passivity-based control schemes dissipate
energy when the passivity condition is violated, i.e. an energy increase of the system is de-
tected (cf. definition on p. 24). In RTHS, two different system considerations can be pursued
to determine the RTHS test stability, namely observing (i) the energy of the numerical part
(dash-dotted system boundary in fig. 5.1) or (ii) the energy of the coupled dynamical system
(dashed system boundary).

The energy balance of the numerical part (i) is observed in the publications by [53, 75].
Following these considerations, the test stability is jeopardized when the energy in the nu-
merical part increases more than the energy input by the external force. De Stefano et al. [53]
propose the use of a passivity-based controller to dissipate the amount of energy by which
the energy of the numerical part increased. The approach by Galmez and Fermandois [75]
is more conservative and suggests that energy dissipation is not necessary until the energy
increase also surpasses the amount of dissipated energy

�R
PNUM

diss

�
.

The second approach (ii), which considers the coupled dynamical system, is i.a. used in
[119, 171]. Here, the difference between the power flowing from the numerical part to the
transfer system

�
PNUM-TS
�

and the power flowing from the transfer system into the experi-
mental part
�
PTS-EXP
�

are observed.4 Any difference between these power flows changes the
energy of the coupled system. In this consideration, a passivity-based control scheme inter-
feres if PTS-EXP > PNUM-TS. Using these system boundaries can also be seen as monitoring the
energy flow through the transfer system. If the transfer system outputs more energy than was
supplied to it (and initially stored), energy is introduced and the passivity constraint violated.

In comparison, both viewpoints have their advantages and disadvantages. Approach (i)
is able to include energy dissipation/generation due to numerical time integration. However,
only the numerical part is considered and an energy increase of the experimental part and

3In the special case when an active component such as e.g. an active vibration controller is tested as hardware,
the energy of the experimental part also changes. Nevertheless, an energy increase due to the investigated
dynamical system does not influence the RTHS test stability.

4Note that the quantities PNUM-TS and PTS-EXP can be positive or negative, depending on the net power flow.
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thus the coupled dynamical system is unobservable. Approach (ii), in turn, considers the
energy of the coupled dynamical system and detects any energy increase due to transfer
system dynamics. Energy increase due to external forcing or numerical time integration is
not determined here. Hence, only an energy increase is detected with approach (ii), but not
whether the test really becomes unstable.

As outlined in section 2.2.2, the effects of a mass vs. stiffness experimental part are dif-
ferent in the presence of delay. The general tendency is that increased experimental stiffness
and decreased experimental mass lead to test instability. This is also visible when looking at
the system energy. For a system with only a mass in the experimental part, PNUM-TS > PTS-EXP

can be observed in the presence of delay. In contrast, PNUM-TS < PTS-EXP in case of a stiffness
experimental part.

5.2 Passivity Control in RTHS

As briefly introduced in section 3.3.2, the structures of RTHS and teleoperation systems re-
semble each other. In teleoperation, many different PC schemes have been proposed to
stabilize the closed loop system. To name a few examples, there is the scattering and wave
variable approach [8, 160], the tele-impedance control [122] and time domain passivity
control (TDPC) [89]. To take advantage of the comprehensive research and literature, the
application of passivity-based control to RTHS is reasonable. So far, TDPC has been applied
to RTHS, which was proposed by Hannaford and Ryu [89] and later improved and extended
by Ryu et al. [188, 189]. The algorithm of TDPC comprises a passivity observer (PO) and
a passivity controller (PC). The PO monitors the system energy and triggers the PC when
energy/power is generated, i.e. the condition of passivity is violated. The PC introduces a
variable-rate virtual damper to dissipate the added amount of energy/power. The advantage
of TDPC over other passivity-based control schemes is that its efficacy is independent of the
real delay and the used model [122]. Commonly, the whole dynamical system can be viewed
as multiple subsystems forming a network and exchanging energy/power between them. If
all subsystems are passive, they form a passive network. Hence, it is sufficient to ensure
passivity of each of the involved subsystems.

Different implementations can be chosen when using TDPC for RTHS. For the PO, the
system boundaries have to be selected (see section 5.1) and it has to be chosen whether the
energy or the power is monitored. The PC can be implemented in impedance or admittance
causality. In impedance causality, the variable-rate virtual damper acts on the measured
feedback forces and in admittance causality on the velocity command. A classification of the
state-of-the-art implementations depending on the used PO is given in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Passivity observers in the state-of-the-art implementations of TDPC.

System boundary Energy Power

Numerical part (i) De Stefano et al. [53] —
Coupled system (ii) Krenn et al. [118, 119] Peiris et al. [171]

Peiris et al. [172]

Monitoring power errors has the advantages that the PC reacts in a more agile manner
and that no integration is necessary to retrieve the energy error from the power error [171,
240]. Hence, in this work, the approach by Peiris et al. [171] is applied. Their approach is
called Normalized Passivity Control (NPC) and implements an augmentation of the measured
feedback force, i.e. it is in impedance causality. Following the investigations in [118], also
the admittance causality proves successful and could be applied.
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5.3 Normalized Passivity Control (NPC)

This section presents Normalized Passivity Control (NPC) proposed by Peiris et al. [171].
The main structure of the NPC implementation is visualized in fig. 5.2. In this implemen-
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Figure 5.2: NPC monitors the power flow at the two ports of the transfer system and augments the measured
force by an additional damping force Fd (impedance causality), i.e. Fint = F 0m + Fd, in case energy is erroneously
added to the coupled system. For the sake of clarity, any further force adaptation and power flows into/out of the
numerical and the experimental part are omitted. Figure adapted from [104, 108].

tation, the PO monitors the power flow from the transfer system to the coupled system, i.e.
the numerical and experimental part (approach (ii) in section 5.1). Ideally, compatibility and
equilibrium are fulfilled at the interface between the numerical and experimental part and
PNUM-TS = PTS-EXP, where

PNUM-TS = Fint · ż (5.1)

PTS-EXP = Fm · ż0 ⇡ F 0m · ż0. (5.2)

Since the true restoring force Fm cannot be determined, the assumption F 0m = Fm has to
be made. The energy of the coupled system increases in case PTS-EXP > PNUM-TS and the
erroneously introduced power can be written as

Perror = PTS-EXP � PNUM-TS

= F 0m · ż0 � Fint · ż > 0. (5.3)

The PO triggers the PC, which outputs an additional damping force Fd if Perror > 0. This
damping force is always Fd > 0 N and reduces the power error:

Perror = F 0m · ż0 � (F 0m + Fd) · ż. (5.4)

The force Fint = F 0m + Fd is used as interface force for the numerical simulation. In NPC, the
damping force Fd(tk) at time step tk is calculated as:

Fd(tk) = ↵(tk) · ż(tk) and ↵(tk) = GP ·
P̃error(tk�1)
|P̃tot(tk)|

if Perror > 0. (5.5)

Here, the time-varying damping constant ↵ is calculated based on the power error normal-
ized by the magnitude of the total power throughput Ptot = PNUM-TS + PTS-EXP and a damping
scaling value GP. The tilde operator •̃ denotes that the power error and the total power
throughput are low-pass filtered to smoothen the force output Fd. Without the normalization
of Perror, the damping force Fd is high in experiments with high force/displacement ampli-
tudes and hence leads to over-zealous damping and loss of test fidelity [171].
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In general, higher values of the damping scaling value GP introduce higher damping forces
and thus a higher amount of power error can be damped. However, large damping forces
also lead to a high distortion (cf. definition on p. 9) of the test results because the equilibrium
condition is violated. Hence, the tuning of GP is a trade-off between stability and fidelity.

The choice of the time constants of the low-pass filters determines the frequencies of the
power error that are damped. High values of the low-pass filter imply a low cut-off frequency.
This leads to smooth changes of the output force, but decreased responsiveness. The energy
excess from frequencies above the cut-off frequency is not damped and must be accounted
for later, when they also make lower frequencies unstable. With low time constants (cut-off
frequency high), the dissipative force Fd is more volatile with higher magnitudes and a higher
responsiveness at the same time.

Advantages of NPC include that only little understanding of the investigated dynamical
system is necessary to perform stable tests. Furthermore, NPC only interferes when the
transfer system introduces energy and thus RTHS test stability is jeopardized. Since NPC
does not include information about the past except for the introduced delay and smoothing
by the low-pass filters, the responsiveness is high. High agility is necessary for RTHS with
contact, where the system dynamics change rapidly at the instant of impact.

5.4 Application of NPC to RTHS with Contact

The applications in [171] include dynamical systems with continuous dynamics and impacts
in the numerical substructure. Hence, the applicability to RTHS with contact (discontinuity in
the experimental part) needs to be investigated. For this purpose, the RTHS setup presented
in chapter 4 is used.

5.4.1 RTHS Test Stability

The test stability depends on the dynamical properties of the investigated system and the
transfer system dynamics. In section 4.1.2, a damping value of dNUM = 50 kg/s was identi-
fied to require tight actuator tracking and dNUM = 200 kg/s permits delays up to 0.0284s. As
presented in section 4.2.1, the Stewart Platform used is controlled with a cascaded control
scheme and velocity feedforward (VFF) can be activated to improve the tracking perfor-
mance. RTHS experiments for dNUM = 50 kg/s with and without VFF are illustrated in fig. 5.3
(other parameters as given in table A.2). Note that NPC was switched off. The case of pure
feedback control is visualized in fig. 5.3a. Here, the test can be regarded as unstable without
NPC because the interface oscillations and the power error grow during the contact phase.
Enhancing the feedback controller with VFF, which is shown in fig. 5.3b, leads to a stable
RTHS test due to the better actuator tracking performance5. The better actuator tracking
performance is also visible in the magnitude of the power error, which is much smaller in the
RTHS experiment with VFF (note that the axes in the figures without/with VFF are differ-
ently scaled). The plots also visualize the active and passive phases during the RTHS tests,
i.e. when Perror > 0 and Perror  0, respectively. As can be seen in the figures, both active
and passive phases are present in both RTHS tests, even though the test with VFF would be
considered as a stable test from the user view. In case these RTHS tests are enhanced with
NPC, additional dissipative forces would be introduced during the active phases.

5Test stability without VFF is e.g. given for dNUM = 200 kg/s and test instability with VFF for dNUM = 5 kg/s.
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Figure 5.3: The interface displacements and the power errors are shown for RTHS tests with dNUM = 50 kg/s. The
active phases are visualized in blue and the passive phases in orange.

During the contact phase, which is between the touch-down and the take off, i.e. t 2
[tTD, tTO], the amount of introduced energy error is

Ec
error =
Z tTO

tTD

Perror(t) dt ⇡
tTOX

tTD

Perror(tk) ·�T . (5.6)

Here, the continuous time integration is approximated using a sum over the discrete time
measurement points. For the two RTHS tests, the values are Ec

error = 3.5 · 10�3 J without
VFF and Ec

error = �1.54 · 10�5 J with VFF. Similar to the sign convention of the power error,
a positive Ec

error indicates test instability and Ec
error < 0 J indicates test stability. However,

one has to pay attention using these values because the test without VFF exhibits a highly
undesirable behavior, but the energy error Ec

error has only a slightly positive value. This is
because the positive and negative contributions of the power error sum almost up to zero
and therefore do not capture the degree of instability properly.

Even though the test with VFF (fig. 5.3b) is a stable RTHS test, the measure Perror detects
many active phases, where NPC would turn on, because the transfer system introduces en-
ergy. Hence, Perror is overcautious and detects supposedly instability even if the test remains
stable. However, to the author’s knowledge, no better online measures of RTHS stability
exist in literature. Thus, the influence of NPC in stable tests needs to be investigated (see
section 5.4.4).

5.4.2 Influence of Low-Pass Filters

The low-pass filters used to filter the power error and the total power throughput in eq. (5.5)
have a transfer behavior of 1

Terror·s+1 and 1
Ttot·s+1 . For each specific application, the appropriate
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values of the time constants Terror and Ttot have to be found. Hence, RTHS experiments6 were
conducted where both time constants took the values {0.01, 0.1,1} s and all combinations
were investigated. The general influence of the low-pass filters on the damping force Fd
(by the NPC) is shown in fig. 5.4 for the cases where both time constants took the same
value. The shown results illustrate the explanation from section 5.3, namely that longer time
constants reduce the magnitude of the introduced damping force Fd and the responsiveness
of the NPC. Viewing the measured interface forces (Fint = F 0m+ Fd) shows that the magnitude
of the damping forces is small and only slightly larger than the measurement noise. This
figure also reveals that the measured interface forces lag behind the reference solution F r

int
due to the bad actuator tracking performance without VFF.
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Figure 5.4: The variation of the time constants Terror = Ttot = T influences the volatility of the additional damping
force Fd. The resulting interface force Fint = F 0m + Fd is shown on the right during the contact phase. The RTHS
experiments were performed without VFF, dNUM = 50 kg/s and GP = 1600 kg/s (remaining parameters are given in
table A.2).

Finding the most appropriate time constants for a specific RTHS experiment is challeng-
ing, as there are no explicit rules on how to select them. In the presented RTHS test with
contact, the time constants Terror = 0.1 s and Ttot = 0.01 s are selected. These parameters lead
to high responsiveness, which is considered necessary for RTHS tests with contact. In case a
reference solution is available, as in this experiment, the time constants can also be optimized
by investigation of the relative RMS reference error eq. (4.6). The selected time constants
lead to a high fidelity. Nevertheless, the choice is not unique and e.g. also Terror = Ttot = 0.1 s
would be an appropriate—neither significantly better nor worse—choice for this RTHS sys-
tem.

5.4.3 Influence of Damping Scaling Parameter

Apart from the low-pass filters, also the damping scaling value GP must be tuned by hand to
achieve RTHS test stability. The value is experiment specific and determines the magnitude
of the introduced damping force Fd by the NPC. As mentioned above, the appropriate choice
is important and involves a trade-off between stability (high values of GP) and fidelity (low
values of GP). Therefore, the influence of GP on the RTHS system with contact needs to
be investigated. RTHS tests were performed with GP = {0, 400,800, 1600,3200} kg

s and the

6Such investigations have also been performed using the vRTHS setup and similar results could be observed.
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results are shown in fig. 5.5. As discussed above and can be seen in the figure, the test is
unstable without NPC. The NPC manages to stabilize the test, i.e. dampen the undesired
oscillations that occur during the contact phase.

The energy error during the whole test Eerror and the amount of dissipated energy Ediss
(by NPC) are determined with

Eerror =
Z tend

0
Perror(t) dt ⇡

tendX

0

Perror(tk) ·�T and (5.7)

Ediss =
tendX

0

Fd(tk) · ż ·�T , (5.8)

where tend denotes the length of the RTHS test (here tend =
1
fd

). The energy error and
dissipated energy are depicted on the lower left of fig. 5.5. From the figure it can be inferred
that the higher force values Fd for higher values of GP lead to more dissipated energy Ediss.
Accordingly, the energy error Eerror decreases by the amount Ediss that is dissipated by NPC.
For high values of GP, still a considerable amount of energy error can be seen. This is due
to the bad actuator tracking and the fact that compatibility and equilibrium are not fulfilled.
Even though NPC manages to stabilize the test, it does not improve the actuator tracking
performance and therefore Eerror > 0 J. Note that the relatively low value of the energy error
without NPC (at GP = 0 kg/s) results from the oscillations of the power error around zero
(compare to fig. 5.3a) and does not capture the test instability properly.

Furthermore, the relative RMS reference error (eq. (4.6)) is shown on the lower right
of fig. 5.5. For small values of GP, the fidelity increases due to the stabilization of the test.
However, when GP increases further, the damping force Fd falsifies the investigated system
dynamics too much and the reference error increases. The optimum damping scaling value
GP is large enough to stabilize the RTHS test but as small as possible to distort the output as
little as possible.

A detailed analysis of the influence of GP on this RTHS system with contact is given
in [104].

5.4.4 NPC in Stable RTHS Tests

The passivity controller should only interfere if test stability is jeopardized. In the implemen-
tation, the PO uses the power error Perror as indicator. However, this indicator is overcautious
and therefore NPC sometimes also interferes when the test would remain stable (see e.g.
fig. 5.3b). Hence, the detrimental influence of NPC in stable tests needs to be investigated.

Figure 5.6 shows RTHS tests where the system with dNUM = 50 kg/s is investigated with
VFF and thus is stable. The damping forces Fd by the NPC are shown at the top of fig. 5.6.
The higher GP, the higher the magnitude of the additional damping forces. Nevertheless, the
magnitude remains small compared to the measurement noise of the FTS and in relation to
the magnitude in the tests without VFF (cf. fig. 5.4). The RTHS system is detected as being
active, i.e. Perror > 0 W and Fd 6= 0N, only at few time instants. The energy error Eerror is,
compared to the test without VFF, much smaller. This is due to the better tracking. Similar
to fig. 5.5, the dissipated energy Ediss reduces the energy error (lower left figure in fig. 5.6).
Due to the good actuator tracking, also the relative RMS reference error is very small. Since
this test is stable without NPC, the eref,rel increases for all values GP > 0 kg/s. The increase of
the reference error is very small, though, compared to fig. 5.5 without VFF.

To summarize, when NPC is applied to stable tests, additional damping forces Fd are in-
troduced. Nevertheless, the influence can be regarded as negligible since the transfer system
is barely active.
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Figure 5.5: The damping scaling value directly influences the magnitude of the damping force Fd and its influence
on the interface trajectory, error and damping energy as well as the relative RMS reference error is shown. The
RTHS experiments were performed without VFF, dNUM = 50 kg/s and Terror = Ttot = 0.1 s (remaining parameters
are given in table A.2).

5.4.5 Discussion

NPC is a simple method to perform stable RTHS tests with little system knowledge and no
assumption about linearity [171]. For optimum results in terms of stability and fidelity, the
time constants of the low-pass filters Terror and Ttot as well as the damping scaling value
GP need to be tuned. The choice of the time constants is ambiguous and depends on the
investigated system dynamics. For the RTHS setup with contact, short time constants are
preferred. The optimum parameter GP is crucial for a good performance of the NPC. In a new
RTHS setup, the following procedure is suggested to appropriately choose GP: The underlying
idea of TDPC7 is that the PC dissipates the amount of power error Perror(tk) in each time step
tk. This condition can be written as

Fd · ż
!= Perror (5.9)

GP ·
Perror

|Ptot|
· ż2 = Perror and solved for GP (5.10)

GP =
|Ptot|

ż2
⇡
|F 0m ·
�
ż0 + ż
�
|

ż2
⇡
|2 · F 0m · ż0|

ż2
(5.11)

7One approach found in literature on PC is to set Fd(tk) =
Perror(tk)

ż(tk)
[240]. However, using this approach instead

of NPC in experiments resulted in forces Fd that were orders of magnitude larger than Fm and very volatile.
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Figure 5.6: The influence of NPC is investigated for a stable RTHS test, where the system with dNUM = 50 kg/s
was investigated with VFF switched on. The damping force Fd, the energy error and the dissipated energy as
well as the relative RMS reference error are shown. The system parameters were Terror = Ttot = 0.1 s and the
remaining parameters are given in table A.2.

when the low-pass filtering is omitted. Equation (5.11) can be evaluated using the expected
interface forces and displacements, which gives a good initial guess for GP. In case this value
is higher than the optimum value and dampens too much (deterioration of fidelity), it can
gradually be reduced until the sweet spot for the trade-off stability vs. fidelity is found. In
general, the value should be as small as possible to prevent nonlinear distortion but high
enough to ensure stability. The parameters that are used in the remainder of Part I are
Terror = 0.1 s, Ttot = 0.01 s and GP = 1600 kg/s, which are also summarized in table A.3.

Even though NPC is able to stabilize RTHS tests, the tracking accuracy is unaffected. In
order to increase the test fidelity, the tracking accuracy needs to be improved by an adequate
control scheme. In case of perfect tracking, or rather when the compatibility and equilib-
rium conditions are fulfilled, the transfer system (interface) is energy conservative and does
neither introduce nor dissipate energy.



Chapter 6

Iterative Learning Control (ILC)

This chapter is partly based on the author’s publications [103, 107, 108]. The students Tobias
Klotz, Arian Kist and Henri Schwalm contributed to the final implementation of the ILC scheme
during their student theses. The derivation of the convergence condition has been published in
[108, 194]. The measurements shown in this chapter have been performed by Arian Kist as
research assistant.

Human progress is based on the ability to learn. Many skills are established by repetition
and learning from failure [85]. For example, a basketball player learns how to score by
repeatedly shooting, observing the motion path of the ball and adapting the body movement.
The concept of learning during a task that is performed repeatedly is also the key idea in
Iterative Learning Control (ILC).

6.1 Introduction to ILC

Many robots/actuation systems need to perform the identical or similar motion task many
times in a row. ILC can be used in such applications. In ILC, information from previous trials is
exploited to improve the tracking accuracy and reject repeating disturbances [31]. The idea is
that ILC controllers learn to generate a feedforward control signal that approximately inverts
the plant dynamics1. This is achieved by monitoring the tracking error in each iteration.
Therefore, ILC can be viewed as a controller in trial domain (iterations j), rather than in time
domain (time steps tk) [31, 56, 166]. The feedback in trial domain enables the use of the
whole trajectory of the previous iteration(s) j � 1 to generate the feedforward signal at time
tk in iteration j. This leads to the anticipating properties of ILC [61, 149].

The first publications on ILC date back to the 1970s and include the work of Cryer et
al. [45] and Uchiyama et al. [222]. Often, also the work of Arimoto et al. [9] is considered
to be the origin of ILC. In this work, the control signal in iteration j is updated based on the
control signal from iteration j�1 and the time-derivative of the tracking error from iteration
j � 1. Since then, numerous publications with different ILC implementations have been de-
veloped. Nowadays, the application of ILC can be found in industrial robotic structures [61,
162], the motion control of inkjet printers [230] and applications that require high precision,
such as silicon wafer production [57] and nanopositioning atomic force microscopy [52].

The basic signal flow of ILC is depicted in fig. 6.1, where the ILC enhances a feedback
controller C . The iteration-invariant reference trajectory is denoted by r (specifically r(t))

1In the example with the basketball player from the beginning, the feedforward control signal corresponds to
the body movement. The plant dynamics comprise the flight path (gravity, mass and drag of ball, distance) and
the basket.

49
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and the iteration-variant actuator motion with yj. The tracking accuracy is measured with
ej = r � yj. The error signal of the whole trajectory j is processed by a learning function L.
Together with the feedforward signal during iteration j, the feedforward signal for the suc-
cessive iteration j+ 1 is formed. For enhanced robustness, a robustness filter Q is often used.
Hence, the update law writes

f j+1 =Q · (L · ej + f j). (6.1)

ILC can be used in conjunction with a feedback controller, as depicted in fig. 6.1, or as
a standalone controller. In that case, the existing controller is replaced from the second
iteration onward.

ILC

r e j y j

� C P̂

f j+1

Q

Memory

f j

L

Figure 6.1: The block diagram of ILC (in gray) in combination with a feedback controller C is visualized. In ILC,
the tracking error ej = r � yj of iteration j is processed to generate a feedforward signal f j+1 in the next iteration.

Requirements on the successful implementation of basic ILC are [71, 149, 161, 229]:

• The reference set-point trajectory is iteration-invariant.

• The system states are the same for all iterations, i.e. they must be reset between itera-
tions.

• The system dynamics must be iteration-invariant.

• Each iteration must have a fixed length.

• There must be an input with which the reference trajectory can be followed.

Over the past decades, research has been conducted to drop some of the assumptions and
make ILC more widely applicable.

6.1.1 ILC Approaches

Many different ILC approaches have been proposed. They can be classified into first order
and higher order algorithms depending on the number of past iterations that are included
in the calculation of the feedforward signal. A further distinction can be made into linear
and nonlinear ILC, fixed and adaptive algorithms, time domain vs. frequency domain anal-
ysis or whether assumptions about the plant are necessary. [149] The most commonly used
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learning functions L are the PD-type learning function, plant inversion, H1 techniques and
the quadratically optimal design [31]. The simplest choice is the PD-type learning function
which can be applied to systems with only little knowledge about the system dynamics. In
PD-type learning, the learning function L consists of a proportional part � and a derivative
part �. The feedforward signal writes

f j+1 =Q · (� · ej + � · ė j + f j). (6.2)

Plant inversion methods require a model P of the plant dynamics and the learning function is
chosen as L = P�1. While the convergence property of this scheme, i.e. the learning progress,
is usually very good, the performance and robustness heavily rely on accurate models. Both
the H1 and quadratic optimal design approaches require a sophisticated implementation
procedure [31]. Albeit simple, PD-type ILC is efficient and is therefore used in the remainder
of this thesis.

6.1.2 Success of ILC

Like in other control approaches, stability is an important feature of an ILC implementation.
In contrast to other control techniques, where the time domain is considered, asymptotic
stability needs to be considered in the iteration domain in ILC. In ILC, convergence is given
if f j converges towards a fixed, bounded signal for j ! 1 [31]. In iteration domain, the
condition of asymptotic stability does not ensure monotonic convergence, which is ||ej+1|| <
||ej ||.2 As described i.a. in[61, 166], monotonic convergence is desired because bad transient
learning behavior might occur otherwise. Bad transients mean that errors grow up to multiple
orders of magnitude higher than the initial value before converging to the final, lower value.
The relation between the errors in two successive iterations j and j + 1 can be expressed as

ej+1 =Q · (1� P̂ · S · L) · ej, (6.3)

when no external disturbances are present. Here, the plant is represented by the transfer
function P̂ that is controlled with a feedback controller C and the sensitivity of the system
S = (1+ C P̂)�1 [51]. Monotonic convergence and asymptotic stability are guaranteed when
the operator mapping between ej and ej+1 contracts all frequencies, i.e.
��Q(ei!)(1� P̂(ei!)S(ei!)L(ei!))

��< 1 8!. (6.4)

This condition means that the frequency response function (FRF) needs to stay below 0dB
for all frequencies. For all frequencies with a magnitude greater than 0dB, the error increases
from iteration to iteration. The robustness filter Q is used to cut those frequencies and also to
increase robustness. Robustness means that convergence can be obtained even in the pres-
ence of disturbances, model uncertainties and high-frequency noise. Without Q, even little
model errors could lead to instability. Hence, the choice of Q is often a low-pass filter with a
cutoff frequency fQ,cut. Possible choices are Butterworth filters or zero-phase filters. [30, 61]

After convergence, a final error of

e1 =
1�Q

1�Q(1� P̂SL)
· e1 (6.5)

remains, with e1 being the error in the first iteration [149]. This equation reveals that a
final error of zero can theoretically be achieved if Q = 1. So, a careful tuning of the cutoff
frequency fQ,cut is essential and a trade-off between minimum final error and robustness. In

2The error can e.g. be measured as an RMS error or in the L2-norm [61, 130, 166].
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case of noise and non-repeating disturbances or changing initial conditions, ILC converges to
a range around e1 [149].

In literature, there are no commonly applicable guidelines about the proper selection of
the L and Q filter available and a tuning procedure needs to be performed. In general, L must
be chosen such that eq. (6.4) is a contraction mapping. Small learning gains lead to slower
convergence and increased robustness [30, 61, 130]. A recommended tuning procedure is
to start with a high cutoff frequency fQ,cut of Q. If no convergence is achieved, an FRF of the
error signal can be made to find the parasitic frequencies. The Q filter is then tuned to erase
them [61, 130]. For good performance and small remaining errors, the bandwidth of the Q
filter should be as high as possible. In case of P-type ILC (PD-type with � = 0), the learning
filter is suggested to be in the range L 2 (1

4 , 1) [130].
Side note: A closely related approach is called Repetitive Control (RC). In contrast to ILC,

the system is not reset between the trials [130].

6.2 Application of ILC to RTHS

Comparing the requirements for the actuator control for RTHS with contact (cf. section 3.2)
with the properties of ILC (see section 6.1), one can see that ILC could be a suitable control
technique for the actuator in RTHS. Throughout the ILC iterations, the actuator tracking
performance is increased when the ILC scheme converges monotonically. Next, only signals
are used by ILC to generate an appropriate feedforward signal that inverts the plant dynamics,
but not the inverse transfer function is sought. This makes ILC a data-based approach. If,
for example, the PD-type ILC implementation is selected, the implementation is simple and
straightforward with only few tuning parameters. In ILC, the feedforward signal is learned
for each time step tk of a motion trajectory and does not try to identify the plant dynamics. As
long as the dynamics remain the same for a certain time step tk throughout the iterations j,
ILC can deal with any nonlinearities and discontinuities. Hence, ILC is particularly suited
for system dynamics with contact because the changing system dynamics (contact – non-
contact) are inherently included in the generation of the feedforward signal and do not need
to be incorporated in the implementation. Depending on the actuation system used, the
injection of the feedforward signal f j after the feedback controller C (see fig. 6.1) might not
be accessible. There are so-called serial implementations of ILC where the feedforward signal
is injected in the most outer loop, namely before the feedback controller C [21]. Hence, ILC
is widely applicable to complex system dynamics and also actuation systems. Stability and
robustness are further requirements on the actuator control for RTHS with contact. However,
ILC is only able to monitor the closed loop stability of the controlled actuator but not of the
RTHS loop. To fulfill all these requirements, ILC needs to be enhanced by a passivity-based
control scheme, as presented in section 6.4.

The block diagram of RTHS featuring ILC is visualized in fig. 6.2. The main difference in
comparison with fig. 6.1 is that the set-point trajectory (zj and r) is not iteration-invariant
anymore. This is because an altered tracking performance leads to different excitation of the
experimental part. This in turn alters the measured/interface forces Fm, j/Fint, j that are used
in the simulation of the numerical part to generate the motion command zj. As introduced
in section 6.1, an iteration-invariant set-point trajectory belongs to the requirements for ILC.
Hence, the convergence of ILC in an RTHS setup needs to be investigated and the convergence
condition eq. (6.4) is not valid here.

General remarks: The goal using ILC is to find the appropriate feedforward signal for a
specific motion task. After convergence, the feedforward signal can be stored and used for
later tests. Preliminary studies of ILC in RTHS are also reported in [63, 96].
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Figure 6.2: Signal flow using ILC in an RTHS setup. The tracking error ej = zj � z0j at iteration j is used to
generate a feedforward signal for iteration j + 1. Figure adapted from [108].

6.2.1 Convergence Condition

A convergence condition for ILC in the context of RTHS needs to be derived to understand
how changes in the RTHS setup affect the ILC convergence and to properly select the learning
filter L and the robustness filter Q. The following derivation is based on the block diagram
visualized in fig. 6.2 and includes the following assumptions and simplifications:

• The actuator coordinates and the interface degrees of freedom are collinear and there-
fore the kinematic transformations are neglected.

• To derive a generally valid convergence condition, model knowledge of the transfer
system and the experimental part is assumed. Usually, this knowledge is not avail-
able in an RTHS setup. Nevertheless, the derived convergence condition helps to get a
feeling how changes in the respective parts affect ILC convergence. Hence, the follow-
ing transfer functions are used: ĜNUM is the transfer function of the numerical part, C
denotes the feedback controller, P ⇡ P̂ is the uncontrolled actuator transfer function,
GEXP ⇡ ĜEXP models the transfer behavior of the experimental part and GFTS ⇡ ĜFTS is
the transfer behavior of the FTS.

• The external forces FNUM
ext and the interface forces Fint, j are moved to the front of ĜNUM

to obtain a block diagram with single-input single-output blocks. The external forces
FEXP

ext are not considered.

• Dynamics introduced by communication/computation delays (DSP), A/D and D/A con-
version are neglected.

• The derivation is done with continuous time transfer functions (Laplace variable s). In
ILC, both discrete time and continuous time derivations of the convergence condition
are used. Both are meaningful because the numerical part/controller is implemented in
discrete time but interacts with the real actuator/experimental part (continuous time).
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Discrete time representations may hide problems with robustness if the used sampling
frequency is low.

To eliminate the effect of these assumptions and simplifications in the final application, a
robust ILC design is targeted.

In the RTHS setup, the tracking error for iteration j writes

ej = zj � z0j = GNUM(FNUM
ext � GFTSGEXPz0j)� z0j (6.6)

with the achieved displacement

z0j = P( f j + Cej). (6.7)

Combining eq. (6.6) and eq. (6.7) and abbreviating the open loop dynamics of the coupled
system with GDYN = GNUMGEXP yields

ej = GNUMFNUM
ext � (GFTSGDYNP + P) f j � (GFTSGDYNC P + C P)ej, (6.8)

Solving this equation for ej gives

ej =
GNUM

1+ GFTSGDYNC P + C P
FNUM

ext �
GFTSGDYNP + P

1+ GFTSGDYNC P + C P
f j (6.9)

ej = SinFNUM
ext + Sf,in f j, (6.10)

with the inner sensitivity

Sin =
GNUM

1+ GFTSGDYNC P + C P
. (6.11)

The inner sensitivity maps the external excitation to the error. The inner feedforward sensi-
tivity

Sf,in = �
GFTSGDYNP + P

1+ GFTSGDYNC P + C P
(6.12)

maps the feedforward signal to ej. Next, the ILC update equation eq. (6.1)
( f j+1 =Q · (Lej + f j)) is inserted into eq. (6.10) expressed at iteration j + 1

ej+1 = SinFNUM
ext + Sf,in f j+1 (6.13)

ej+1 = SinFNUM
ext +QSf,in f j +QSf,in Lej, (6.14)

which can be expanded to

ej+1 = (1�Q+Q)SinFNUM
ext +QSf,in f j +QSf,in Lej (6.15)

=Q(SinFNUM
ext + Sf,in f j) +QSf,in Lej + (1�Q)SinFNUM

ext . (6.16)

The first term corresponds to the error in iteration j, see eq. (6.10), and insertion yields

ej+1 =Q(1+ Sf,in L)ej + (1�Q)SinFNUM
ext . (6.17)

As discussed in section 6.1.2, the operator mapping the error between two successive itera-
tions must contract all frequencies. Hence, the convergence condition for ILC in RTHS writes
��Q(ei!)(1+ Sf,in(ei!)L(ei!))

��< 1 8!. (6.18)
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Using f1 = 0, eq. (6.1) and eq. (6.10), the theoretical feedforward signal and error after
convergence (compare to eq. (6.5) for ILC with iteration-invariant reference trajectory) write

f1 =
QL

1�Q
e1 (6.19)

e1 = e1 + Sf,in f1 =
1�Q

1�Q(1+ Sf,in L)
e1. (6.20)

As could be seen in eq. (6.5), also eq. (6.20) reveals that the robustness filter Q increases
robustness, on the one hand, but also deteriorates the final error, on the other hand. The
appropriate choice of Q allows for uncertainties, modeling errors and the assumptions and
simplifications made in the derivation of the convergence condition, while being as close to
Q = 1 as possible to obtain minimum final error e1.

How different parameters of the PD-type ILC (� , � and fQ,cut) and system partitioning
(mass/stiffness experimental part) influence the frequency response eq. (6.18) is qualita-
tively shown in figs. 6.3 and 6.4. As can be seen in fig. 6.3, a higher P-gain (� = 24 1/s here3)
leads to a higher peak magnitude and hence less robustness. Smaller values of � decrease the
convergence speed, which means that more iterations are needed to obtain the same error.
Additionally, fig. 6.3 shows the influence of the robustness filter on the frequency response.
As reported above, the robustness filter increases robustness and lowers the peak magnitude.
Without the robustness filter (Q = 1), the ILC would not converge in this setup and an er-
ror component with a frequency of 6.5 Hz would grow throughout the iterations. Figure 6.4
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Figure 6.3: The influence of the P-gain � on the frequency response of eq. (6.18) for � = 0 (P-type ILC). The
black dashed line shows the 0dB line.

shows the influence of the D-gain � on the frequency response depending on the investigated
dynamical system. If the experimental part consists solely of a spring (mEXP = 0 kg), a differ-
ential part (� 6= 0) leads to an increased peak magnitude. The stabilizing influence of mass
in the experimental part (mEXP = 2 kg, orange lines) as well as less experimental stiffness
(kEXP = 6000 N/m, green lines) lead to stability, which can be seen in the decreased peak mag-
nitudes compared to stiffness experimental part (blue lines). Here, the D-gain � results in
smaller peak magnitudes and thus increased robustness.

3Why � > 1 1/s is explained on p. 58.
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Figure 6.4: The influence of the dynamical system and the D-gain � on the frequency response of eq. (6.18). A
robustness filter with fQ,cut = 8Hz and a P-gain of � = 16 1/s are used. The black dashed line represents the
0 dB line.

6.2.2 Application to RTHS Setup with Contact

Due to the simple and straightforward implementation, first order PD-type ILC is used for the
RTHS setup with contact (introduced in chapter 4). The signal flow is depicted in fig. 6.5. In
RTHS, one ILC iteration corresponds to one test and for the presented system with contact,
this corresponds to one bump. Since the wall motion is a cosine trajectory with frequency
fd, the length of one iteration/test is tend =

1
fd

. ILC requires that the system states are reset
between trials. Therefore, a pause time tpause is implemented, where there is no motion of
the suspension. Since the Stewart Platform is controlled with a decentralized feedback con-
troller, also the ILC implementation is done for each leg (i = 1...6) independently. Therefore,

z0jbi, j Gp Gv Gi

b0i, j

L

Q

Memory

fi, j
z j ei, jInverse

Kinematics

Figure 6.5: ILC in the RTHS setup used (presented in chapter 4). ILC is implemented for each leg i = 1...6.
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the iteration-dependent trajectory command zj is transformed in the Inverse Kinematics block
into the coordinates of the Stewart Platform X and then into the leg coordinates bi, j (leg i,
iteration j). The tracking error of each leg i in iteration j is denoted by ei, j. The ILC feedfor-
ward signal is injected on velocity level, i.e. after the position controller Gp. The signal could
also be injected on current level or position level. Often in industrial robots, the inner loops
are not accessible and therefore adding the feedforward signal in the outermost loop, which
is the position control loop in this case, is necessary. This implementation is called serial
implementation [31]. Mathematically, the injection on position and velocity level are equiv-
alent [130]. This is for example the case if the feedforward signal fi, j in fig. 6.5 is inserted
in the position control loop (GP = KPp) and the proportional part � of the learning filter L
is changed by �

KPp
. The robustness filter Q is implemented as a zero-phase Butterworth filter

with cutoff frequency fQ,cut.
When the convergence condition eq. (6.18) is applied to the RTHS system with contact,

only the contact phase is considered. This is because the dynamic coupling during the contact
phase erodes the stability margin. During the contact phase, the open loop transfer function
writes

GDYN =
kEXP

mNUMs2 + dNUMs+ kNUM
. (6.21)

For a simple implementation of the convergence condition, collinearity between the leg axes
and the interface DoFs (and respectively the Stewart Platform Z coordinate) is assumed.
Hence, the transfer function P2 (see table 4.1) is used representatively for the dynamics of
the Stewart Platform in Z direction. In general, this assumption is only valid for actuators
with centralized control. We assume that the leg dynamics along the leg axis are comparable
to the Stewart Platform dynamics in Z direction. All other transfer functions (experimental
part, numerical part, FTS) are also presented in chapter 4.

6.3 Investigation of ILC Efficacy in RTHS

Several investigations were performed to analyze the efficacy of PD-type ILC as actuator con-
trol scheme in RTHS. The shown data are results from RTHS tests performed with the RTHS
setup presented in section 4.2.4 and the dynamical system from section 4.1. The presented
studies were also conducted with the presented digital twin in vRTHS (section 4.3). The
results are similar and the same fundamental behavior can be observed. Although the vRTHS
setup offers a great opportunity to test novel control schemes preliminarily, the results are not
shown here as they do not provide novel or disparate insights compared to the experimental
results displayed. The RTHS experiments are better natured than the vRTHS simulations and
respectively the convergence condition eq. (6.18) predicts (uses modeled transfer system and
experimental part). This means that the RTHS test also converges if the peak magnitude is
slightly above 0dB. This appears unintuitive at first glance because the real RTHS test of-
fers many more sources of uncertainty and errors, such as noise and the assumptions in the
derivation. The reason is that the system identification and linear modeling of the actuator
(section 4.3.1) is more conservative than the real nonlinear actuator transfer behavior, i.e.
that the approximated dynamics are slower than the dynamics of the real Stewart Platform.

6.3.1 Convergence Condition in RTHS Tests

A convergence condition for ILC in RTHS is derived in section 6.2.1 and the general influ-
ence of the parameters of ILC and the dynamical system described. This section compares
the behavior of ILC for the case that the convergence condition eq. (6.18) is fulfilled and
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respectively violated. The differences are presented in detail to introduce relevant physical
quantities to the reader that are meant to facilitate the understanding of the complex inter-
action and error propagation in RTHS. The dynamical system parameters used are given in
table A.2 and a PD-type ILC with � = 16 1/s and � = 1 was used4. The cutoff frequency of
the robustness filter Q was tuned such that ILC converges ( fQ,cut = 2Hz, peak magnitude of
eq. (6.18) at �10dB, 30 iterations performed) and respectively diverges ( fQ,cut = 12 Hz, peak
magnitude of eq. (6.18) at 6 dB, 10 iterations performed).

The relative RMS tracking error from eq. (4.4) is visualized for the iterations in fig. 6.6a.
In case the convergence condition is fulfilled, the error decreases and levels off to the final
error at iteration j = 4. After iteration j = 4, the ILC could not further improve the tracking
performance and managed to keep the error small without transient growth or other detri-
mental effects. In contrast, for fQ,cut = 12 Hz, the relative RMS tracking error increases from
the third iteration onward because the ILC diverges. The reference error eref (eq. (4.5)) is
shown for ten iterations in fig. 6.6c. Better tracking performance results in a smaller ref-
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Figure 6.6: RTHS test results with fQ,cut = 2Hz (convergence condition fulfilled, in blue) and fQ,cut = 12 Hz
(frequency response above 0 dB, in orange). For the case with converging behavior, 30 iterations were conducted.
The tests with diverging behavior had to be aborted after 10 iterations due to the high oscillations.

erence error and thus higher fidelity for the converging ILC implementation. However, for
the diverging implementation, oscillations with growing amplitude can be seen. The oscilla-
tions have a frequency of ⇡ 5Hz, which corresponds to the frequency where the frequency
response of eq. (6.18) surpasses 0dB.

4Note that unlike explained in section 6.1.2, the proportional gain is � > 1. This is due to the conversion of a
position error to a velocity feedforward signal and the factor GP = KPp between them.
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To get a feeling how the RTHS result changes throughout ILC learning, figs. 6.7a and 6.7b
show the interface displacement in different iterations during the contact phase. When the
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(a) Interface displacement in the RTHS test when the conver-
gence condition is fulfilled.
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vergence condition violated.
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Figure 6.7: The interface displacements and the power error Perror (eq. (5.3)) are shown during contact for different
iterations j.

convergence condition is fulfilled (fig. 6.7a), ILC improves the phase error of the achieved
displacement by shifting it to the front and thus more closely to the reference solution. No
further improvement is visible after iteration j = 5, which corresponds to fig. 6.6a. When
the convergence condition is violated, the phase error is also compensated and the interface
displacement z0NUM shifted to the front. However, oscillations develop and grow with a higher
number of iterations, which is highly undesirable. As introduced in section 5.1, power/energy
is exchanged between the components in an RTHS setup and it is an open challenge to
determine the test stability in an ongoing RTHS test. One option is to monitor the power
error Perror (see eq. (5.3)) of the transfer system, which is the difference between the power
demand and the real power transmitted between the numerical and the experimental part.
Figures 6.7c and 6.7d illustrate the power error during the contact phase and fig. 6.6b shows
the energy error, i.e. the sum over the power error at the discrete time steps tk (eq. (5.6)).
The improved tracking performance for fQ,cut = 2 Hz reduces the magnitude of the power
error throughout the iterations. Furthermore, a phase shift to the front can be seen in fig. 6.7c
which proves the ability of ILC to compensate for the actuator dynamics. A value of Ec

error ⇡ 0J
can be inferred from fig. 6.6b after convergence, which indicates that the transfer system
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neither introduces nor dissipates energy to the investigated coupled dynamical system over
the course of the whole RTHS test. For fQ,cut = 12Hz, the magnitude of the power error
increases from iteration to iteration. Due to the oscillations, the value of the energy error
(fig. 6.6b) does not reveal the instability (in theory for Ec

error > 0J) of the test. Hence, the
power error should not be used as the sole indicator for test instability.

The goal of ILC is to reduce the error from iteration to iteration. More specifically, the
frequency components of the error are contracted throughout the iterations depending on the
value of eq. (6.18). Figure 6.8 shows the amplitude response of the tracking error etrack. For
the converging ILC implementation shown in fig. 6.8a, the magnitude decreases throughout
the ILC iterations for all frequencies, which complies with the fulfillment of the convergence
condition. For fQ,cut = 12Hz, however, the frequency response surpasses 0dB at a frequency
of ⇡ 5 Hz. As can be seen in fig. 6.8b, the magnitude of the error at 5 Hz and the adjacent
frequencies grows while the magnitude for the other frequencies decreases.
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Figure 6.8: The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the tracking error ej is shown for all iterations. The frequencies
that lie above 0 dB (eq. (6.18)) are amplified throughout the ILC iterations.

To sum up, ILC is able to compensate the actuator dynamics and improve the tracking
performance in successive RTHS tests if the convergence condition is fulfilled. The better
tracking performance improves the test fidelity (decrease reference error) and the energy
exchange between the numerical and experimental substructure is more realistic.

6.3.2 Parameter Investigations

These first investigations show the efficacy of ILC in RTHS to compensate the actuator dynam-
ics, requiring only little knowledge about the dynamics of the actuator and the experimental
part. Throughout the iterations, ILC is able to improve the transfer behavior, which is not
only visible in the time domain z(t) ! z0(t) (e.g. figs. 6.6a, 6.6c and 6.8), but also in the
frequency domain Z(s)! Z 0(s). Figure 6.9 provides the FRF Z 0(s)

Z(s) , which was approximated
by a first order system. Through learning by ILC, the magnitude remains at 0dB for a broader
frequency range and the phase drop becomes less, which indicates the increased bandwidth
through learning. However, the figure has to be interpreted with caution: The transfer be-
havior after learning is not as ideal as indicated by the figure and a controller bandwidth
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Figure 6.9: General influence of ILC on the transfer behavior of the actuator Z(s)! Z 0(s) throughout the itera-
tions.

up to 500Hz is simply not realistic. Firstly, such a high controller bandwidth would indicate
perfect tracking, which contradicts the remaining error in fig. 6.6a. Secondly, there are hard-
ware limitations like maximum motor current/voltage, which restrict the achievable actuator
bandwidth5. Nevertheless, the fundamental behavior, which is the increase of the actuator
bandwidth through ILC, is correctly represented in the figure.

PD-type ILC has two tunable parameters, � and �, and the robustness filter requires the
choice of a cutoff frequency fQ,cut. The influence of these parameters is investigated next. The
analysis is performed with parameter settings where the convergence condition is fulfilled
and hence convergence of the ILC algorithm achieved. To see the influence of one specific
variable on the convergence speed and tracking performance, only one parameter was varied
at a time and the others remained constant.

Influence of the P-gain �
First, the influence of the P-gain � is investigated and the results are illustrated in fig. 6.10
(� = 0, fQ,cut = 6 Hz). � took the values 5 1/s (30 iterations), 10 1/s (30 iterations) and re-
spectively 16 1/s (15 iterations). The higher the value, the faster the rate of convergence and
also the smaller the final error e1 (see fig. 6.10a). Nevertheless, the value cannot be chosen
arbitrarily large since the frequency response of eq. (6.18) grows with higher values of � (cf.
section 6.2.1). The final interface displacements after convergence are displayed in fig. 6.10b
to visualize the discrepancy between the RTHS tests and the reference solution. The differ-
ences between the different RTHS tests are very small and lead to a similar test fidelity. In
conclusion, � should be as high as possible to achieve low final errors and low enough to
fulfill the convergence condition.

5The seemingly high actuator bandwidth could be caused by the short signals (few data) and the few excited
frequencies used in the calculation of the FRF.
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Figure 6.10: The influence of the P-gain � is investigated.

Influence of the D-gain �
Next, the influence of the D-gain � is investigated (� = 10 1/s, fQ,cut = 2 Hz). The used
values were � = 0 (P-type ILC), � = 1 and � = 2 (30 iterations each). In this case, not only
the convergence of the position error etrack,rel, but also the convergence of the relative RMS
velocity error is shown in fig. 6.11. The relative RMS velocity error is, similarly to eq. (4.4),
calculated as

ėtrack,rel =
RMS(żNUM � ż0NUM)

MAX (|żNUM|)
. (6.22)

A tracking improvement can be seen on both, the position and the velocity level, and higher
values of � lead to smaller errors. In general, the RTHS results represent the reference dy-
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Figure 6.11: The influence of the D-gain � is investigated. The better tracking of the desired velocities lead to a
smaller position tracking error.

namics very well and the difference between the specific values of � is tiny. The comparison
of the RTHS test results to the reference solution is visualized in fig. 6.12. Similar to the
relative RMS tracking error (fig. 6.10a), also the reference error is smaller the higher �. This
is reasonable because a better tracking accuracy leads to better fulfillment of the compati-
bility condition and thus replication of the true system dynamics. The power error is shown
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Figure 6.12: The reference error for different values of � after 30 iterations.

in fig. 6.13. Compared to the sole feedback control using the cascaded controller, the power
error magnitudes are smaller using ILC and the phase is shifted to the front, which indicates
that the actuator dynamics are well compensated for by the ILC controller. Note that the
power error (eq. (5.3)) is proportional to the velocity error ėtrack = żNUM � ż0NUM. Hence,
a better velocity tracking—as can be seen in fig. 6.11b—leads to smaller power error mag-
nitudes. As was shown in fig. 6.4, higher values of � increase the peak magnitude of the
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Figure 6.13: Power error for different values of �. Due to better velocity tracking, the power error decreases for
higher values of �.

frequency response (eq. (6.18)) in case the experimental part solely consists of a spring (cf.
section 6.2.1). During the contact phase, this is presumably the case if the mass of the spring
is neglected and since the experimental mass is pushed to the ground and therefore does not
undergo any motion. Hence, also � ought to be chosen as high as possible for good tracking
performance but low enough such that the convergence condition is fulfilled.

Influence of the Robustness Filter
The robustness filter Q is implemented as a zero-phase Butterworth filter with cutoff fre-
quency fQ,cut. In general, signal filtering introduces delay, but zero-phase filtering circum-
vents this drawback. The principle of zero-phase filtering is that the filter is first applied
forward and then backward in time to even the introduced delay out. A requirement is that
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the whole signal is available. Therefore, zero-phase filters are generally not applicable in
real-time. In ILC, however, the feedforward signal for iteration j+1 is calculated in the pause
time between iteration j and j + 1, which means that the whole data from iteration j are
already available and therefore zero-phase filters can be applied.

In the results displayed in fig. 6.14, fQ,cut took the values 2Hz, 6Hz and 10 Hz while
� = 5 1/s and � = 0. 30 iterations were performed. The results correspond well with the
theory, see e.g. eq. (6.20), and show that the tracking performance improves more with
higher cutoff frequency.
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Figure 6.14: The influence of the cutoff frequency fQ,cut on the tracking performance. The legend is the same for
both plots.

6.4 Combination of ILC with NPC

When ILC is applied to a system, a feedforward signal is injected from the second iteration
onward. In the presented application, ILC enhances a decentralized feedback controller. In
the first iteration, only this feedback controller is used to generate the actuator movement.
In section 5.4.1, an investigation of the dynamical system properties on the test stability is
presented. The results show that, for a damping in the dynamical system of dNUM = 200 kg/s,
the RTHS test is stable when only the decentralized feedback controller is used. However, if
dNUM = 50 kg/s, the RTHS test is unstable unless VFF is used as feedforward controller. Hence,
an investigation is necessary how ILC performs if the test is unstable in the first iteration.

Based on the requirements in section 3.2, a powerful actuator control scheme does not
only compensate the actuator dynamics effectively (high fidelity), but also ensures stability
and robustness (safe tests). To achieve this, the combined use of NPC and ILC is proposed:

• NPC ensures test stability and introduces as much damping forces Fd as necessary to
render the test stable. NPC is robust against disturbances because the damping force is
calculated in real-time and the scheme is highly responsive.

• PD-type ILC improves the actuator tracking performance by compensating the actuator
dynamics.

To investigate the efficacy of the combined use, RTHS tests were performed with the dynam-
ical system properties given in table A.2, with dNUM = 50 kg/s, � = 10 1/s, � = 2, fQ,cut = 2 Hz,
GP = 1600 kg/s and Ttot = Terror = 0.1 s. The convergence condition of ILC is fulfilled. The
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relative RMS tracking error and the relative RMS reference error are shown in fig. 6.15 and
the corresponding time plots are given in fig. 6.16. If NPC is used, ILC is able to learn the
appropriate feedforward signal, i.e. the tracking error and the reference error are reduced
throughout the iterations, while having stable RTHS tests. Without NPC, the ILC does not
manage to converge properly, even though the convergence condition is fulfilled. This is
because the first RTHS test is unstable and exhibits large oscillations. ILC tries to track the
desired oscillations better, rather than the true reference dynamics. In the presented results,
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Figure 6.15: For dNUM = 50 kg/s, the test is unstable if only the decentralized feedback controller is used. Enhanc-
ing the RTHS control system with NPC renders the test stable.

the ILC managed to reduce the magnitude of the oscillations slightly even without NPC (see
fig. 6.16b compared to fig. 6.16a). Note that, depending on the parameters of the ILC imple-
mentation, the oscillations might also grow and the test destabilized further by ILC learning.
Further RTHS tests without NPC are presented in [107, 108]. In this work, the further focus
is on the combined use of NPC and ILC as this offers safe and accurate RTHS tests. NPC
introduces artificial damping forces to prevent the test from becoming unstable. These ad-
ditional damping forces can be seen in fig. 6.17. During the first iteration, where only the
decentralized feedback controller is active, the required damping forces have a magnitude
up to ⇡ 1.8 N. As the ILC learning improves and the power error decreases, the additional
damping force also decreases. This implies that a better actuator tracking performance leads
to less NPC interference, i.e. the dynamic distortion decreases.

6.5 Discussion

This chapter proposes the use of ILC to compensate the actuator dynamics in RTHS. A con-
vergence condition (see eq. (6.18)) is derived that facilitates the selection of the ILC tuning
parameters. Furthermore, to achieve an actuator control scheme that enables safe and high
fidelity RTHS tests, the combined application of NPC and ILC is proposed. This combina-
tion fulfills all requirements defined in section 3.2, maintains test stability and improves the
actuator tracking performance. The successful application of NPC and ILC requires:

• Repeatability of the RTHS test: The RTHS tests must be repeatable with high repro-
ducibility. Hence, the investigated system dynamics must not change between trials.
Investigations like crack propagation are therefore not feasible.
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(a) No NPC, first iteration.
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(b) No NPC, final iteration.
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(c) With NPC, first iteration.
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(d) With NPC, final iteration.

Figure 6.16: The test is unstable without NPC (blue) and can be stabilized using NPC (orange).

• Test duration: The performance of multiple successive tests required for ILC learning
is time consuming. This should be considered when choosing this method.

PD-type ILC offers a simple implementation and overcomes highly nonlinear effects, like fric-
tion in the legs of the Stewart Platform and the changing dynamics during contact, effectively.

The derived convergence condition eq. (6.18) helps to select the appropriate values of ILC.
If the dynamics of the actuator and the experimental part cannot be approximated easily, the
following procedure is recommended to tune � , � and fQ,cut:

1. Start with � = 0 and Q = 1 and perform RTHS tests successively with increasing values
of � . Following the literature about ILC, start with � = 1

4
1/s. If the ILC bypasses gains

of the feedback controller or changes the physical unit of the signal, include this gain.
Here, this is the case with the position gain KPp that transforms a position error into a
velocity error.

2. Identify the frequencies that are amplified and tune the robustness filter to that fre-
quency.

3. Adapt � such that the relative RMS tracking error shows good convergence behavior
and minimum final error.

4. Depending on the properties of the dynamical system, fQ,cut can be raised due to the
additional D-gain �.
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Figure 6.17: Damping force of the NPC throughout the ILC iterations.

The investigations in section 6.3 showed that different values of these variables change the
ILC performance (e.g. final error) only slightly. Hence, an optimum tuning is ambiguous and,
depending on the application, might not be required. Here, the parameters � = 10 1/s, � = 1
and fQ,cut = 6 Hz are selected for the further investigations (see table A.4).

In literature, there exist more complex and potentially even more effective ILC schemes
(see e.g. [31]) than PD-type ILC. Also, more effective passivity-based control schemes might
be found in literature. Nevertheless, this work makes use of the simplicity of these methods
and proves the efficacy of their combination.





Chapter 7

Adaptive Feedforward Filters (AFF)

The implementations and measurements shown in this chapter have been performed by Arian
Kist and Henri Schwalm as research assistants.

In the PhD thesis by Andreas Bartl, adaptive filters were used to compensate for actuator
dynamics in RTHS [15]. In adaptive control, controller parameters are adjusted so that the
system output minimizes a cost function (see [111] for an introduction). In particular, the
use of adaptive feedforward filters (AFF) has shown great potential in his work. There, not
the controller parameters are adapted, but filter coefficients of a feedforward filter. The
main focus in his work lay on dynamical systems with harmonic excitation to investigate the
vibration response of structures. The applicability of AFF to the RTHS tests with contact is
investigated in this chapter.

7.1 Introduction to AFF

A common application of adaptive control, or in particular AFF, is in active noise control
(ANC) [120]. Here, the goal is to introduce an additional sound source (secondary noise)
that cancels the noise (primary noise). The secondary noise, which is also called antinoise,
is generated by a filter whose parameters are adjusted by an optimization algorithm. The
optimization algorithm aims at minimizing the remaining noise. This principle is illustrated
in fig. 7.1a. The primary path denotes the transfer path of the noise source to the location
where noise should be canceled. For example, in case of noise canceling earphones, this
is the path between surrounding noise and the user’s ear. The secondary path includes the
transfer path between the adaptive filter output and the considered target position. In the
example, this is the transfer behavior of the loudspeaker and the path to the user’s ear. The
optimization algorithm adapts the filter parameters until the remaining noise is zero. The
optimum solution, i.e. where the error is zero, is called Wiener solution.

The application of AFF requires the appropriate choice of the filter (e.g. harmonic basis
functions, FIR filters), the optimization algorithm and the cost function. Often, a least-mean-
square (LMS) algorithm is selected as optimization algorithm due to its simple implemen-
tation and low computational cost [120]. The LMS algorithm implements the concept of
steepest descent, where the optimization follows along the direction of the negative gradient
to find the minimum value. The LMS algorithm is considered in the remainder of the the-
sis. Appropriate choices of the cost function include the mean square error or the squared
expected value [15].

If the secondary path follows the adaptive filter and the filter output does not act directly
at the target location (cf. fig. 7.1a), the LMS algorithm must be modified to ensure conver-

69
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Figure 7.1: In active noise control (ANC), the filter parameters of an adaptive filter are adjusted such that the
remaining noise approaches zero. The diagonal arrows indicate that the filter coefficients are adapted. Figures
adapted from [120].

gence. One option to do so is the filtered-X (FXLMS) algorithm [120, 168]. The input to the
LMS algorithm is filtered by the transfer dynamics of the secondary path, see fig. 7.1b. In
general, a correct representation of the secondary path is not available and a model has to be
acquired. This model can be identified before the test and possibly adapted during the test.

Analogy for Sports Enthusiasts
ILC and adaptive control both incorporate the ability to learn and improve the performance
by reducing an error. Nevertheless, they exhibit a significant difference: While ILC aims at
finding the appropriate feedforward signal, adaptive controllers modify the controller param-
eters (the filter parameters in AFF), i.e. the transfer function. The following analogy from
sports may help to understand the difference. In curling, the goal is to slide a stone on a
sheet of ice as closely as possible toward the house, which is a circular target (right image in
fig. 7.2). This is done by one player that throws the stone (left image). Then, the sweepers
can influence the trajectory of the stone due to frictional heat and melting of the ice. The
player that throws the stone needs to learn the delivery technique (signal) and can, after
release, not further influence the motion trajectory of the stone, which is similar to ILC. The
sweepers, in turn, influence the transfer path over which the stone glides and therefore, their
work corresponds to adaptive control.

Figure 7.2: In curling, one player throws the stone and the rest of the team wipes the ice such that the stone
approaches the target as closely as possible. Source: Martin Rulsch, Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA 4.0 and
Panthermedia/imago images.
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7.2 Application of AFF to RTHS

Adaptive control has been applied in RTHS, see e.g. [25, 40, 55, 206, 212]. In this work, the
focus will be put on AFF, similar to the PhD thesis of Andreas Bartl [15]. In most of his work,
structural modifications of the standard RTHS coupling (cf. in fig. 2.2) are employed, which
are depicted in fig. 7.3. Here, the components are rearranged such that the control task is to
minimize the difference between the output of the numerical part (z) and the experimental
part (z0), which is called the gap g = z � z0 = etrack. The adaptation algorithm adapts the
filter parameters until g != 0, i.e. compatibility is achieved. This structure is also used in the
publications by Stoten et al. with the name Dynamically Substructured System (DSS) [212,
213]. This rearrangement requires the knowledge of the dynamics of all involved parts for
controller design. The advantage of the DSS structure compared to the RTHS structure is that
the stability properties can be designed independently of the system dynamics [15, 213]. This
is because a tuning of the controller parameters does not change the poles of the coupled
system. With the change of the structure, also the viewpoint on the task of the actuator
control is slightly changed: in the basic RTHS setup introduced in chapter 2, the control task
can be described as improve the actuator transfer behavior and minimize the tracking error1

and in DSS as find the filter coefficients such that the interface of the experimental part is excited
like the interface of the numerical part is excited by the external and interface forces.

FNUM
ext z

z0

Numerical
Part

Experimental
Part

FEXP
ext

Actuator

g

Fint

uAFF

Figure 7.3: In feedforward based coupling, the RTHS structure can be modified. The rearranged structure is called
DSS. The control task is to minimize the gap. Following the actio-reactio principle, Fint acts on the substructures
with opposite sign. This is considered in the model of the numerical part. Figure adapted from [15].

One can see that the DSS structure in fig. 7.3 resembles the structure of disturbance re-
jection from fig. 7.1 and therefore Andreas Bartl [15] investigated the applicability of AFF
to RTHS. The implementations included different filter types and optimization algorithms
which are summarized in table 7.1. Filters based on harmonic basis functions can be used
if a harmonic excitation and investigation of steady state can be assumed. While LMS is the
simplest adaptation algorithm, more complex algorithms such as the recursive-least-squares
(RLS) algorithm, can lead to faster convergence at the cost of higher complexity and higher
computational cost. The specific implementation used in his work was the QR-RLS, which
is an RLS algorithm utilizing a QR decomposition. Since the assumptions of harmonic ex-
citation and steady state only hold for a limited number of engineering applications, [15]
also proposed the use of finite impulse response (FIR) filters and investigated systems with
arbitrary excitation and transient dynamics.

1This corresponds to an infinite impedance of the actuator, cf. section 2.4.
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Figure 7.4: AFF used in conjunction with NPC in the RTHS setup with contact. The inverse kinematics module is
denoted by IK. For the sake of clarity, the input signals to NPC are not drawn. Adapted from [15, 170].

7.3 Application of AFF to RTHS with Contact

The application of AFF to RTHS proved successful in the applications of [15, 17] and is there-
fore applied to the RTHS system with contact, in this work. Since the phenomenon of contact
includes transient dynamics, FIR filters are selected for this application and the FXLMS al-
gorithm is used to adapt the filter coefficients. Andreas Bartl [15] states that feedforward
based coupling, which is the case when the DSS structure is applied, is not sufficient if tran-
sient dynamics cannot be neglected. Rather, enhancing the basic RTHS loop (fig. 2.2) by AFF
as feedforward controller is proposed [15, 170]. To guarantee test stability, NPC should be
applied. This implementation is selected in this thesis.

The resulting signal flow, where the RTHS setup (as explained in chapter 4) is enhanced
with AFF and NPC, is visualized in fig. 7.4. The AFF outputs an additional displacement
command ui for each leg i = 1...6. The gap is defined for each leg as gi(tk) = bi(tk)� b0i(tk)
for a time instant tk and the task of the AFF is to adapt the coefficients of the AFF such that
the tracking error of the actuator is minimized. For the sake of clarity, the index i is omitted
in the following equations. A FIR filter of length NFIR is used, which is denoted by ⇥ (vector
of length NFIR). A leaky FXLMS algorithm (see e.g. [120]) with the cost function

J(tk) = g(tk)2 + �LMS⇥(tk)⇥(tk)T (7.1)

is used, where �LMS is a regularization term that minimizes the filter parameters ⇥. Using the

Table 7.1: AFF implementations for the DSS structure presented in [15].

filter type adaptation algorithm comments

harmonic basis functions LMS simple and computationally efficient
QR-RLS faster adaptation

FIR filters FXLMS transient behavior can be investigated
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adaptation gain µLMS, the general LMS algorithm writes

⇥(tk+1) = ⇥(tk)�
µLMS

2
rJ(tk), (7.2)

where the derivative of the cost function J with respect to the parameter vector is

rJ(tk) = �2b̃(tk)g(tk) + 2�LMS⇥(tk). (7.3)

In the FXLMS algorithm, the vector b = [b(tk), b(tk�1), ..., b(tk ��T · (NFIR � 1))], which is
a vector of length NFIR containing the leg lengths from the previous time steps, is filtered
by a model of the secondary path. The filtered vector is denoted by b̃. The model of the
secondary path is, in this case, the transfer function of each leg from desired to achieved
displacement. In general, this transfer function can be identified during the test by a random
excitation. Due to the vulnerable hardware setup, this is not done here, but the transfer
function is obtained by taking the transfer functions from table 4.1 and combining them with
the parameters of the cascaded feedback controller. b̃ is a vector of length NFIR with the
components b̃ = [ b̃(tk), b̃(tk�1), ..., b̃(tk ��T · (NFIR � 1))]. Inserting eq. (7.3) into eq. (7.2)
yields

⇥(tk+1) = ⌫LMS⇥(tk) +µLMS b̃(tk)g(tk), (7.4)

with the leakage factor ⌫LMS = 1�µLMS�LMS. In practice, a normalized value of µ̄LMS =
µLMS

�+b̃b̃
T

is desired instead of µLMS. � is a small value such that a division by zero is excluded. The
output of the AFF is the discrete convolution between the filter coefficients and the input
signal

u(tk) = b̃(tk)⇥(tk)T. (7.5)

The feedforward signal is calculated for each leg of the Stewart Platform, i.e. eq. (7.4) and
eq. (7.5) are evaluated for each leg. This implementation can be interpreted as follows:
similar to ANC, where a secondary source is tuned to cancel the noise at a target position,
any position command bi should not lead to a gap, i.e. the actuator should have infinite
impedance such that z0 = z. In comparison, for the pure feedforward based coupling in DSS
from fig. 7.3, AFF tries to vanish the gap for any external excitation, which is to replicate the
required dynamics.

7.4 Investigation of AFF Efficacy in RTHS with Contact

The application of AFF to the RTHS test with contact is analyzed next, similar to the investi-
gations for ILC in section 6.3. The parameters of the dynamical system are given in table A.2
with dNUM = 200 kg/s. The Stewart Platform was controlled by the decentralized cascaded
feedback controller with the controller parameters as stated in appendix A. The AFF is im-
plemented as described previously in section 7.3. A FIR filter with NFIR filter coefficients is
adapted by the FXLMS algorithm for each leg i = 1...6 and the filter coefficients are initialized
with zeros at the beginning of the test. The filtering in the FXLMS algorithm is performed
using the transfer function from desired to real leg length (see chapter 4). The implementa-
tion does not include specific knowledge about the contact scenario. The selected standard
parameters are µLMS = 0.1, ⌫LMS = 0.99999, NFIR = 100 and � = 0.001.

The tracking improvement using AFF compared to the sole use of the decentralized feed-
back controller is displayed in fig. 7.5a for one RTHS test. The tracking error has a maximum
of 0.05 mm when the system switches from the flight to the contact phase. Figure 7.5b reveals
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Figure 7.5: Tracking performance and test fidelity with/without AFF.

that the improved tracking performance leads to a higher test fidelity. This figure shows the
switch from the flight to the contact phase (at ⇡ 1.25 s). In particular, the compensation of
the delay due to AFF and the resulting high responsiveness after the switch into the contact
phase is visible.

The improved tracking performance comes from an improved tracking of the desired ve-
locity, which is shown in fig. 7.6. While the Stewart Platform is not able to achieve the
maxima of the desired amplitude without AFF (left figure in fig. 7.6), there is even an over-
shoot visible when AFF is used (right figure in fig. 7.6). The FXLMS algorithm adapts the
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Figure 7.6: Velocity of the interface with and without AFF.

FIR filter coefficients by updating the parameter vector ⇥(tk) at each time instance according
to eq. (7.4). The adaptation process is visualized in fig. 7.7a, where only the first 20 of the
NFIR = 100 filter coefficients are shown for better visibility. The filter coefficients resemble the
shape of the negative interface velocity. The remaining FIR coefficients that are not shown in
the figure, show the same shape with reduced magnitude, i.e. the values that lie further in
the past (e.g. b̃ (tk ��T · (NFIR � 1))) are weighted less than the more recent samples.

The influence of the AFF on the power error is shown in fig. 7.7b. The magnitude of the
power error is mostly reduced due to the AFF. Also here, the successful compensation of the
time delay can be seen in the phase shift between the power error with/without AFF.
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Figure 7.7: The FIR filter coefficients and the power error are shown.

7.4.1 Parameter Investigations

The previously shown results were performed with the following AFF parameters: µLMS = 0.1,
⌫LMS = 0.99999 and NFIR = 100, henceforth called standard parameters (see table A.5). The
influence of these parameters on the RTHS results is investigated by successively changing
one of these parameters. Specifically, the values of the adaptation algorithm were µLMS =
0.01, ⌫LMS = 0.999 and NFIR = 10 and the results are presented in fig. 7.8. The results reveal
that the influence of the adaptation gain µLMS is the largest. This relatively low value leads
to a slow convergence rate and high remaining errors (orange in fig. 7.8). The influence
of the filter length (black) and the leakage factor (green) is only barely visible and no clear
distinction can be seen compared to the standard values.

7.4.2 Combination of AFF with NPC

Until now, there was no necessity to include NPC in the RTHS tests because the system
with dNUM = 200 kg/s is stable even if only the decentralized feedback controller is used. For
dNUM = 50 kg/s, however, the RTHS test becomes unstable unless the actuator dynamics are
appropriately compensated for. Hence, this section investigates the combined implementa-
tion of AFF and NPC for the RTHS system with contact and dNUM = 50 kg/s. The NPC was
implemented using the parameters given in table A.2 and AFF was implemented using the
standard parameters from table A.5.

Figure 7.9 shows the results with and without AFF (NPC is turned on in both cases).
Similar to the results reported above, AFF manages to improve the tracking performance and
reduce the tracking error to a maximum of 0.05mm. The improved tracking performance
also leads to significantly smaller power errors and hence smaller damping forces Fd that are
introduced by NPC. In fig. 7.9b it is also visible that the AFF compensates for the actuator
delay because a phase shift is visible between the damping forces with/without AFF during
the contact phase. The figures imply that the test fidelity is increased by the combined use
of NPC and AFF due to (i) the better tracking performance and (ii) the smaller additional
damping forces that distort the RTHS test result (violation of the equilibrium condition).
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Figure 7.8: Investigation of the influence of µLMS, ⌫LMS and NFIR in the RTHS setup with contact.

7.5 Discussion

From these results it can be deduced that AFF effectively improves the tracking performance
(position and velocity) and therefore the test fidelity. The AFF implementation has not been
specifically adapted to RTHS with contact and can be optimized. For example, one could
adapt a filter for the flight and the contact phase and switch between them. Learning the
appropriate filter parameters for each phase could be done in an iteration-wise manner.

Even though AFF successfully compensates for actuator dynamics, a careful tuning of the
parameters is necessary. If, for example, µLMS is too high, the filter adaptation is unstable.
Results are i.a. reported in [15].

Also here, vRTHS simulations were performed and revealed similar behavior. In vRTHS,
the maximum convergence rate µLMS is lower than in the real RTHS tests. Similar behavior
could be observed in the vRTHS tests with ILC in section 6.3 and the reason is the modeling
of the dynamics of the Stewart Platform. To improve the current implementation, a more
detailed representation of the secondary path dynamics used for the FXLMS algorithm could
be implemented. This involves a system identification procedure. Additionally, the pure
feedforward based coupling (DSS structure) could be used in the future to make use of the
improved stability properties.
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Chapter 8

Benchmark of Control Schemes for
RTHS with Contact

The results are partly published in the author’s publication [108].

In the previous chapters 5 to 7, the individual efficacy of NPC, PD-type ILC and AFF for
RTHS with contact was investigated. While NPC stabilizes RTHS tests and increases the test
robustness, ILC and AFF are distinct feedforward control schemes to improve the actuator
tracking performance—thus the test fidelity—of a feedback controlled actuator. In addition
to ILC and AFF, also VFF has been introduced in chapter 4 as a simple implementation to im-
prove the tracking performance. The goal is to find an appropriate control scheme for RTHS
with contact, which is a control scheme that meets all requirements presented in section 3.2.
To meet the key features of safe testing with high fidelity, NPC and the feedforward control
schemes are combined. The following combinations of control schemes are highlighted in
this chapter:

• NPC with PD-type ILC (cf. section 6.4)

• NPC with VFF (cf. section 5.4)

• NPC with AFF (cf. section 7.4.2)

• NPC with PD-type ILC and VFF

The damping of the dynamical system employed in the experiments in this chapter is dNUM =
50 kg/s. This RTHS test is unstable without proper actuator dynamics compensation, i.e. if only
the decentralized cascaded feedback controller and the RTHS setup presented in chapter 4 are
used. The same investigations were performed for the system with dNUM = 200 kg/s (stable),
but are not shown here as they do not offer novel insights. The parameters of the feedback
controller used are given in appendix A.

8.1 Combination of NPC with PD-Type ILC and Velocity Feedfor-
ward

In section 6.4, PD-type ILC and NPC were combined to achieve robust and high fidelity tests.
Both control schemes work independently on their distinct tasks, namely NPC stabilizes the
test and PD-type ILC improves the tracking performance. To investigate how PD-type ILC
interacts with additional feedforward control schemes to push the tracking performance even

79
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further, the combination of VFF and PD-type ILC in combination with NPC is investigated.
The convergence results are shown in fig. 8.1. As can be seen, VFF achieves almost perfect
tracking during the RTHS test. Nevertheless, ILC is able to slightly improve the tracking. In
particular, ILC is able to reduce the tracking error where friction-effects dominate the actuator
dynamics, which is at the start and at the turning point at t = 2s. The combination of PD-type
ILC with VFF combines the advantages of both control schemes: VFF achieves good tracking
performance in highly dynamic phases, such as during contact, and ILC reduces the effect of
iteration-invariant disturbances, like actuator friction.
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Figure 8.1: NPC is combined with PD-type ILC and VFF in this RTHS test.

8.2 Comparison of Different Feedforward Control Schemes

The parameters used for the implementation of the NPC, ILC and AFF are given in the ta-
bles of appendix A. These are the parameters that were determined based on the parameter
studies in the respective chapters 5 to 7.

The tracking performance is shown in fig. 8.2a for the different feedforward control
schemes combined with NPC. All feedforward controllers improve the tracking performance
compared to the purely feedback controlled RTHS test. The magnitudes of the tracking error
for ILC and AFF are comparable and have a maximum of 0.05 mm. Even though this error
is already small, the tracking performance by VFF and the combination of VFF with ILC is
significantly better with maximum errors of 0.03mm and 0.02 mm at t = 2s.

The interface displacements of the RTHS tests are compared with the reference solution
zr

NUM in fig. 8.2b. The fidelity is the highest for VFF and the combination of ILC with VFF, as
these displacements correspond best with the reference solution. ILC is the least responsive
and lags behind the reference solution. AFF show high responsiveness and agile behavior,
though the magnitudes of the oscillation are too high. This is due to the velocity overshoot
which was shown in fig. 7.6. The power error is visualized in fig. 8.3 and matches with the
tracking error: The better the tracking performance (VFF and ILC with VFF), the smaller the
power error. The magnitudes of the power error for ILC and AFF are comparable, with the
magnitude for AFF being slightly larger. Larger magnitudes result in larger forces Fd by the
NPC and hence a higher deterioration of the test fidelity.

The feedforward schemes generate feedforward signals that are either injected on veloc-
ity level, which is the case for PD-type ILC and VFF, or on position level for AFF. To compare
the feedforward signals, the AFF feedforward signal u needs to be multiplied by the gain of
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Figure 8.2: The influence of different feedforward control schemes in combination with NPC on the tracking error
and the test fidelity. PD-type ILC (blue, solid line), PD-type ILC in combination with VFF (orange, solid line), VFF
(green, solid line), and AFF (gray, solid line) are used to enhance the feedback controller (black, dashed line).

the position controller KPp. Figure 8.4 visualizes the feedforward control signal, where the
ILC signal is given in the final iteration, i.e. after convergence. The fundamental shape and
amplitude is similar for all feedforward control schemes and resembles the velocity of the
interface żNUM. This fundamental shape is superimposed by an oscillation, where the mag-
nitude is the smallest for ILC and the largest for AFF. The oscillation frequency corresponds
to the eigenfrequency of the coupled RTHS system (numerical part, experimental part and
transfer system), as introduced in section 2.4.2 and will be detailed in Part II.
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8.3 Assessment for Contact Problems

The efficacy of the proposed control schemes and combination of them was investigated in
multiple experiments. Apart from the results shown, also RTHS tests with different frequen-
cies of the suspension ( fd = 0.5Hz), different dynamical properties of the numerical mass
(doubling and halving mNUM, variation of kNUM, reduction of damping to dNUM = {0,�10} kg/s)
and different h0 (i.a. h0 = 0m to obtain a continuous system without contact) were con-
ducted, cf. section 4.1. Since the efficacy and the overall behavior of the presented control
schemes is similar for all these results, they are not shown here.

All feedforward control schemes offer their advantages and disadvantages, which are
summarized in table 8.1. In the presented application, VFF proves particularly efficient and
offers high tracking performance while having little implementation effort. It is supposed that
VFF performs not as well if CSI has to be taken into account and, unlike here, the actuator
cannot be regarded as stiff compared to the experimental component.

To combine the advantages of different schemes, a combination of ILC and VFF, which
gives the best result in the presented test, is beneficial. A general recommendation for RTHS
with contact is to take the most simple implementation and to only use more complex control
schemes if the required performance cannot be achieved. AFF shows highly dynamic behavior
and might be further improved for RTHS with contact. The current implementation does
not include knowledge about the occurring contact phenomenon. An implementation of
a switching strategy, for instance, or a combination of AFF with another control scheme
might improve the performance further. In case stochastic, non-repeatable dynamics such as
friction (stick-slip) are present, AFF outperform ILC, which is only able to suppress repeating
disturbances.
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Table 8.1: Advantages and disadvantages of ILC, VFF and AFF.

ILC VFF AFF

tunable yes (� , �, fQ,cut) no yes (µLMS, ⌫LMS, NFIR)

system knowledge
approximation required
for convergence
condition

no
good knowledge
required for FXLMS

time consumption tuning, test execution no tuning

learning in iteration domain no in time domain

contact handling by learning no no

main benefit
handles nonlinearities
and iteration-invariant
disturbances

highly dynamic
motion high responsiveness

main limitation

requires iteration-
invariant system
dynamics (e.g. no
crack propagation)

requires stiff
actuator compared
to experimental
part

requires system
knowledge





Chapter 9

Summary of Part I

Part I aims at improving the versatility of RTHS and expanding its application areas. This
involves overcoming two major barriers in RTHS, which are stability even in the pres-
ence of destabilizing factors and uncertainties and fidelity to improve the confidence in the
RTHS test. Both can be tackled by an appropriate choice of actuator control scheme—more
specifically—actuator dynamics compensation.

In this work, the focus is put on dynamical systems with contact for which the attainment
of stability and fidelity is particularly challenging. This is because the RTHS test should repli-
cate all contact-induced dynamics, which are often highly dynamic. Additionally, these tests
also require high responsiveness because the dynamics change depending on non-contact and
contact state. The investigated dynamical system with contact as well as the hardware setup
are described in chapter 4. Further requirements (see section 3.2 for a detailed summary) for
methods to be widely used are their simple implementation with little system knowledge and
applicability to a wide range of actuators and problems. Controlling complex dynamics with
simple methods sounds contradictory, but novel control schemes incorporate the paradigm of
learning or the ability to adapt and achieve high tracking performance while being simple to
implement.

The application of Iterative Learning Control (ILC) to RTHS is proposed in chapter 6. In
ILC, the tracking performance is improved in iteration domain by learning a feedforward
signal specific for a certain task. A condition for monotonic convergence is derived, which
facilitates parameter tuning. Specifically, PD-type ILC is used and the experimental results
show that, if the convergence condition is fulfilled, ILC improves the tracking performance
and hence the test fidelity substantially. Due to the iteration-wise learning, the changing
dynamics at the instant of contact do not need to be implemented specifically, but the appro-
priate feedforward signal is learned automatically for the non-contact and contact phase. A
limitation of ILC is that the investigated dynamics must be iteration-invariant.

Apart from ILC, also the applicability of Adaptive Feedforward Filters (AFF) is investigated
for the first time in an RTHS setup with contact in chapter 7. AFF also manage to improve
the tracking performance substantially. However, the implementation requires more accurate
system knowledge compared to ILC. The AFF implementation used adapts the filter coeffi-
cients continuously in time and does not include any knowledge about the switch between
non-contact and contact phase. As soon as the dynamics change, the tracking error increases
before the adaptation algorithm is able to reduce the tracking error again. An adjustment of
AFF in the future to include a switch ought to solve this problem. While feedforward con-
trollers like ILC and AFF strive to compensate the actuator dynamics, they do not guarantee
test stability. To this end, energy considerations and passivity-based control schemes are pre-
sented in chapter 5. Since Normalized Passivity Control (NPC) detects an energy increase
early and only intervenes when necessary, its combined use with feedforward controllers
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is investigated. This combination exploits the strengths of both schemes: the feedforward
control scheme deals with the actuator tracking (test fidelity) and NPC monitors the power
flow from the transfer system into the coupled dynamical system and guarantees stable and
robust testing. The joint use of ILC and NPC is presented in section 6.4 and of AFF with
NPC in section 7.4.2. The results reveal that any feedforward control scheme and NPC work
independently and stable tests (NPC) with high fidelity (ILC or AFF) can be achieved. For
example, convergence of ILC is enabled when the test is stabilized with NPC, which is not
possible without NPC.

In chapter 8, the efficacy of different feedforward controllers in combination with NPC is
investigated. The use of ILC, AFF and the combination of ILC with velocity feedforward (VFF)
is compared with respect to the tracking performance and resulting test fidelity. The combi-
nation of NPC with PD-type ILC and VFF achieves the best results, as it unites the benefits of
all of them: NPC stabilizes the test, PD-type ILC improves the actuator tracking performance
particularly for slow actuator movements and VFF improves the tracking performance during
dynamic motion.

The presented control schemes enable robust and high fidelity testing and they can be
applied to engineering applications where continuous and discontinuous dynamics are inves-
tigated as well as to stable and unstable RTHS setups. In particular, NPC, ILC and VFF do not
require a system identification and only little system knowledge is necessary, which makes
them easy to implement for different actuators. Hence, these schemes have the potential to
be applied to many engineering applications and RTHS setups. Their application could also
enable testing of complex systems, such as e.g. docking of satellites, testing of prosthetic feet
or the interaction between pantographs and the overhead line.
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Chapter 10

Motivation for Fidelity Assessment

This chapter is based on the author’s publications [109, 110].

The acceptance and broad application of RTHS for engineering applications in industry
largely depends on the accuracy of the RTHS tests and their validity. The test results must
replicate the dynamics of the final application sufficiently, such that the results can be trusted.
Owing to the combination of numerical simulation and experimental testing and the multi-
ple sources of errors and uncertainties in their respective space, the RTHS result will always
differ from the reference solution. Accordingly, the assessment of the performed tests is of
great importance and is called fidelity assessment. Fidelity measures tell the user how well
the test emulates the true dynamical behavior of the coupled dynamical system. The major
difficulty here is that usually no reference solution is available [43, 94, 145]. Therefore, the
accuracy must be assessed without knowing the reference behavior—only from the known
system properties and the measurable quantities during the experiment. Even though much
understanding has been developed about RTHS (e.g., test stability), research and method de-
velopment in the area of fidelity assessment is still quite limited. The proposed methods for
fidelity assessment create a solid basis, but an all-encompassing and understandable measure
has not yet been found. Hence, a long-term goal of the RTHS community is to develop accep-
tance criteria that tell the user whether the performed test emulated the reference dynamics
accurately (accepted) or not (failed) [43].

10.1 Sources of Errors in RTHS

Errors in an RTHS test are inevitable—no matter how carefully the test is conducted. Since
RTHS forms a feedback loop (see section 2.1), errors are propagated. This means that an
error at time tk influences all successive time steps t > tk, which might be hundreds or even
thousands. In general, the errors can be classified into systematic (epistemic) and random
(aleatoric) errors and can stem from the numerical simulation or the physical components.
Random errors are difficult to predict and control. They include noise (in displacement/force
measurement), truncation in electrical signals at A/D conversion and they generally are of
low amplitude. High frequency content of noise can excite higher modes in lightly damped
structural systems unless it is compensated for by e.g. the appropriate numerical time integra-
tion scheme, added numerical damping or low-pass filters [151, 203]. In contrast, systematic
errors occur with a regular pattern and include [126, 143, 151, 203]:
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• Numerical Part

- modeling inaccuracies

- numerical integration algorithm and time step selected

• Physical Components

- actuator control errors

- transfer dynamics of the sensors (i.a. FTS and encoders)

- sensor miscalibration and misalignment

- communication and computational delays

- flexibility of the specimen support

The detrimental effects of systematic errors are generally larger than those of random er-
rors. In particular, a common assumption is that the transfer dynamics of the controlled
actuator dominate them [42, 144]. Other systematic errors, such as sensor miscalibra-
tion/misalignment or flexibility of the specimen support can be reduced to insignificant levels
by properly setting up the test bench.

The awareness for these sources of errors is already the first step to avoid them. Never-
theless, the question raises how the remaining errors influence the test fidelity. Not only the
amount of these errors is of importance, but also the susceptibility of an RTHS setup. For
example, the partitioning of the dynamical system (splitting ratio of mass and stiffness into
numerical/experimental part) and the fastest eigenfrequency of the coupled dynamical sys-
tem influence the susceptibility of the test [126, 137]. Hence, the amount of these errors as
well as the dynamics of the investigated dynamical system ought to be considered in fidelity
assessment.

10.2 Fidelity: A Philosophical Question

A widely accepted definition of fidelity is given in the PhD thesis by Thomas Sauder [191]:
"[...] the degree to which it reproduces the behavior of the real system under study". Fur-
thermore, a successful RTHS test is defined as "a system-level simulation that realistically in-
corporates experimentally-evaluated behavior [...]" by the MECHS community in [43]. These
definitions leave room for interpretation and raise i.a. the following questions: What is the
intended dynamic behavior and how is it measured? At what value of accuracy is the test
considered accurate and acceptable? What does fidelity mean in case of chaotic dynamic
behavior?

This room for interpretation is reflected in the research directions and method develop-
ment found in the field of fidelity assessment. Basically there are two tracks to set up fidelity
measures: the first idea is to use the desynchronization at the interface (equilibrium, compat-
ibility) and evaluate the amount of error introduced. If the coupling of the substructures was
perfect, both conditions would be fulfilled at all times. This viewpoint is chosen when the
exact time response of a dynamical system to an excitation is of interest. In the case of earth-
quake engineering, this would correspond to knowing how a specific building responds to a
specific earthquake. In contrast, for some applications, the general dynamic response is of
importance rather than the specific time course. There, the test needs to replicate all system
states, i.e. the RTHS test setup (specifically the QoI) must run through the same states as the
reference system irrespective of the temporal ordering. This viewpoint is taken if the excita-
tion is random and a statistical distribution should be replicated. For example, in earthquake
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engineering, this corresponds to the case where the failure of components during earthquake
excitation is investigated. [11, 12, 58]

So the definition of fidelity depends on the goal of the test and the selected QoI [43, 58].
The present work aims at bringing together the two seemingly disparate tracks. The focus is
put on the vibration response of structural systems including transient behavior. Therefore,
the temporal aspect as well as the dynamic response (frequency, magnitude) are considered
for fidelity assessment.

10.3 Current Assessment Measures

This section briefly reviews the state-of-the-art assessment measures that evaluate the test
performance. Assessment measures comprise all methods validating the RTHS test perfor-
mance, but do not necessarily relate the test results to the reference solution. Hence, fi-
delity measures are a subclass of assessment measures. Assessment measures can be classified
into pre-test (before the test), online (during the test) and post-test (after the test) mea-
sures [134]. In general, pre-experiment measures evaluate the susceptibility of the RTHS
configuration to errors, i.e. they indicate the minimum requirements on the transfer system
to obtain a successful RTHS test. Online indicators monitor ongoing tests and if there are no-
ticeable errors, the test can be interrupted (e.g. to avoid damaging the experimental part and
the transfer system) [134, 142, 218]. Lastly, post-test measures often assess the test fidelity,
i.e. how well the structural response was replicated [134, 238]. They require a reference
solution.

10.3.1 Actuator Tracking Performance

As stated above, many existing assessment measures make use of the amount of local in-
terface desynchronization. For example, the compatibility at the interface between the nu-
merical and experimental part is used either in time or frequency domain. In this chapter, z
and z0 denote the time course of the commanded/achieved interface displacement (one DoF)
during the whole test, i.e. [z(t1), z(t2), ..., z(tend)].

The relative RMS tracking error etrack,rel (cf. eq. (4.4))1, the maximum tracking error
(MTE) etrack,MTE and the tracking peak error etrack,peak are measures in time domain:

etrack,rel =
RMS(z � z0)

RMS(z)
(10.1)

etrack,MTE =
max(|etrack|)

max(z)
(10.2)

etrack,peak =
����
max(|z|)�max(|z0|)

max(z)

���� . (10.3)

Furthermore, the tracking error can also be assessed in frequency domain

ef
track,rel =

RMS(|Z |� |Z 0|)
RMS(|Z |) , (10.4)

where Z and Z 0 denote the Fourier transforms of the time course of the commanded and the
real displacements z and z0.

Wallace et al. [226] proposed the visualization of the time domain tracking performance
in the so-called Synchronization Subspace Plot (SSP), see fig. 10.1. In case of perfect tracking,

1In this part, the definition of etrack,rel is slightly different from the definition used in Part I; the denominator is
RMS(z) vs. max(z).
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Figure 10.1: The commanded displacement z is plotted against the measured displacement z0 in the Synchro-
nization Subspace Plot (SSP). The shape of the ellipse represents the tracking performance of the actuator. Figure
taken from [109].

a straight line with unit slope forms in the SSP plot. Amplitude over/undershoot affects the
slope and phase lead/lag leads to an ellipse that evolves counterclockwise/clockwise. Hence,
the actuator tracking performance can be inferred from the shape of the SSP plot. Based
on the SSP plot and the shape of the ellipse, the tracking and amplitude indicators are set
up [145]. The tracking indicator calculates the enclosed area in the SSP plot to quantify the
phase lead/lag and the amplitude indicator measures the slope of the major axis of the ellipse
to quantify the overshoot/undershoot.

The value of the tracking indicator depends on the magnitude of the displacement. If the
actuator delay is kept constant and the magnitude of the interface displacement doubled, also
the value of the tracking indicator doubles. This is undesirable because the amount of error
is obviously the same. The Phase and Amplitude Error Indices (PAEI) extend the tracking
indicator to circumvent this problem [94, 95]. An ellipse is fit into the SSP plot and the
ellipse parameters are used to determine the phase lead/lag and the amplitude error.

The actuator tracking performance is also the basis of the Frequency Evaluation Index
(FEI) [86, 238]. Also here, the tracking error is split into estimates of the phase delay and
the amplitude error. The investigation uses weighted (weight l) frequency responses of the
commanded and real displacements, i.e. Zl = |Z |l and Z 0l = |Zl|l . The Fourier transforms are
vectors of length nt (length of the Fourier transformed signal vector) containing the frequency
components (frequency vector f ) up to the Nyquist frequency 1

2�T . The weighting implies
that frequency content with higher magnitudes is weighted more. In Xu et al. [238], l = 2
was selected and found suitable. The FEI, which is a complex number, writes

F EI =

P nt
2
j=1

Z 0j
Z j
· Zl, j

P nt
2
j=1 Zl, j

(10.5)

AFEI = |F EI | (10.6)

�FEI = tan�1
Å

Im(F EI)
Re(F EI)

ã
. (10.7)

The amplitude and phase errors can be inferred from the FEI index as shown in eqs. (10.6)
and (10.7). Perfect amplitude tracking is achieved if the actuator amplitude is AFEI = 1 and
the phase error is �FEI = 0. The phase error can be interpreted more easily if it is represented
as a delay value ⌧FEI. To transfer the frequency-dependent phase shift to a graspable scalar
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delay value, an equivalent frequency is evaluated and denoted by feq. The equivalent fre-
quency serves as a scalar value representative for all involved frequencies in the commanded
signal, which means that it is a weighted average where frequencies with a higher peak
magnitude are weighted more heavily. It is calculated as

feq =

P nt
2
j=1 Zl, j · f j

P nt
2
j=1 Zl, j

(10.8)

⌧FEI = �
�FEI

2⇡ feq
. (10.9)

The actuator amplitude AFEI, the phase error �FEI, the equivalent frequency feq and the actu-
ator delay ⌧FEI are scalar values. The entire frequency range (up to the Nyquist frequency) is
included in their calculation by weighting.

10.3.2 Energy Balance

As detailed in chapter 5, the substructures exchange energy/power between them at the
interface. Accordingly, the interface energy can be used to set up an assessment measure.
Observing the energy balance during an ongoing RTHS test was first proposed by Thewalt
and Roman in [218] and elaborated on by Mosqueda et al. [150, 152] with the Hybrid
Simulation Error Monitors (HSEM). In the calculation of the HSEM, the energy introduced
by the transfer system Eerror is normalized by the maximum strain energy Estrain

�
HSEMS
�

and the input energy2 Einput
�
HSEM I
�
:

HSEMS =
Eerror

Estrain
with Estrain =

1
2

zT
maxkEXPzmax (10.10)

HSEM I =
Eerror

Estrain + Einput
with Einput =
Z

FNUM
ext dz. (10.11)

For the calculation of the strain energy, the maximum deformation during the test zmax, i.e.
max(z(t)) for t 2 (0, tend), and the stiffness (in general: initial stiffness matrix) of the exper-
imental substructure kEXP are required.

A further accuracy measure using the energy balance at the interface is the Energy Error
Indicator (EEI) [6]. The difference to HSEM is that the energy balance equation considers not
only the energy at the interface but all energies in the numerical substructure (e.g. numerical
time integration).

10.3.3 Susceptibility of RTHS Tests

How a specific amount of errors influences the RTHS dynamics depends on the dynamics of
the investigated system and its partitioning. This is known as the susceptibility. The following
characteristics are favorable and lead to less susceptible3 RTHS tests following [28, 41, 76,
126, 133–135, 137]:

• high damping ratio (either in the numerical or the experimental part)

• low natural frequency

2Here, only an external force acting on the numerical substructure, i.e. FNUM
ext is used.

3A susceptible test loses fidelity already in the presence of small errors/uncertainties and withstands less
errors/uncertainties before becoming unstable.
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• little stiffness in the experimental part

• mass in the experimental part (albeit within bounds, see section 2.2)

The influence of system partitioning into numerical and experimental part is i.a. investigated
in the work of Maghareh et al. [134, 135, 137]. This research proposes the so-called Predic-
tive Performance Indicator (PPI) and Predictive Stability Indicator (PSI), which are pre-test
indicators to classify the experimental setup into extremely sensitive, moderately sensitive
and slightly sensitive and gives guidelines about a favorable partitioning if one has the free-
dom to decide the location of the interface. The investigation uses DDE and the stability
switch criterion to determine the critical delay of an RTHS system.

Apart from Maghareh et al., also Ersal et al. investigated the susceptibility of RTHS tests
to partitioning in [62]. In this work, the frequency domain difference between the RTHS
output and the reference solution is called distortion. A sensitivity function is set up that
relates the distortion to perturbations in the data exchange due to the transfer system. The
sensitivity function reveals that the best choice of the coupling point is where changes in
the dynamics of the experimental part have the least effect on the dynamics of the coupled
dynamical system. A further pre-test indicator to evaluate test susceptibility was proposed by
Botelho and Christenson [27, 28], which makes use of robust stability analysis and the small
gain theorem. Therein, an expression is derived that helps to evaluate the test stability and
robustness including actuator dynamics. The condition writes

||To(s)�(s)||1 < 1 robust stability (10.12)
||To(s)�(s)||1⌧ 1 robust performance (10.13)

with To =
GEXPGNUM

1+ GEXPGNUM
. (10.14)

The nominal complementary sensitivity of the ideal RTHS loop is denoted by To and uses
measured/simulated approximations of the true experimental transfer behavior GEXP ⇡ ĜEXP.
The actuator transfer behavior is modeled as a multiplicative uncertainty �(s) = GACT � 1 ⇡
ĜACT�1 (again from measurements or modeling). Robust stability is fulfilled if the frequency
response of eq. (10.12) does not exceed 0dB = 1 and, following [28], robust performance is
guaranteed if eq. (10.13) is < �20 dB.

10.3.4 Surrogate Modeling

As outlined in section 10.2, there is a research track dealing with behavioral fidelity. Sur-
rogate modeling is one of the employed methods [2, 3, 125, 191, 192]. Here, the idea is
to generate a model (surrogate model) of the coupled system and validate the RTHS result
against the results of a simulation with the generated models. Uncertainties (e.g. of dynami-
cal properties or actuator tracking performance) are included and their propagation through
the RTHS loop is investigated. In this approach, the susceptibility of RTHS tests to changes
in system parameters is evaluated using uncertainty quantification.

10.3.5 Reference Errors

There are a few engineering applications where a reference solution is available. In case the
Quantity of Interes (QoI) is the interface displacement zr

NUM, fidelity measures similar to the
tracking errors eqs. (4.4) and (10.2) to (10.4) can be set up. The relative RMS reference error
is defined in eq. (4.6) and also the maximum reference error (MRE) eref,MRE, the reference
peak error eref,peak and the RMS reference error in frequency domain ef

ref,rel are obtained by
replacing z by zr

NUM in eqs. (10.2) to (10.4).
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10.3.6 Discussion of Current Assessment Measures

The presented accuracy measures attempt to evaluate the test performance in different ways.
While the assessment measures based on the actuator tracking performance (see
section 10.3.1) are easily applicable and evaluate the fulfillment of the compatibility con-
dition between the numerical and experimental substructure, there are some limitations. For
example, error propagation over the course of the RTHS test is not considered [238]. Fur-
thermore, the influence on the system dynamics—which depends on the susceptibility of the
test setup—is not deducible from the values of these accuracy measures and thus an interpre-
tation of the values is difficult. The applications involving the SSP plot furthermore assume
frequency-independent actuator delay, which is not true for many applications. Hence, a
threshold value or an acceptance criterion cannot be inferred from them.

Similar shortcomings can be reported for the accuracy measures based on the energy
balance (see section 10.3.2). Mosqueda et al. [152] proposed using a threshold of HSEMS 
0.05, i.e. Eerror  0.05 · Estrain, as a rule of thumb for an acceptance criterion. Nevertheless, an
interpretation of the influence of a certain energy error on the test result is difficult and the
specific values vary for different RTHS setups. Thus, a bridge between the numerical value
of the indicator and the physical meaning needs to be built.

The pre-test indicators presented in section 10.3.3 address the influence of the parti-
tioning and dynamical system properties on the success of a planned RTHS test. As these
methods are applied before a test, they do only provide information about how critical the
RTHS setup is, but do not assess the test result and the achieved test fidelity. Furthermore,
they require knowledge/an approximation of the dynamics of the experimental part as well
as of the transfer system.

Probably the most comprehensive approach so far is surrogate modeling (section 10.3.4),
since both the coupled dynamical system and the possible errors and uncertainties are in-
cluded. In addition, the approach considers error propagation. However, the implementation
of this methodology requires a good understanding of the system dynamics (transfer system
and experimental component), which is in general not available, as well as the magnitude
and distribution of the expected occurring errors.

Lastly, reference errors were explained in section 10.3.5. Their largest drawback is that, in
general, a reference solution is not available. Furthermore, similar to the accuracy measures
based on the actuator tracking performance, the interpretation of the numeric values is dif-
ficult. Note that the relative RMS tracking/reference errors were used in Part I to assess the
tracking/fidelity improvement by the proposed delay compensation schemes. They proved
appropriate for that purpose, as these investigations did not focus on the specific values of
the errors or the influence of the tracking error on the test result.

10.3.7 Requirements for Novel Assessment Measure

In view of the need for powerful fidelity measures and the drawbacks of the assessment
measures that have been proposed so far, the following requirements can be formulated for
a novel fidelity measure:

• Fidelity assessment: A novel method should assess the fidelity, which means relate
the RTHS test result to the reference solution. This implies that the influence of several
sources of errors on the QoI or system dynamics is investigated (in contrast to e.g.
assessment of actuator tracking). Therefore, not only the amount of the errors, but also
the system dynamics and the partitioning in the RTHS test must be included.

• No reference solution: Reference solutions are in general not available for RTHS set-
ups. Therefore, novel fidelity measures should not require a reference solution.
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• No system identification: System identification of the transfer system and the experi-
mental part should not be required. This is not only because a system identification is
cumbersome and time-consuming, but because the identification is often not accurately
possible and the main reason why RTHS is performed in the first place.

• Understandable: The output of the fidelity assessment should be easily graspable. This
includes that the influence of errors on the RTHS test result must be simple to interpret.
It also means that the results can be compared among different RTHS setups.

• Straightforward implementation: The implementation must be simple so as to reduce
the effort and make the application feasible without major hurdles.

• Widely applicable: The method should work for as many RTHS setups and dynami-
cal systems as possible. Therefore, it should offer the possibility to be extended and
adjusted for specific applications.

10.4 Objective of Part II

Even though current assessment measures offer a solid basis to understand the fundamental
aspects of fidelity assessment, there are yet no powerful methods available that fulfill the
above mentioned requirements. Many of them do not relate the amount of errors to the
RTHS test result and thus the test fidelity. A long-term goal of the RTHS community is to
find acceptance criteria to easily evaluate the test performance. This allows to give the user
confidence that the test sufficiently emulates the real system dynamics of the final application
and the test results can be trusted. Here, the objective is to work into this direction and set
up a framework for fidelity assessment. The method ought to include not only information
about the amount of errors, but also consider the susceptibility of a test setup and the in-
fluence on the test result. In particular, a novel method fulfilling the requirements stated in
section 10.3.7 while circumventing the disadvantages of the presented methods is targeted
in this work.

The vibration response of many engineering applications is of great importance. There-
fore, the presented methodology is derived based on this type of problem. This means that
the methodology is used to evaluate how well the real vibration behavior has been emulated
using RTHS. Specifically, the vibration magnitude, frequency and damping are considered.
Moreover, to show the application of the proposed methodology, the main assumption is that
the dominating error source in the RTHS loop is the actuator dynamics. This assumption is
not true for all RTHS setups but holds e.g. for the presented setup in Part I. Already at this
point it should be mentioned that the presented methodology is not limited to the use cases
vibration behavior and actuator as main error source and can also be applied to other QoIs
and error sources.

The FACE (Fidelity Assessment based on Convergence and Extrapolation) method is de-
veloped in this thesis. In the following chapter 11, the key idea is presented. An investigation
how actuator dynamics influence the observed vibration response of an RTHS test is pre-
sented. In particular, the special cases of a pure mass and spring experimental substructure
are detailed.

Chapter 12 presents three different application examples of the FACE method. Firstly, a
linear coupled mass-spring-damper system is investigated with vRTHS. Secondly, the Bench-
mark control problem, which is commonly used by the RTHS community, is used to inves-
tigate the applicability of the FACE method. This represents a three-story building under
earthquake excitation. Finally, the FACE method is applied to the RTHS system with contact
(real RTHS tests) presented in Part I.
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A summary of the FACE method, the results and a discussion of its potential are given in
chapter 13. This chapter details the benefits and shortcomings of the FACE method and gives
a discussion about future research questions.





Chapter 11

Fidelity Assessment Based on
Convergence and Extrapolation
(FACE)

Parts of this chapter have been published in the author’s publication [110].

The goal of Part II is to set up a fidelity measure without a reference solution required.
This sounds contradictory, considering that fidelity refers to how well an RTHS test emulates
the true dynamics. Accordingly, the question arises whether the reference solution can be
determined. This is the fundamental idea of the presented methodology.

11.1 Key Idea: Convergence

When performing an RTHS test, one knows that there are inevitable errors in the RTHS loop.
If the errors are small, they deteriorate test accuracy. If they are large, though, test stability
is even jeopardized1. This implies that, within a certain range of errors, RTHS tests can
be performed and the system behavior investigated. The presented idea is to extrapolate the
system behavior outside the known area by thoroughly investigating within the known range.

This approach is illustrated in fig. 11.1. There, the susceptibility of the RTHS test result
q to an error e shall be investigated. With prudent and best possible (for the hardware
setup used) test execution, the minimum achievable error is emin. Since the error cannot be
smaller than emin, the system behavior is unknown between e 2 (0, emin). The test tolerates
a maximum error of ecrit before becoming unstable. Hence, the area e > ecrit is also non-
explorable and thus remains unknown. The area between emin and ecrit is indicated as the
explorable area (or further also called known area) because the error can take any (discrete)
value within these bounds. This means that multiple RTHS tests can be performed and the
RTHS result q changes depending on e. Hence, the influence of the error source on the system
dynamics, that is the sensitivity with respect to this error, can be analyzed in this range. If e
is the main error source and the other sources of errors are negligible, the RTHS test would
yield the reference solution q̂ for e = 0. If the explorable area is investigated thoroughly,
an interpolation can be done within this area. This means that the relation q = h(e) can be
learned, where h(·) denotes the functional interrelationship. Then, the value of the reference
q̂ can be approximated by extrapolation (qpred) using the interpolated function h(e).

The approach assumes that, as long as emin is sufficiently small, the reference solution

1What is small and large depends on the investigated dynamical system.
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Figure 11.1: The key idea of the FACE method is to explore the area between the minimum achievable error
emin and the stability limit ecrit to investigate how the error influences the RTHS result q. The dots denote the
measurement points that are used for interpolation to find q = h(e). The true reference solution q̂ is marked with
a cross and the extrapolated reference is denoted by qpred. Ideally, qpred = q̂. Then, the RTHS result at emin, i.e.
qmin, can be compared to qpred and validated. Figure taken from [110].

is predicted accurately, i.e. qpred ⇡ q̂. Then, the RTHS result at the minimum error, which
is qmin = h(emin) can be validated against the predicted result qpred and a decision taken,
whether the test has sufficiently emulated the reference dynamics. Both, the amount of er-
ror e and the RTHS result q are scalars. The amount of error e could e.g. be the equivalent
time delay or another accuracy measure from section 10.3 as well as a dynamic system prop-
erty. The RTHS result is denoted by q and might be a measure of the system dynamics or of
the QoI. The appropriate selection of e and q depends on the application, the desired RTHS
result and the selected QoI.

Since this framework implements the idea of convergence towards the reference solution
and makes use of extrapolation in the unknown area, this fundamental method is termed
Fidelity Assessment based on Convergence and Extrapolation, or short FACE. In the current
Part II, this idea is pursued and its applicability as novel fidelity measure is examined. In
particular, a possible selection of the quantities e (error measure) and q (measure of test
result) is presented and the creation of the convergence plot (fig. 11.1) shown. To this end,
the following section illustrates how the dynamics of the transfer system affect the RTHS
result.

11.2 Influence of Actuator Dynamics on RTHS Dynamics

In many engineering applications, the vibration response is of particular interest and often
investigated with RTHS tests. Even though actuator dynamics might not be the major error
source in every RTHS setup, their influence is crucial on the observable dynamic behavior in
RTHS experiments. The importance of the actuator dynamics for the accuracy of RTHS tests
is evident in the large amount of literature dealing with their compensation (cf. section 3.3).
The understanding of how the actuator dynamics affect the observable vibration behavior in
the RTHS experiment is now built. As briefly described in chapter 2, the coupled RTHS loop
can be viewed from the Dynamic Substructuring perspective (see section 2.4.1) and also from
a control theoretical perspective (see section 2.4.2). From both view points it is obvious that
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the actuator should have infinite impedance2, which means compatibility should be fulfilled
at all times and ĜACT =

Z 0(s)
Z(s) = 1. Depending on the partitioning of the dynamical system in

the RTHS test, the effect of actuator dynamics is different, see section 2.2.2. The two special
cases of mass vs. spring experimental part are presented next. The investigated dynamical
system is a coupled MSD system (numerical part: MSD system, experimental part: either
spring or mass). For t < 0, the system is in static equilibrium. For t � 0, an external force
FNUM

ext = �1N acts on mNUM compressing the coupled MSD system. The results illustrated are
from vRTHS simulations. The transfer behavior of the FTS is assumed to be ideal.

11.2.1 Spring Experimental Part

As described in section 2.2, actuator delay has a destabilizing effect if the experimental part
consists of a stiffness (in position-based RTHS). Firstly, the influence of a pure actuator time
delay ⌧ = {0.005,0.01} s is investigated. The nominal complementary sensitivity function of
the coupled RTHS loop writes ĜNUMĜACTĜEXP

1+ĜNUMĜACTĜEXP
. The dynamics of the coupled loop are defined by

the characteristic function, which is the denominator of this transfer function. Figure 11.2a
visualizes the magnitude of the complementary sensitivity function and fig. 11.2b the corre-
sponding time domain course of the interface displacement and the reference solution. For
such a single DoF (SDOF) system, [41, 98] reported that the delay has an effect like negative
damping. This is visible in the growing oscillation magnitude for higher delay values in both
the frequency and time domain.
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Figure 11.2: The actuator dynamics are modeled as a pure time delay ⌧ and the influence is shown for the case
of a stiffness in the experimental part (kEXP = 104 N/m, mEXP = dEXP = 0). The numerically simulated part is a
linear MSD system with mNUM = 10kg, kNUM = 2 · 104 N/m and dNUM = 200 kg/s.

Secondly, the influence of frequency-dependent actuator dynamics ĜACT is investigated.
The transfer behavior is modeled as a first order dynamical system ĜACT =

1
TACTs+1 with the

time constants TACT = {0.001, 0.01,0.03} s. The smaller the time constant, the higher the ac-
tuator bandwidth: the corresponding corner frequencies are {159,15.9, 5.3} Hz. Figure 11.3a
shows the magnitude of the complementary sensitivity function and fig. 11.3b the time do-
main response of a vRTHS test. One can recognize that the reference dynamics are met well
for TACT = 0.001s in frequency and time domain. This is because the actuator bandwidth

2In reality, it is sufficient if the condition ĜACT = 1 is fulfilled within the frequency range of interest, i.e. if the
actuator bandwidth is larger than the fundamental dynamics of the coupled dynamical system.
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Figure 11.3: The actuator dynamics are modeled as a first order system ĜACT =
1

TACTs+1 and the influence is
analyzed for the case of a stiffness in the experimental substructure (kEXP = 104 N/m, mEXP = dEXP = 0). The
numerically simulated part is a linear MSD system with mNUM = 10kg, kNUM = 2 · 104 N/m and dNUM = 200 kg/s.

is much higher than the fundamental dynamics of the coupled system (analytical eigenfre-
quency of the reference system is 8.57 Hz). For larger time constants, however, the observ-
able eigenfrequency decreases, which is visible both in frequency and time domain. This is
because the controller bandwidth, i.e. the frequency range in which ĜACT ⇡ 1, defines the
frequencies that are transmitted between the numerical and the experimental substructure.
Put in other words, the actuator acts like a filter. If the fundamental dynamics of the refer-
ence system are faster than the motion ability of the actuator, the frequency content is not
replicated appropriately and the frequency behavior observable in the RTHS experiment is
lower than the frequency content of the true dynamics.

11.2.2 Mass Experimental Part

When the experimental part comprises a mass, the effect of actuator time delay can be sta-
bilizing, like positive damping (see section 2.2)3. Figure 11.4a shows the magnitude of the
complementary sensitivity function for the case that the actuator is modeled as a pure time
delay ⌧ = {0.005,0.01} s. The interface displacements for the corresponding vRTHS simula-
tions are given in fig. 11.4b. In contrast to the figs. 11.2a and 11.2b, the oscillation magni-
tudes decrease in the presence of actuator time delay due to the effect of positive damping.

In case the actuator dynamics are that of a first order system (with time constant TACT),
the observable dynamic behavior also differs compared to the case of a stiffness experimental
substructure. Namely, an increase of the eigenfrequency can be observed in the figs. 11.5a
and 11.5b and the actuator bandwidth cannot be interpreted as a filter anymore. This can be
explained by the illustration of complex forces in section 2.2: in case of a mass experimental
substructure, any actuator dynamics/delay lead to higher measurable interface forces. Disre-
garding the RTHS loop dynamics, this leads the numerical part to believe the experimental
part had higher stiffness. Since stiffer dynamic systems have a larger eigenfrequency, conse-
quently the coupled RTHS test also has a larger natural frequency. Hence, the overall effect of
actuator dynamics in an RTHS test with a mass experimental substructure is twofold: Firstly,
the RTHS test is stabilized due to added positive damping by mEXP. Increased damping leads

3This statement is not valid without restrictions, see section 2.2.2.
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Figure 11.4: The actuator is modeled as a pure time delay ⌧ and the influence on a mass in the experimental
part is illustrated (mEXP = 0kg, kEXP = dEXP = 0). The numerically simulated part is a linear MSD system with
mNUM = 10 kg, kNUM = 2 · 104 N/m and dNUM = 200 kg/s.

to a decrease of the eigenfrequency. Secondly, the dynamics effect is like increased stiffness,
which causes an increase of the eigenfrequency. Depending on the specific value of TACT,
the one or the other effect dominates: For example, the RTHS test with TACT = 0.01 s has
a slightly smaller eigenfrequency (5.98 Hz) compared to the reference dynamics (6.02 Hz).
For the other values of TACT, the eigenfrequency of the RTHS test is larger than the refer-
ence eigenfrequency. This means that the effect of added positive damping by the mass has
a minor effect on the decrease of the eigenfrequency than the increase due to the added
stiffness.
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Figure 11.5: The figures visualize the influence of the actuator dynamics for the case of a mass experimental
substructure (mEXP = 0kg, kEXP = dEXP = 0). The actuator is modeled as a first order system with ĜACT =

1
TACTs+1 . The numerically simulated part is a linear MSD system with mNUM = 10kg, kNUM = 2 · 104 N/m and
dNUM = 200 kg/s.

To sum up, time delay at the interface influences the observable magnitude and conse-
quently the damping of the frequency response in the RTHS experiment. In contrast, changes
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of the actuator bandwidth affect the frequency content, i.e. the poles of the complementary
sensitivity function change depending on ĜACT.

11.3 FACE Method for Structural Vibrations

The focus in this work is put on the investigation of structural vibrations. Such tests possess
high fidelity if they emulate the vibration response of the reference system well. The vibra-
tion response can be characterized by the oscillation magnitude, damping and frequency. In
section 11.2, we showed that the actuator dynamics influence the vibration response of an
RTHS test. To assess the test fidelity in the presence of inevitable actuator dynamics, the
application of the FACE method (section 11.1) is proposed. The implementation of the FACE
method requires an appropriate choice of q and e. The choice of q depends on the QoI (cf.
definition on p. 12), that is, what is being investigated with the RTHS experiment. Based
on the requirements set in section 10.3.7 and section 11.1, q is a scalar value that should
be informative, easy to interpret and representative of the QoI. The oscillation magnitude
(frequency domain), the overall system damping (transient behavior in time domain) and
oscillation frequency (frequency domain) are appropriate measures of the RTHS result to
assess the fidelity of vibration responses. In section 11.2, the frequency response was inves-
tigated using the complementary sensitivity function. The evaluation of the complementary
sensitivity function is, however, often not possible in a real RTHS setup due to the lack of
system knowledge about ĜACT and ĜEXP. Nevertheless, the characteristic dynamics are also
visible in the displacement signals, see e.g. figs. 11.2b, 11.3b, 11.4b and 11.5b. Hence, a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of the achieved displacement4 z0 is used in the following to assess
the oscillation magnitude and frequency. The damping characteristics are better visible in the
transient response in time domain.

The choice of the error measure e depends on the major error source in an RTHS setup or
the kind of error against which the sensitivity of the RTHS test is to be analyzed. This part
assumes that the actuator dynamics are the most significant error source and other sources,
like modeling errors or noise, are neglected. Section 11.2 showed how time delay and ac-
tuator bandwidth disparately influence the observable RTHS dynamics. While the variation
of the delay enables exploring how the magnitude and the effective damping change, al-
terations of the actuator bandwidth vary the observable frequency content. To apply the
FACE method, multiple measurements have to be performed to thoroughly explore the area
between e 2 (emin, ecrit). Remember that the best available implementation of the actuator
controller achieves the minimum error emin. Hence, the delay and bandwidth of the con-
trolled actuator can now be artificially degraded5 as visualized in fig. 11.6. Delay can be
introduced into the RTHS loop by simply delaying the displacement command that is sent
to the controlled actuator by an additional delay ⌧add. One option to change the controller
bandwidth is to vary the controller parameters, which is denoted by the adaptation arrow
at the feedback controller C in fig. 11.6. For example, if a PID controller is implemented as
feedback controller, an increase/decrease of the position gain generally increases/decreases
the controller bandwidth.

There are multiple possibilities to select the error measure e needed for FACE. The re-
quirements are that it is a scalar value that represents the amount of error, or even less
restrictive, the represents the quantity that is being varied to explore the area in fig. 11.1. If
e = 0, the reference dynamics result (neglecting probable other sources of errors). For the
application to vibration analysis, a measure of the time delay between z and z0, such as e.g.

4The FFT is performed using the time course of the signal z0(t) with t 2 (0, tend).
5An improvement is usually not possible, since one has already designed the used controller in the best possible

way.
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Figure 11.6: The dynamics of the RTHS test change depending on the actuator dynamics ĜACT. To investigate
the influence of them on the RTHS result, FACE can be applied. Firstly, the existing controller can be enhanced
by an artificial additional delay and secondly by variation of the controller parameters C .

the equivalent time delay ⌧FEI (eq. (10.9)), or a measure of the tracking performance, such
as the relative RMS tracking error (eq. (4.4)), can be used. If the controller bandwidth is
altered by variation of the position gain KPp, an appropriate measure of e is 1

KPp
.

The application of FACE to assess the fidelity of an RTHS test’s vibration response is de-
picted qualitatively in fig. 11.7 for the case where kEXP 6= 0 and mEXP = 0. The measurement
points for the peak magnitude and the overall system damping are obtained by adding addi-
tional delay ⌧add. The peak magnitude is the maximum magnitude of Z 0( j!) = F F T (z0(t))
with t 2 (0, tend). The frequency content of the RTHS experiments is investigated by changing
the controller bandwidth, that is by varying the controller parameters. In case the controller
bandwidth !bw is much higher than the fundamental frequency of the coupled dynamical
system !dyn, a slight decrease of the bandwidth does not influence the observable frequency
content in the RTHS test (in blue, see also fig. 11.3a). However, if the controller bandwidth
is in the same range (smaller or only slightly above) as the fundamental frequency of the in-
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Figure 11.7: This figure qualitatively illustrates how the FACE method can be used for the fidelity assessment
of the vibration response. The case of a stiffness experimental substructure (delay has a destabilizing effect) is
visualized. The dots represent measurement points. At ⌧min, the best available actuator is used and for equivalent
delays > ⌧min, either additional delay ⌧add is artificially introduced (magnitude and damping) or the controller
bandwidth!bw (frequency) deliberately reduced. Interpolating between the measurement values and extrapolating
to 0 yields the predicted values of the oscillation magnitude apred, the system damping dpred and the frequency
fpred, which are ideally very close to the according values â, d̂ and f̂ of the reference solution.
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vestigated dynamical system, the frequency content visible in the RTHS experiment changes
by variation of the controller parameters (in black). In this visualization, the equivalent time
delay ⌧FEI (eq. (10.9)) is used as e, but similar qualitative behavior is visible for other choices
of e.

11.3.1 Frequency Evaluation Indices (FEI)

One of the possible choices of e is the equivalent time delay from the FEI indices, which is
⌧FEI. The derivations are given in section 10.3.1 and the basic equation is eq. (10.9). The
calculation of ⌧FEI requires the determination of the equivalent frequency feq, which is based
on the Fourier transforms of the commanded signal. Figure 11.8a displays the magnitude of
the Fourier transform Z( j!) of a vRTHS test of the coupled MSD system (mNUM = 9.62kg,
kNUM = 2 · 104 N/m, dNUM = 200 kg/s, kEXP = 8650 N/m and mEXP = dEXP = 0). The actuator is
modeled as the Stewart Platform from section 4.3 with the identified leg transfer behavior
and controller parameters (VFF was not used). The identified equivalent frequency using
eq. (10.8) yields a value of 0.02Hz. This is obviously too low, which is due to the fact that
the summation is over the whole frequency range, i.e. for �T = 0.001 s up to 500 Hz (Nyquist
frequency). The magnitudes that are lower than the eigenfrequency on the left hand side of
the peak pull the equivalent frequency towards them. To circumvent this, the following idea
is proposed: Firstly, detect the fundamental frequencies in Z( j!) (here ⇡ 8.3 Hz). Then, only
sum over the frequency bands that are close to these fundamental frequencies, e.g. in a range
of 3Hz around them. Using this adapted implementation, an equivalent frequency of 8.73Hz
is obtained. The equivalent frequency is the underlying quantity in the calculation of the
equivalent delay. The standard implementation yields ⌧FEI = 0.007 s and the adapted imple-
mentation ⌧FEI = 0.011 s, which is a much better approximation considering the commanded
and real displacements shown in fig. 11.8b.

Next, additional delays ⌧add = {0.002, 0.004,0.006, ..., 0.022} s were added in the vRTHS
simulation and the equivalent delay ⌧FEI was calculated with the standard and proposed,
adapted implementation. The results are shown in fig. 11.8c. As the amount of added delay
⌧add is known, a straight line with slope 1 starting from ⌧min is expected. ⌧min is the delay at
⌧add = 0s, where only the controlled actuator introduces dynamics/delay. While the standard
implementation predicts delay values that are too low and flatten for higher ⌧add, the adapted
implementation leads to the desired behavior, i.e. ⌧FEI = ⌧min+⌧add. Henceforth, the adapted
implementation is thus used and simply denoted by ⌧FEI/equivalent time delay.

11.3.2 Interpolation and Extrapolation

The prediction accuracy of FACE, which is how well qpred corresponds with q̂, substantially
depends on the approximation of h(·). This function is found by interpolation of the mea-
surement points and used for extrapolation in the unknown area e 2 (0, emin). Setting the
fundamental shape of h(·) is crucial to include physical assumptions in the unknown area.
Depending on the application, these are

• The magnitude of the gradient becomes smaller approaching e = 0. In a small area
around e = 0, in the so-called linear regime, the gradient is even zero. How large this
area is depends on the susceptibility of the QoI to e. In our experience, setting the
gradient to zero at e = 0 is required for the prediction of the frequency fpred (indicated
in fig. 11.7). For the prediction of the magnitude, the gradient becomes smaller ap-
proaching e = 0 and for the prediction of the damping coefficient, no condition about
the gradient can be specified.

• The sign of the curvature must not change in the unknown area.
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Figure 11.8: These are the results from a vRTHS simulation of a coupled MSD system and the Stewart Platform
presented in section 4.3 as transfer system.

Appropriate choices of h(·) include splines, polynomials and exponential functions. Later,
recommendations are given.

In the presentation of FACE in section 11.1, measurement points are shown in the whole
possibly explorable area e 2 (emin, ecrit). The size of this area depends on the susceptibility
of the test to e. For example, introducing additional delay in highly sensitive tests, is only
possible up to a few milliseconds. In this case, the user should try to get as many mea-
surement points as possible. However, in order not to risk unstable tests, the use of NPC
(see chapter 5) is especially recommended here. But only the measurement points should be
used where NPC did not intervene because NPC distorts the investigated dynamics. For less
susceptible tests, the explorable area is large. Then, not the whole area up to ecrit needs to
be measured. Rather, many measurements with small intervals should be conducted in the
vicinity of emin. Based on the investigations in this work, as a rule of thumb, a minimum of
four measurement points is required for a good prediction accuracy, but no more than 20 are
necessary.





Chapter 12

Example Applications of FACE

Parts of this chapter have been published in the author’s publication [110].

In this chapter, the introduced methodology is applied to three different application ex-
amples. The specific workflow for the application of the FACE method is elaborated using
these examples and the performance is investigated. The analysis is performed on three dif-
ferent applications with the focus on vibration problems: vRTHS tests of a coupled linear
SDOF system, the benchmark problem of the MECHS community and the RTHS system with
contact from Part I. In all application examples, a reference solution is available and used to
assess the performance of the FACE method. Hence, the reference solution is used to prove
the efficacy of the method and gain trust in the method for applications where no reference
solution is available.

12.1 Linear Virtual RTHS System

In order to understand the FACE method in more detail and to interpret the results, a linear
RTHS system is chosen as an initial example. These first investigations are performed as
vRTHS tests, which means that all components/substructures of the RTHS setup are modeled.
The model of the Stewart Platform presented in section 4.3. is used as an actuator. As
discussed in sections 2.2 and 11.2, the effect of errors on the RTHS loop differs fundamentally
for mass and spring experimental parts. Hence, the applicability and efficacy of the FACE
method to these two special cases and a combination of them is now studied. Furthermore,
a relation to other accuracy measures presented in section 10.3 is built.

12.1.1 System Description

The coupled linear vRTHS system is visualized in fig. 12.1. Both, the numerical (NUM) and
experimental part (EXP) consist of a linear MSD system. At time t = 0s, both springs are
in their rest position and external forces hold the masses in this position against gravity
(zNUM = 0 m). For t > 0 s, the external forces are set to zero and the MSD system drops,
oscillates and finally comes at rest (if dNUM + dEXP > 0) at the position where the restoring
spring forces equal (mNUM+mEXP)g. The oscillation frequency is the damped eigenfrequency

of the reference system, i.e. !dyn =
r

kNUM+kEXP
mNUM+mEXP

��2
dyn with �dyn =

dNUM+dEXP
2·(mNUM+mEXP)

. The transfer
system is modeled using the controlled Stewart Platform (cf. fig. 4.4) as actuator. In the
presented vRTHS tests, the standard controller parameters were KPp = 90 1/s, KPv = 0.2 As/m

109
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Figure 12.1: The coupled linear MSD system used for the vRTHS tests.

and KIv = 5 A/m and the VFF was switched off, if not indicated otherwise.1 In a real RTHS
setup, one should always take the best available controller when applying the FACE method.
Here, a realistic test where the actuator might not be as well controllable as the Stewart
Platform shall be simulated. Therefore, we keep the VFF switched off. The dynamics of the
FTS and the DSP as well as any other errors/uncertainties are neglected. The sample time
used for the vRTHS simulations is �T = 0.001s.

The FACE method can be applied to assess how well this vRTHS test replicates the vibra-
tion behavior of the system. The vibration response is characterized by the magnitude, the
frequency and the damping. To investigate the prediction performance of the FACE method,
which is how well the reference solution is predicted using the FACE method, the reference
solution is required. The eigenfrequency is given above and the overall system damping is
dNUM + dEXP. The magnitude is retrieved from the analytical solution of the oscillation re-
sponse. The Fourier transform is taken over the whole transient response. Note that the
Fourier transform is generally better suited to retrieve the harmonic components in station-
ary systems. Alternatively, a continuous wavelet transform could be used. Another possibility
is to perform the Fourier transform piecewise on small snippets of the transient response,
which is used in this thesis for the interpretation of the results.

12.1.2 Example: Spring Experimental Part

This first example goes through all steps of the FACE method in detail. Here, the param-
eters of the experimental part are mNUM = 9.62kg, kNUM = 2 · 104 N/m, dNUM = 200 kg/s,
kEXP = 8650 N/m and mEXP = dEXP = 0. Since the major source of error in this RTHS setup
is the actuator dynamics, the sensitivity of the RTHS setup with respect to actuator dy-
namics should be analyzed. The experimental part only comprises a spring. Hence, any
dynamics/delay have a destabilizing effect (see section 11.2.1). This implies growing oscilla-
tion magnitudes and an effect like negative damping. Firstly, additional delay is introduced
⌧add = {0.001,0.002, ..., 0.011} s and vRTHS tests are performed for each additional delay
value. Using these measurements, the convergence plot (cf. fig. 11.1) can be generated. The
error measure e, which is plotted on the abscissa, should be representative for the main error
source, which are the actuator dynamics here. Possible selections of e are the equivalent time
delay ⌧FEI (see eq. (10.9) and the proposed adaptations from section 11.3.1) and the relative
RMS tracking error etrack,rel (see eq. (4.4)).

The results are illustrated in fig. 12.2. The magnitudes are the peak magnitudes of the
frequency responses2 of z0NUM(t). The equivalent time delay ⌧FEI is used as the error measure e

1NPC was never activated in Part II.
2The Fourier transform is performed over the first 5s of the test. After 5 s, the system has come to rest

and the spring forces balance the weight force of the masses. Note that the FFT is done for a transient signal.
Nevertheless, the resulting (scalar) magnitude value captures the amount of damping/oscillation magnitude
throughout the RTHS test and makes comparisons between RTHS tests possible.
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Figure 12.2: The peak magnitude max(F F T (z0NUM)) varies depending on the dynamics/delay of the actuator.
The blue dots indicate the results of the vRTHS tests with varying delay ⌧add. The left-most measurement point
corresponds to the actuator without any artificial deterioration. The interpolation h(·) between them is indicated
by the solid blue line. The dashed line indicates the extrapolation to ⌧FEI = 0 s or respectively etrack,rel = 0. The
reference amplitude â is given by the black cross. The function fit is performed with the representations in dB and
the coefficients c1, c2, ... were identified.

in figs. 12.2a and 12.2b and the relative RMS tracking error etrack,rel is used in figs. 12.2c
and 12.2d. As can be seen for both cases, the relationship is almost linear if the magnitude is
plotted in dB, that is 20 · log10

� ·
1

�
. Hence, the logarithmic plots are used for the polynomial

fit. The extrapolation with ⌧FEI on the abscissa uses a linear polynomial (coefficients c1 and
c2) for interpolation and in case of etrack,rel, a polynomial of degree two (coefficients c1, c2
and c3) is used.

The appropriate degree for the selected polynomial is found using the considerations
from section 11.3.2: the gradient at e = 0 must be smaller than at emin (in the linear plot)
and the curvature must not change in the extrapolated range. Additionally, overfitting must
be avoided, i.e. the degree of the polynomial fit must be smaller than the number of mea-
surement points used. Using these conditions, the fit can be performed with different poly-
nomials. The user selects the function h(·) that fits the measurement points best.

The identified polynomials are used to extrapolate in the unknown areas (0,⌧min)3 and

3⌧min is the minimum delay, that is ⌧FEI for ⌧add = 0 s.
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(0, min(etrack,rel)). The values of the extrapolation at zero correspond to the predicted mag-
nitude apred, which ideally corresponds to the magnitude of the reference solution â. As can
be seen in the figures, they are of the same order of magnitude and the relative prediction
error is

|apred�â|
â ⇡ 15% when ⌧FEI is used and ⇡ 6% for etrack,rel. In figs. 12.2a and 12.2c, the

extrapolated values are shown in linear scale of the magnitude. The constant curvature and
the decreasing gradient in the extrapolated area are reasonable. The decreasing gradient is
reasonable because a small error destabilizes the test less (i.e. at around zero) than when
there are already other destabilizing errors in the loop (for ⌧FEI > 0/etrack,rel > 0).

As mentioned above, the Fourier transform is performed over the whole time course of the
transient behavior. However, the magnitude can only be interpreted meaningfully for steady
state oscillations, which are oscillations with constant magnitude. Therefore, the signal is
now cut into snippets of length 0.25 s and the first snippet is used for the following analysis4.
The interface displacement z0NUM is visualized over time in fig. 12.3a and the results of the
FACE method using ⌧FEI on the abscissa in fig. 12.3b. A polynomial of degree three (c1, c2
and c3) was used. The relative prediction error between apred = 0.0012 m and â = 0.0013m
is 10%. The FACE method predicts that the error between the magnitude at ⌧min = 0.002m
and the reference is 8 · 10�4 mm. This result can be confirmed with the time domain course
in fig. 12.3a. This implies a high prediction accuracy of FACE and shows how easy the results
can be interpreted.
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(a) Interface displacement of the vRTHS test (blue, solid) and
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NUM the reference solution (black, dashed).
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(b) Measurement points of the FACE method using artificial
delay ⌧add.

Figure 12.3: In this figure, the first 0.25 s of the vRTHS test are used for the Fourier transform. In this short time
span, the value of the magnitudes of the Fourier transform corresponds to the oscillation magnitude. Figures taken
from [110].

A further characteristic quantity of the vibration response that is influenced by an artificial
delay ⌧add is the overall system damping. To obtain the damping for each vRTHS test, the
time domain interface displacement is used. Figure 12.4a shows the interface displacement
over time. The damping constant indicates the exponent with which the oscillation decays
and the system damping can be determined by parameter tuning of the exponent. If the
parameter tuning is performed for each vRTHS with artificially introduced time delay ⌧add =
{0.001,0.002, ..., 0.02} s and drawn over ⌧FEI, the convergence curve in fig. 12.4b results5. The
best polynomial fit h(·) between the measurement points is found for a polynomial of degree

4Note that windowing (e.g. Hanning window) might be necessary to prevent leakage. For this application and
the selected duration of the snippet, no window was necessary.

5Alternatively, etrack,rel could be used here as well.
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(a) The interface displacement of the vRTHS test with a con-
trolled actuator is shown (blue) with ⌧add = 0.004s. The
orange line indicates the exponential function with which the
oscillation is damped.
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Figure 12.4: The FACE method is applied to predict the overall system damping dNUM+dEXP in case of a stiffness
experimental substructure. The equivalent damping parameter of the conducted vRTHS test is found by fitting an
exponential function to the time domain interface displacement, as indicated in a. Combining several measure-
ments with different ⌧add yields the convergence plot b.

four (coefficients c1 � c5). The predicted value of the overall system damping is dpred =
207 kg/s, which is close to the reference solution d̂ = 200 kg/s. As opposed to fig. 12.2, the
convergence behavior between the measurement points indicates an increasing magnitude of
the gradient in the range ⌧FEI < ⌧min. Hence, the only condition that can be set for h(·) for
the extrapolation of the damping is that the sign of the curvature must remain the same.

The final vibration characteristic that is described here is the system eigenfrequency. Since
the frequency behavior is altered by the actuator bandwidth, the controller parameters are
adapted here and ⌧add = 0s. Specifically, the position gain Gp = KPp was varied and took the
values {20, 30, ..., 90} 1/s. In general, higher values of KPp lead to a higher actuator bandwidth.
Figure 12.5 shows the results for the case when VFF is switched off or on. ⌧FEI is used to
create the convergence plot in fig. 12.5a. Note that higher values of KPp lead to smaller values
of ⌧FEI. If no VFF is used, the actuator bandwidth is too low to emulate the fundamental
system dynamics correctly, which is visible in the lowered system eigenfrequency (cf. black
line in the right figure of fig. 11.7). The FACE method was used with a polynomial of degree
three (coefficients c1� c4). This polynomial was selected because the gradient at e = 0 should
be zero for the prediction of the eigenfrequency (cf. section 11.3.2). Using this polynomial, a
frequency of the reference solution of fpred = 8.4Hz is predicted. The eigenfrequency of the
reference solution is f̂ = 8.5 Hz. When VFF is used, the values of the equivalent delay ⌧FEI
are considerably smaller and the frequency content of the RTHS loop is emulated better. The
function course around emin resembles the curve for !bw �!dyn in fig. 11.7. This means that
no interpolation is required and fpred = fmin is taken (h(·) = const.). For KPp = {70, 80,90} 1/s,
the eigenfrequency of the RTHS test is slightly higher than the eigenfrequency of the reference
solution. This might come from an amplitude overshoot of the actuator at a frequency slightly
above the eigenfrequency of the reference system. The same analysis can be done for K�1

Pp
on the abscissa, see fig. 12.5b. Since the actuator bandwidth !bw !1 for KPp !1, ideal
coupling between the numerical and the experimental part is achieved for K�1

Pp ! 0. Here,
the predicted eigenfrequency when no VFF is used is fpred = 8.6 Hz and when VFF is switched
on fpred = 8.8Hz.
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Figure taken from [110].

Figure 12.5: The FACE method is applied to predict the system eigenfrequency f̂ . The measurement points
represent different values of the controller gain KPp. The cases when the VFF is switched on (in orange) and off
(in blue) are investigated.

To sum up, the FACE method is applied in this section to predict the vibration response of
the reference system characterized by the vibration magnitude, damping and eigenfrequency.
To set up the required convergence plot, additional delay is added for the investigations of
the magnitude and damping. The controller parameters are varied for the analysis of the
system frequency. A good prediction accuracy for the reference solution can be achieved.
The prediction accuracy depends significantly on the chosen interpolation function. The most
important feature is that the sign of the curvature must remain the same in the extrapolated
area as in the interpolated area. For the magnitude, the gradient at e = 0 must be smaller
than at emin and for the prediction of the eigenfrequency, the gradient must be zero at e = 0.
Different quantities on the abscissa, e.g. ⌧FEI, etrack,rel and K�1

Pp led to the desired convergence
behavior, but no clear difference can be seen among them regarding the prediction accuracy.
After using the FACE method, the user has to decide how well the test went, i.e. whether the
test results are acceptable (using the controlled actuator with ⌧min). Knowing the reference
solution or the approximated reference solution helps to make this decision. For example, the
magnitude error is significant in the shown example, i.e. almost 0.8mm in relation to the full
oscillation magnitude, which is ⇡ 2.5mm. The large effect of the actuator dynamics is also
visible in the effective damping, which is 96 kg/s and thus approximately half of the system
damping in the reference solution. The frequency characteristics are emulated well with VFF.
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12.1.3 Example: Mass Experimental Part

As was described in section 11.2.2, the effect of actuator dynamics is stabilizing in case
the experimental component comprises a mass. In this example, the system parameters are
mNUM = 1kg, kNUM = 2 ·103 N/m, dNUM = 10 kg/s, mEXP = 0.5 kg and kEXP = dEXP = 0. Firstly, the
prediction of the magnitude is described. Similar to the previous section, ⌧FEI and etrack,rel
are used to visualize the convergence behavior. The results are presented in fig. 12.6. Again,
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Figure 12.6: The blue dots indicate the measured peak magnitude max(F F T (z0NUM)) of vRTHS tests with dif-
ferent values ⌧add. The left-most measurement point corresponds to the controlled actuator without any artificial
deterioration. The interpolation between the measurement points is indicated by blue solid lines and the dashed
lines show the extrapolation to zero. The reference amplitude â is given by the black crosses.

the interpolation is done using the values of the magnitude in dB and a linear/quadratic
polynomial is used. In contrast to fig. 12.2, the dynamics of the actuator and the artificial
additional delay ⌧add lead to smaller peak magnitudes due to the stabilizing effect of the delay
in case the experimental part is dominated by the mass (see section 11.2.2). The relative
prediction error between apred and â is 27% for ⌧FEI and 11% if etrack,rel is used. Using FACE
it can be seen that the error between amin, which is the error at ⌧min or min(etrack,rel), and apred
is large and therefore the magnitude values are not emulated sufficiently with the actuator
control used.

Since the experimental mass has a stabilizing effect, any additional delay has an effect like
added positive damping. From the individual vRTHS tests with varying ⌧add, the damping
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values are found and given in the convergence plot fig. 12.7a, where the FACE method is
applied. The prediction accuracy is high: using a polynomial interpolation of degree four, the
predicted damping value is dpred = 10.6 kg/s (d̂ = 10.0 kg/s).

Finally, the frequency content is analyzed by variation of the controller gain
KPp = {20,30, ..., 90} 1/s. The results are visualized in fig. 12.7b. Similar to fig. 12.5a, the
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(a) The overall system damping is investigated. Each mea-
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a different value of ⌧add.
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Figure 12.7: The FACE method is applied in case of a mass experimental substructure.

equivalent time delay is much smaller if VFF is used. Following section 11.2.2, slightly in-
creased eigenfrequencies are observed for lower actuator bandwidth (lower KPp, i.e. larger
⌧FEI). The frequency content converges to fpred = 5.7 Hz (with and without VFF). In compari-
son, the reference solution is f̂ = 5.8Hz. Hence, the frequency content is replicated well with
the selected actuator controller (h(e) = const.).

To sum up, the fundamentally different influence of actuator dynamics/delay on RTHS
tests with stiffness and mass experimental substructures can be seen in the application of the
FACE method as well.

12.1.4 Example: General Experimental Part with Mass and Spring

To briefly show that the FACE method also effectively works for a general experimental part,
which is with mass and spring in the experimental substructure, results are visualized in
this section for the dynamical system with mNUM = 8kg, kNUM = 11380 N/m, dNUM = 20 kg/s,
mEXP = 2kg and kEXP = 710 N/m and dEXP = 0 kg/s. The stiffness values are tuned such that the
eigenfrequency of the numerical part is 6Hz and of the experimental part 3 Hz. Figure 12.8
illustrates the results.

The FACE method is at first applied to predict the magnitude and the damping of the ref-
erence solution. This is done by introducing artificial delay ⌧add = {0.001,0.002, ..., 0.014} s.
Since the interpretation of the magnitude is easier when short time spans are considered,
only the first 0.35 s are taken for the calculation of the FFT. The time domain interface dis-
placement is visualized in fig. 12.8a for the case when no additional delay is introduced.
The convergence plot that forms from different vRTHS tests (no VFF) is shown in fig. 12.8b.
The function fit is done in the logarithmic plot with a polynomial of degree two (coefficients
c1 � c3). As the magnitude decreases for higher values of ⌧add, the stabilizing effect of mEXP
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(a) Interface displacement of the vRTHS test (blue, solid) and
the reference solution zr

NUM (black, dashed).
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(b) The FACE method applied to the peak magnitude in the
first 0.35 s of the vRTHS test.
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(c) The prediction of the overall system damping using ⌧FEI

on the abscissa.
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(d) Frequency content in vRTHS tests depending on the ac-
tuator control.

Figure 12.8: The FACE method is applied in case of a general experimental substructure, i.e. with mass and
stiffness. The data from vRTHS tests are visualized as blue dots and the interpolation function h(·) is shown as
blue solid line. The extrapolation with this interpolation function in the unknown area is indicated with blue dashed
lines and the reference quantities â, d̂ and f̂ are displayed as black crosses.

dominates the destabilizing effect of kEXP in the presence of actuator dynamics in this ex-
ample. The magnitude at ⌧min is amin = 5.8mm, the predicted magnitude of the reference
is apred = 6.5mm and the true reference solution is â = 6.8mm. Hence, the relative pre-
diction accuracy is ⇡ 4 %. Comparing amin with apred (as an approximation of â) yields an
estimated amplitude error of 0.7 mm, which corresponds well with fig. 12.8a. This shows the
high added value using the FACE method to understand how well the RTHS test emulates the
reference dynamics. The FACE method is also applied to estimate the system damping, as can
be seen in fig. 12.8c. A polynomial of degree two was taken because it meets the condition
that the curvature remains the same in the extrapolated area. The predicted system damping
of the reference solution is dpred = 15 kg/s (reference solution d̂ = 20 kg/s). Finally, the con-
troller parameters are varied similar to the previous sections, i.e. KPp = {20,30, ..., 90} 1/s to
investigate how well the test emulates the frequency content. The results are visualized in
fig. 12.8d. If a polynomial of degree two (gradient at e = 0 is zero and curvature constant) is
used for interpolation, fpred = 5.5 Hz is obtained, which is very close to f̂ = 5.53 Hz. Since the
stabilizing effect of mEXP dominates the destabilizing effect of kEXP in this example, reduced
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actuator bandwidth (higher values of K�1
Pp ) leads to higher eigenfrequencies of the RTHS test.

In summary, the FACE method also works effectively in the case of a general experimental
substructure. Whether the magnitude increases with additional actuator dynamics/delay
depends on the ratio between the numerical/experimental masses/stiffnesses and can easily
be investigated with the proposed methodology.

12.1.5 Influence of Test Sensitivity and Comparison with Accuracy Measures

Different accuracy measures were presented in section 10.3. The purpose of this section is to
demonstrate the unique features of FACE with respect to some of these accuracy measures.
For this purpose, the following two dynamical systems are investigated using vRTHS with
and without VFF. System 1 is henceforth the dynamical system with mNUM = 8kg, kNUM =
11380 N/m, dNUM = 20 kg/s, mEXP = 2kg and kEXP = 710 N/m and dEXP = 0 kg/s (like in the
previous section). System 2 has a different partitioning of the mass and stiffness, namely
mNUM = 9.5 kg, kNUM = 13512 N/m, dNUM = 20 kg/s, mEXP = 0.5 kg and kEXP = 177 N/m and
dEXP = 0 kg/s. The stiffness values are tuned such that the eigenfrequency of the numerical
part is 6Hz and of the experimental part 3Hz in both dynamical systems. In both dynamical
systems, the stabilizing effect of mEXP is larger than the destabilizing effect of kEXP. Even
though system stability is not jeopardized in the presence of delay, the fidelity of the RTHS
result is deteriorated. System 1 is more susceptible to errors than system 2, which means that
the fidelity decreases faster in the presence of delay.

Additional delay ⌧add was introduced and the relative RMS tracking error etrack,rel, the
HSEMS eq. (10.10) and the magnitude of the robust stability/performance indicator
eq. (10.12) and eq. (10.13) were evaluated. The results are given in fig. 12.9. As VFF leads
to better actuator tracking, all accuracy measures possess smaller values in case VFF is used.
Figure 12.9a indicates that, for higher equivalent delay ⌧FEI, the tracking error increases; this
was expected. The eigenfrequency of the reference dynamics is slightly higher in system 2
than in system 1, and therefore etrack,rel increases faster. From the value of etrack,rel one could
infer that system 2 would be more sensitive than system 1—which is not the case. Hence,
etrack,rel does not capture how susceptible the fidelity of an RTHS system is to errors.

Figure 12.9b shows the HSEMS values for the different vRTHS tests. Positive values
indicate that the transfer system damped system energy, i.e. the stabilizing effect of mEXP
outweighs the destabilizing effect of kEXP. This is in general beneficial regarding test stability,
but any value HSEMS 6= 0 means that the transfer system changed the system energy and
thus deteriorated the fidelity. In this figure, system 1 has larger positive energy values, i.e.
the experimental mass dissipates more energy in the presence of delay than system 2. Hence,
HSEMS qualitatively captures the test susceptibility. Still, the effect of a specific value on the
RTHS test result cannot be inferred.

The course of ||To|| is visualized in fig. 12.9c. Remember that smaller values of ||To||
imply robustness and if < 20 dB, robust performance is achieved [28]. The figure implies
that only system 2 with VFF has robust performance and that system 1 without VFF would
be unstable. To understand the condition of robust stability and performance better, the
interface displacement z0NUM is shown for system 1 and system 2 with VFF in fig. 12.10.
In both cases, the reference solution is emulated well with the vRTHS test. Therefore, the
condition of ||To|| < �20dB for robust performance might be too conservative. Additionally,
tests of system 1 without VFF were stable.

The FACE method was applied to these two systems with/without VFF. For the sake of
simplicity, the results are not shown in detail here, as they resemble the results from sec-
tion 12.1.4. The results are summarized in table 12.1, where the relative prediction error is
calculated as

|apred�â|
â , the test error as |amin�â|

â and the error estimate as
|amin�apred|

apred
. In contrast
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(b) HSEMS is a measure of the energy error flowing over the
interface between the substructures.
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(c) If the magnitude of To is < 20dB, the condition of robust performance is fulfilled according to [28].
The condition for robust stability writes ||To||< 0dB.

Figure 12.9: Accuracy measures are visualized for vRTHS tests of different dynamical systems (system 1: blue
and green vs. system 2: orange and gray) with artificial additional delay ⌧add. The modeled Stewart Platform is
controlled with (orange, gray) and without (blue, green) VFF.

to the accuracy measures above, the values of the amplitude error can be interpreted more
easily. Also, the FACE method captures that the test fidelity is less susceptible for system 2
and that the tests with VFF are more accurate. Both conclusions can be drawn looking at
the values of the error estimate or the function course in the convergence plot (not shown).
In general, the prediction error of FACE is smaller, the higher the actuator bandwidth (i.e.
higher with VFF than without) and the less susceptible the RTHS setup is (i.e. smaller for
system 2 than system 1). Not only the prediction error is smaller, but also the error between
amin and â or apred.

This clearly demonstrates the added value of the FACE method compared to the other
accuracy measures: the FACE method offers an experimental sensitivity analysis. This ap-
proach is therefore not only able to predict the reference solution quite accurately, but also
to evaluate the susceptibility. This is unique compared to the state-of-the-art, where for such
sensitivity analysis, models of the system dynamics need to be available. Furthermore, the
quantitative values, i.e. the influence of an error on the test result (here amin and apred), can
be interpreted easily.
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Table 12.1: Prediction performance for two differently sensitive dynamical systems.

Dynamical System amin [m] apred [m] â [m] prediction test error
error error estimate

System 1, no VFF 4.72 · 10�4 8.65 · 10�4 9.92 · 10�4 12.9% 52.4% 45.0%
System 1, with VFF 8.10 · 10�4 9.09 · 10�4 9.92 · 10�4 8.4 % 18.4% 10.8%
System 2, no VFF 6.72 · 10�4 8.40 · 10�4 8.93 · 10�4 5.9 % 24.7% 20.0%
System 2, with VFF 8.75 · 10�4 9.13 · 10�4 8.93 · 10�4 2.3 % 2.0% 4.2%
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(a) System 1, where ||To||⇡ �12dB.
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(b) System 2, where ||To||⇡ �23dB.

Figure 12.10: Interface displacement z0NUM for system 1 and system 2 with VFF. The reference solution (black,
dashed line) and the executed displacement z0NUM (orange or gray) are shown.

12.2 Virtual RTHS Benchmark System

To evaluate the applicability and performance of the FACE method under more realistic con-
ditions, the RTHS benchmark problem was used. This benchmark model is an initiative of
the MECHS community and available for download via https://github.com/MECHS-RCN/
BENCHMARKS [205]. The intention of this benchmark model, which is a vRTHS test, is to
have a common framework to evaluate and compare controllers. In this work, the model is
used to assess the FACE method, i.e. determine the test fidelity. The description of the model
is based on [205] and further details can be found therein.

12.2.1 System Description

Since the origin of RTHS lies in earthquake engineering, the benchmark model6 is a building
structure. The structure has three stories and two bays (two-dimensional), as depicted in
fig. 12.11, and is excited by horizontal ground accelerations due to an earthquake. The parti-
tioning is as follows: the moment resisting frame is the experimental substructure and exists
as hardware at the Intelligent Infrastructure Systems Lab (IISL) at the Purdue University.
The numerical substructure comprises the remaining building, which is modeled assuming
linear elastic behavior, negligence of vertical displacements and representation of the floors
using lumped masses. The remaining, reduced numerical model consists of three DoFs. The
transfer system consists of a servo-controlled hydraulic actuator, linear variable differential

6The used implementation of this vRTHS test was downloaded from https://github.com/MECHS-RCN/
BENCHMARKS on February 24th, 2021.

https://github.com/MECHS-RCN/BENCHMARKS
https://github.com/MECHS-RCN/BENCHMARKS
https://github.com/MECHS-RCN/BENCHMARKS
https://github.com/MECHS-RCN/BENCHMARKS
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Figure 12.11: The benchmark control problem proposed by Silva et al. [205] investigates the dynamic response
of a three-story, two-bay structure to earthquake excitation. The transfer system consists of a controlled servohy-
draulic actuator and a load cell. The vRTHS implementation can be downloaded from GitHub. Images are taken
from [205].

transformers for displacement measurement and fatigue-rated low-profile load cells for force
measurement. The controller input is the desired displacement of the first floor and the
implemented controller consists of a PI controller and a phase-lead compensator. The PI
controller was tuned using the Ziegler-Nichols closed loop method, where a position gain of
Kp = 2 and an integral gain of Ki = 95 1/s resulted. The phase-lead compensator is a zero-pole
combination used to reduce the phase error.

The available model is a vRTHS test of this RTHS setup, which means that also the com-
ponents of the transfer system, the experimental part and their dynamic interaction (CSI)
are modeled. The controlled hydraulic actuator is modeled with identified dynamics of the
servo-valve and the actuator itself. Furthermore, A/D and D/A conversion as well as noise
on the displacement and force measurement are included. The vRTHS test runs with a fixed
sampling time of �T = 1

4096 s and a fourth order Runge Kutta solver for time integration.
In the available model, the earthquake excitation as well as the partitioning can be se-

lected. The partitionings differ in modal damping and the mass of each floor in the numer-
ical part. This leads to differently sensitive RTHS tests, which are evaluated by the PSI (see
section 10.3.3 and [134]). This research uses the El Centro 1940 earthquake as excitation
and partitioning case 1, which is a slightly sensitive partitioning.

In general, the intent of an RTHS test in earthquake engineering is not necessarily to
replicate exactly how a building reacts to a specific earthquake, but to guarantee that the
general dynamic behavior has been emulated [12, 58]. Understanding the vibration response
of buildings under earthquake excitation is important and must effectively be mitigated to
avoid damage of the buildings. Hence, the vibration response is again of interest (QoIs
magnitude and frequency) for the application of the FACE method. The reference motion
of the building, which is the motion of the floors, is also available in the downloadable
implementation and used in this section for the evaluation of the FACE method.
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12.2.2 Application of the FACE Method to the Benchmark System

The selected QoIs for the benchmark problem are the vibration magnitude and frequency of
the first floor. Note that, for example, also the motion of the second/third floor could be
taken. In this case, the damping is not considered because, as could be seen previously, the
damping is inversely proportional to the magnitude and does not offer novel insights at this
point.

Firstly, the convergence of the magnitude is investigated. This is done by adding artificial
delay7 ⌧add = {0.001,0.002, ..., 0.008} s. The Fourier transform of the measured displacement
data z0NUM is performed with data from 2 (5.2,36.8) s of the whole available measurement
data, which is the time span where the earthquake shook the earth. The results are visual-
ized over the equivalent time delay ⌧FEI and the magnitude is plotted in dB in fig. 12.12a,
as this proved to lead to an accurate prediction in the preceding section 12.1. The ex-
trapolation (blue, dashed line) is performed using a polynomial of degree one for ⌧add 2
(0.001,0.006) s. Larger values of ⌧add are not considered because the slope of the magnitude
increases, in other words, the linear relationship cannot be assumed. The mean magnitude
of the vRTHS test without additional delay (just PI controller and phase-lead compensator) is
amin = 4.59 · 10�4 m. The FACE method predicts a reference amplitude of apred = 2.7 · 10�4 m
and the reference magnitude is â = 3.39 · 10�4 m. This leads to a relative prediction error of
|apred�â|

â = 20.2%. The absolute difference between amin and apred is ⇡ 1.89 · 10�4 m. The es-

timated amplitude overshoot in the vRTHS test is
|amin�apred|

apred
= 69.9% (as opposed to the true

overshoot |amin�â|
â = 35.6 %). That this order of magnitude is correct can be seen in the arbi-

trarily selected time interval shown in fig. 12.12b, where the peak magnitude of the reference
and of the vRTHS test differ approximately with this order. Whether this result is acceptable
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(a) Convergence plot of the magnitude for different values
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(blue, solid line) for ⌧add = 0 s.

Figure 12.12: The FACE method is applied to predict the magnitude of the reference solution of the benchmark
problem for the El Centro 1940 earthquake and partitioning case 1. For that purpose, additional artificial delay
⌧add was introduced.

or not depends on the purpose of the test, i.e. which components should be tested. For the
purpose of an earthquake, one might argue that if a critical component withstands the larger
magnitudes that occur in the vRTHS test compared to the real load, this amplitude error is

7Note that smaller spacing between the ⌧add values could have been taken due to the small sample time
�T = 2.44 · 10�4 s of the vRTHS test.
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(b) The Bode plot of the controlled actuator for different val-
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Figure 12.13: The FACE method is applied to investigate how well the frequency content is replicated by the
vRTHS test of the benchmark structure (cf. fig. 12.11). To change the actuator bandwidth, the position gain Kp of
the PI controller is varied.

acceptable. In general, however, this amplitude error is quite large. Note that the predic-
tion accuracy is highly dependent on the measurement points taken for the interpolation. If,
for example, only the values ⌧add 2 (0.001,0.004) s are taken, the slope of the interpolation
function is smaller and the prediction more accurate (relative prediction error 5.7%).

Next, the frequency content of the building vibration is investigated. This is done by
changing the actuator bandwidth, i.e. the controller parameters Kp and Ki. The position gain
Kp took the values {1.25,1.4, 1.55, ..., 2} and the results are depicted in fig. 12.13a. The figure
indicates that a change of the position gain does not affect the frequency response of the
vRTHS test. This corresponds to the case of !bw >!dyn in section 11.2. This can also be seen
in the transfer behavior of the controlled actuator given in fig. 12.13b: the transfer behavior
of the controlled actuator is almost ideal in the shown frequency range of up to 20 Hz and a
change of the position gain does not affect the actuator bandwidth in this frequency range.
This implies that the chosen PI controller replicates the vibration response well and the results
can be trusted.

Similar investigations have been performed varying the integral gain Ki and the results
are displayed in fig. 12.14. The selected values were {30,35, ..., 95} 1/s. As can be seen in
fig. 12.14a, decreasing the value of Ki (decreased Ki leads to higher delay ⌧FEI) corresponds
to the case !bw < !dyn. This is also obvious from the Bode plot in fig. 12.14c. The extrapo-
lation of the reference frequency is done using a polynomial of degree two and fpred = 3.8 Hz
results, which slightly overestimates the reference frequency of f̂ = 3.7 Hz. This is because
the higher values of Ki (for ⌧FEI 2 (0.004, 0.006) s) already have the correct frequency con-
tent, i.e. the final value has asymptotically been approached, but this is not implemented in
the interpolating polynomial. Using K�1

i on the abscissa (fig. 12.14a), a polynomial of degree
two yields a very good prediction. Note that the step-wise changes of the eigenfrequencies
comes from the Fourier transform and the limited duration of the time interval used. The
longer the used time interval, the smaller the frequency spacing.

To sum up, the FACE method proves applicable in the benchmark problem, which is a
vRTHS setup incorporating already some errors/uncertainties that also occur in a real RTHS
test. The predicted quantities of the reference solution help to evaluate the test fidelity, i.e.
offer a simple possibility to assess how well the test emulated the reference dynamics.
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(c) The Bode plot of the controlled actuator for different values of Ki.

Figure 12.14: The FACE method is applied to investigate how well the frequency content is replicated by the
vRTHS test of the benchmark structure (cf. fig. 12.11). To change the actuator bandwidth, the integral gain Ki of
the PI controller is varied.

12.3 RTHS System with Contact

Finally, the FACE method is applied to a real RTHS test. Namely, the RTHS system with
contact presented in fig. 4.5 and the dynamical properties given in table A.2 were used.
The numerical damping was dNUM = 50 kg/s and the standard controller parameters KPp =
50 1/s, KPv = 0.2 As/m and KIv = 5 A/m were used. Even though this system does not undergo
large vibrations, i.e. exhibits only little vibration response during the contact phase, the QoI
were the oscillation magnitude (see the reference solution in fig. 12.16a) during the contact
phase and the frequency of this oscillation. The reference solution was obtained from a pure
simulation of the overall system (see section 4.4).

To investigate the vibration magnitude and predict the reference, the controller perfor-
mance was artificially deteriorated by additional delay ⌧add. For RTHS tests with VFF, the
additional delay was ⌧add = {0.001, 0.002, ..., 0.009} s and without VFF8 ⌧add = {0.001,0.002,
0.003, 0.004} s. For all tests, the equivalent time delay ⌧FEI was evaluated, which is depicted

8Remember that the tests without VFF are unstable.
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in fig. 12.15. Only those ⌧FEI values are visualized that are > 0s. The figure indicates that the
VFF clearly improves the tracking performance (smaller ⌧FEI) compared to solely using the
cascaded feedback controller. Furthermore, the ⌧FEI values show tendency to grow for larger
⌧add. Nevertheless, a change in ⌧add of 0.001 s does not change the value of ⌧FEI by 0.001s,
which would be expected. The reason lies in the implementation of the equivalent time de-
lay. Firstly, the FFT is performed over a short time interval of ⇡ 1.5 s, i.e. just during contact,
which leads to a low frequency resolution. Secondly, the magnitudes of the oscillation are
small and the magnitudes at the frequencies surrounding the eigenfrequency are high and
tilt the equivalent frequency feq to smaller values (see also section 11.3.1). Despite the in-
consistency in the specific values of ⌧FEI, they were used to predict the reference solution,
which is the magnitude of the oscillation.
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Figure 12.15: Value of ⌧FEI in RTHS tests with different ⌧add and with the VFF switched on/off.

The resulting interface trajectories are visualized in fig. 12.16a. As expected, the oscilla-
tions grow, the more delay is introduced. The convergence plots are shown in the figs. 12.16b
and 12.16c. Figure 12.16b uses the measured data from the RTHS tests with and without
VFF. The interpolation is done using the magnitude values in dB and a linear polynomial.
Figure 12.16c just uses the measurements from the RTHS tests with VFF. Since here the in-
terpolation is more precise for the measurement data with low ⌧FEI, this prediction is used
for the further explanations. The FACE method estimates a relative error of

|amin�apred|
apred

= 37%

and the real error is |amin�â|
â = 57% (amin with VFF and ⌧add = 0s). However, the results of

the RTHS test are of high fidelity: the Stewart Platform has almost no time delay and further
sources of dynamics/delay (sensors, DSP, numerical time integration scheme) are negligi-
ble. The deviation from the reference solution might come from a mis-identification of the
experimental part (kEXP, dEXP) used to obtain the reference solution.

Since the vibration magnitude is rather small, it is arguable whether the investigation of
the vibration behavior is the correct measure q for the fidelity assessment of this dynamical
system or another choice of q might be more appropriate.

Furthermore, the fidelity with respect to the oscillation frequency can be investigated us-
ing the FACE method. This is done by changing the controller parameter KPp of the cascaded
feedback controller. In the tests with VFF, the values were KPp = {30, 35, ..., 80} 1/s and with-
out VFF KPp = {30,35, ..., 70} 1/s. Also this time, the values of ⌧FEI were close together, since
the delay with VFF is very small, < 1 ms. Since measurements with and without VFF are
used, the choice of K�1

Pp on the abscissa of the convergence plot is also not possible. There-
fore, etrack,rel was selected here. The values of etrack,rel for different KPp, with and without
VFF, are plotted in fig. 12.17. The figure illustrates that higher values of KPp lead to smaller
tracking errors and the VFF reduces the tracking error even further. The convergence plot
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Figure 12.16: The FACE method is applied to the RTHS system with contact to predict the magnitude of the
reference during the contact phase. In the lower figures, the measured data are represented as dots.

is shown in fig. 12.18a. The results with VFF all have a detected eigenfrequency of 6.7 Hz,
which is higher than the detected eigenfrequencies without VFF at 6 Hz. This is as expected:
the VFF increases the actuator bandwidth. For stiffness experimental substructure, an actua-
tor bandwidth !bw <!dyn leads to decreased observed eigenfrequencies (cf. section 12.1.2).
Note that, in the contact phase, the dynamics of the RTHS system constitute just a spring.
The figure also shows the analytical eigenfrequency, which is 7Hz and the detected eigen-
frequency of the reference simulation at 7.3 Hz. This reveals the difficulty using the Fourier
transform to detect the eigenfrequencies, namely the limited time interval used and the re-
sulting low frequency resolution. The algorithm detects the eigenfrequency at the frequency
line closest to the analytical solution, i.e. the real oscillation frequency of the reference. Even
though the measured frequencies lie on one horizontal line in fig. 12.18a, their true oscilla-
tion frequency is higher for smaller etrack,rel. This is visible in time domain, but not caught
by the Fourier transform. Therefore, a more appropriate method to determine the frequency
needs to be found when dynamical systems with contact are investigated, i.e. when the time
interval used for the Fourier transform is rather short. This could be done using a complex
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Figure 12.17: Tracking error etrack,rel for different controller parameters KPp.

exponential fit in time domain. Due to this reason, no polynomial fit is performed with the
data in fig. 12.18a.

In the benchmark of Part I, different feedforward controllers were compared to enhance
the existing cascaded feedback controller. In these results, one could already observe that
the oscillation frequency is different for different feedforward controllers. Therefore, the
measurement data for the dynamical system with dNUM = 200 kg/s are taken and compared
with respect to their frequency content. The equivalent time delay ⌧FEI was evaluated for
each RTHS test and the results are given in fig. 12.18b. Here, PPI1 indicates the set of
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Figure 12.18: The FACE method is applied to the RTHS system with contact to predict the oscillation frequency
of the reference during the contact phase.

controller parameters KPp = 20 1/s, KPv = 0.2 As/m and KIv = 1 A/m and PPI2 the set KPp = 50 1/s,
KPv = 0.2 As/m and KIv = 5 A/m. If not indicated specifically, PPI2 was used. The results imply
that solely using the feedback controller (without any feedforward) leads to a large delay ⌧FEI
and a poor representation of the oscillation frequency. Using PDILC achieves smaller delay
⌧FEI, however still the wrong oscillation frequency. The reason is that the cutoff frequency
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of the robustness filter was fQ,cut = 6 Hz and therefore the feedforward signal is limited to
the frequency range below. Consequently, the PDILC is able to compensate for low-frequency
errors, but not for high-frequency errors. All combinations with VFF, specifically just using
VFF or in combination with PDILC, lead to a perfect emulation of the oscillation frequency.
Figure 12.18b depicts the analytically calculated frequency. Due to the frequency resolution
of the Fourier transform, 6.2 Hz is the closest frequency to the analytical reference solution
6.18 Hz. Using AFF even leads to higher dynamic oscillations, which shows the potential
of AFF to control highly dynamic processes. Nevertheless, further improvement of AFF is
needed such that also these tests emulate the reference frequency more accurately.

Note that also during ILC learning, the oscillation frequency increases, which is visible
e.g. in figs. 6.7 and 6.9. Also here, the frequency resolution in the Fourier transform is not
high enough to detect those changes.



Chapter 13

Summary of Part II

Part II proposed the FACE method, which stands for Fidelity Assessment based on Convergence
and Extrapolation. This novel method helps to assess the test fidelity while fulfilling the pre-
sented requirements from section 10.3.7. Using the FACE method, the reference solution of
an RTHS test can be predicted and the test fidelity successively concluded. In principle, the
FACE method uses the variation of a parameter to investigate the sensitivity of the RTHS
setup, or specifically a QoI q, to uncertainties/errors e of this parameter. The variation is per-
formed in the explorable area, which is between the minimum achievable amount of error
emin and the maximum, critical amount of error ecrit where the test becomes unstable. This
approach corresponds to an experimental sensitivity analysis of a QoI to a system parame-
ter/error. Interpolating between the measured data points in the explorable area yields the
relation q = h(e) and enables to evaluate the function at e = 0, which gives an estimate qpred
of the reference solution q̂. Using qpred and the RTHS result at emin, i.e. qmin, the test fidelity1

can be assessed. The application of the method requires that both, the source of error and the
reference solution, are quantified as scalar values, i.e. values representing the characteristics
of the whole RTHS test. Both quantities should be easy to interpret and representative of the
system behavior.

In this thesis, the key idea of FACE (see section 11.1) is elaborated for the fidelity assess-
ment of applications where the vibration response is of interest. Specifically, the vibration
magnitude, damping and frequency were determined as the QoIs q describing the vibration
response of a structural system. The actuator dynamics are assumed to be the dominating
error source in the RTHS loop. Therefore, the influence of actuator dynamics on the RTHS
dynamics is analyzed in section 11.2 for spring and mass experimental substructures. In this
chapter, the conclusion is that the actuator delay can be arbitrarily changed by (i) introducing
additional delay and (ii) altering the actuator bandwidth, which has disparate effects on the
RTHS vibration response. Using the knowledge gained, the specific selection of e was made
in section 11.3. Namely, using the equivalent time delay of the actuator ⌧FEI, the relative
RMS tracking error etrack,rel as well as the inverse of the controller parameters K�1

p and K�1
Pp ,

respectively, was found appropriate. If other sources of errors are neglected, the reference
solution would be met if these quantities were zero. The overall workflow when applying the
FACE method to determine how well the vibration behavior is replicated with the RTHS test
(main error source: actuator dynamics) is illustrated in fig. 13.1.

Several application examples were presented in chapter 12. Firstly, vRTHS tests of a
simple one-dimensional coupled mass-spring-damper system were performed and the FACE
method applied. Then, the more complex benchmark example emulating the response of a
three-story building under earthquake loads was investigated. Finally, the FACE method was
applied to the RTHS system with contact from Part I. The overall results are promising and

1In this case, the test fidelity measures how well a certain QoI q has been emulated by the RTHS test.
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Figure 13.1: Part II proposes the FACE method and shows the efficiency for the special case, where the vibration
response of a system is of interest and the actuator dynamics are regarded as the main error source. The detailed
workflow when applying the FACE method for this kind of problem is shown in this figure.
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show the potential that the FACE method offers. The prediction accuracy of the reference
solution is higher, the smaller the error emin and the less susceptible the RTHS test is to the
investigated system parameter. Nevertheless, the results are easy to interpret and offer a good
basis for fidelity assessment, i.e. to decide how well the RTHS test result emin emulates the
true system dynamics qpred/q̂. In these example applications, some limitations of the current
implementation for the fidelity assessment of the vibration response could be identified: the
extraction of the oscillation frequency using FFT and of the equivalent time delay ⌧FEI is only
accurate if the measuring period is sufficiently long. For the application to the system with
contact, where the oscillation is rather small and the oscillation period short, other methods
are required to extract the oscillation frequency with sufficient accuracy.

While the derivations in section 11.3 and chapter 12 assume the actuator dynamics as
being the dominating error source and the vibration response of being the quantity of in-
terest, this is not generally the case in all engineering applications. Nevertheless, the FACE
method can still be applied. For example, modeling uncertainties in the numerical part or
uncertainties of the test specimen might be much more important and influencing the RTHS
result significantly. Then, not the dynamics of the actuator must be varied to obtain the
convergence plot, but these dominating sources of error. For instance, the stiffness of the
numerical part could be changed in the successive tests and the influence on the QoI investi-
gated2. Then, the FACE method requires an appropriate choice of the error measure e. If just
the sensitivity of the RTHS setup with respect to the system parameter is of interest, e could
directly be kNUM in the described example. This could be used to determine how important
the accurate modeling of these system quantities is. If FACE should be used to determine the
test fidelity, e must not only be a scalar quantity, but also satisfy that the reference solution is
given when e = 0.

Advantages of using the FACE method include the simple and quick applicability, as no
system knowledge (transfer system, experimental part) is required. Even though no reference
solution is necessary, the fidelity can be estimated. Furthermore, the results are easy to
interpret and the direct influence of an error/uncertainty on the RTHS result is seen. Due to
monitoring the QoI q, the result is not just a numeric value but provides information about
how the dynamics of the RTHS result are affected. The prediction accuracy of the FACE
method, which tells how close the true reference solution is predicted, depends on several
factors:

• The selection of the interpolation function h(·) is critical and the general shape should
include as much physical information as possible (e.g. the gradient, curvature, maxi-
mum value, ...). Many measurement points in the vicinity of emin help to understand
the trend of the system behavior. These measurement points are more important for
the interpolation than the measurement points close to ecrit.

• The smaller emin and the less susceptible the RTHS test to the error e, the higher the
prediction accuracy.

• The accuracy of the prediction also depends on the amount of other error sources.
Since these are also in the RTHS loop, the best available prediction of the reference
solution using FACE relies on these errors being negligible. This means that the FACE
method just considers the influence of one error source. If the other error sources are
not negligible, the reference solution is not obtained. Then, the FACE method just tells
how sensitive the RTHS result is to the error source used for the analysis. One option
to circumvent this is to combine several error measures in e.

2Also the choice of the QoI is not limited to the vibration magnitude, frequency and damping. Quantities like
stresses, peak displacement values, etc. could be of interest.
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The application of the FACE method requires the reproducibility of the test. For example, the
fidelity of crack propagation cannot be investigated with this method. A further shortcoming
of the method is that the system must permit additional error to build the convergence plot.
With the current implementation, a skilled engineer is needed to interpret the results and
determine the fidelity or acceptability of the test. This means, a decision needs to be taken
whether the results qmin replicate the reference dynamics qpred (best available knowledge of
q̂) accurately. The overall objective of the community is to set up an acceptance criterion and
the FACE method could be used to achieve this goal. The idea is to combine the errors of the
RTHS test on different QoIs (with weighting), such as e.g. the vibration magnitude, damp-
ing and frequency, as a scalar and determine a threshold—the acceptance criterion—for the
RTHS setup. Further future steps could include the consideration of uncertainties, the ap-
plication to nonlinear systems, multiple DoF (MDOF) systems, different QoIs and additional
applications.



Part III

Testing Prosthetic Feet with RTHS
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Chapter 14

Introduction to Foot Prostheses and
Prostheses Testing

This chapter is partly based on the author’s publication [102]. The content is further inspired by
the co-supervised student thesis by Lisa-Marie Ballat [13].

Replacing a missing body part by prosthetics has been done for thousands of years. For
example, a 3,000 year old toe made of wood and leather was found with an Egyptian noble-
woman. The device assisted the balance and locomotion [32]. A prosthesis ought to mimic
the function, appearance and feel of the lost limb [220]. This is important to increase the
acceptance of the prosthesis by the amputee [10].

Amputations of the lower extremities are distinguished into transtibial and transfemoral
amputations, where transtibial indicates an amputation below the knee and transfemoral
above the knee. The less needs to be amputated, the more likely that normal movement can
be regained [32].

In this work, the focus is put on foot prostheses. Building foot prostheses is critical because
the function of the human foot needs to be emulated. The foot function is manifold during
walking and standing: not only does it support the weight, but is also able to balance actively,
adapt to different terrain and thus stabilize the human body [121]. On the one hand, the
heel is compliant to absorb ground impact. On the other hand, due to the arch-type skeletal
structure, the foot is rigid and acts like a rigid lever that returns energy at the end of the
stance phase and propels the body forward together with the ankle [32, 121, 195, 207].
An ideal foot prosthesis would be able to fulfill these functions and generate the same gait
pattern and forces as occur in an able-bodied human [32, 239].

14.1 Overview about Prosthetic Feet

Foot prostheses can be classified into conventional, energy storing and motor powered pros-
theses [220, 234]. An example for conventional foot prostheses is the solid-ankle cushioned
heel (SACH) depicted on the left in fig. 14.1. The SACH foot is non-elastic and does not offer
energetic support. During walking, the healthy side has to compensate for the energy loss.
This kind of foot prostheses is used for people with limited mobility. [74, 220, 234]

Most commonly used are the so-called ESAR (energy storage and return) feet (see in the
middle in fig. 14.1). These passive prosthetic feet consist of a carbon structure, which is
loaded during stance and releases the stored energy during push off. The carbon structure
provides compliance to absorb ground impact. [234]
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Active prostheses introduce external power through motors and emulate human muscle
activity [32, 234]. An example is shown on the right in fig. 14.1. The Cost of Transport (COT),
which measures the energy required for locomotion, decreases with this kind of prosthesis,
even though the mass increases due to the additional actuator [10]. This type of prosthesis
is more expensive and relatively large, making it difficult to hide the prosthetic foot with a
cosmetic cover.

Figure 14.1: Left: Prosthetic SACH foot 1S90 by Ottobock (© by Ottobock). Middle: Prosthetic Foot 1C40, C-
Walk by Ottobock (© by Ottobock). The foot can be covered by a cosmetic cover. Right: Powered prosthetic foot
Empower from Ottobock (© by Ottobock).

14.2 Gait Pattern of Amputees

The human foot is extremely complex with its multiple biomechanical functions. Despite
great progress in prostheses development, technical replication of all these functions is chal-
lenging. The lack of functions leads to altered gait patterns of amputees: for example, the
stance times on the prosthetic leg are shorter, they lift the hip during swing for ground clear-
ance and they change their foot placement [32, 154, 193]. This results in a higher COT
for amputees compared to non-amputees. In transfemoral amputees, the required energy
is e.g. 30� 60 % greater than in non-amputees and the self-selected walking speed is lower
(0.87 � 1.04 m/s [116] vs. 1.36 � 1.4 m/s [244]). The incorrect additional loading affects the
whole body and leads to osteoarthritis, osteopenia, osteoporosis and back pain in the long
run [74, 154]. The decreased balance additionally leads to increased falls. Especially walk-
ing on stairs and on uneven or soft ground can be challenging and decreases the level of
independence of amputees [116, 154]. Hence, a proper prosthetic fit is relevant for both the
physical and mental health. A targeted development of foot prostheses to ensure function-
ality in everyday life is therefore extremely important. This is achieved through functional
tests, which can provide insights into the dynamic interaction between an amputee and the
prosthesis already in the early development stage.

14.3 Testing of Prosthetic Feet: an Overview

Standardized test procedures for the approval of prostheses are defined in ISO 10328,
ISO 22523, ISO 22675 and ISO 16955 [113, 114]. In these procedures, endurance tests
are standardized, i.e. strength and material properties are tested. Also, tests of the com-
plete heel to toe movement and dynamic loading conditions including the swing phase are
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defined [220]. Hence, these tests analyze the function of the prosthetic device, but lack to
relate the measured quantities to the user benefit [114].

Apart from these standardized methods, further testing methods exist. A classification of
these into model-based, human-based and further robot-based testing procedures has been
proposed by [239].

In model-based testing, the prosthesis is simulated numerically. In the work of Tryggvason
et al. [220], a Finite Element Model of a prosthetic foot is set up to optimize the stiffness
characteristics of the prosthetic foot for different application scenarios. Another option is to
model both the amputee and the prosthesis. This helps to analyze which parameters of the
prosthetic foot influence the gait pattern and should therefore be tuned carefully [219, 239].
With model-based testing, investigations can already be performed in the early development
stage since no prototype is required. Another advantage is that basic gait dynamics can be
investigated without the need for test subjects. Nevertheless, modeling both the human and
the prosthesis is cumbersome and the accuracy of the models needs to be validated.

Human-based testing, also called in-vivo testing, is an important step in prostheses test-
ing [234, 239]. There, people are equipped with a prosthesis prototype. The tests are either
done with an amputee or, using special modified devices, with able-bodied people to increase
the number of potential test subjects [239]. These tests directly show the dynamic interplay
between a user and the prosthesis and are valuable throughout the development process.
Despite their importance in the final development stage of a prosthesis, these tests suffer
from a poor safety level (hazardous conditions cannot be replicated), are subjective and not
repeatable [139, 182].

Robot-based testing circumvents some of these problems, as it offers an objective and
repeatable means of testing. Leg simulators are one option of robot-based testing. Leg simu-
lators have for example been presented in [139, 182, 239], see fig. 14.2. The idea is to excite
the tested prosthesis with the same motion (e.g. hip trajectories in [182]) or forces (e.g.
ground forces in [239]) that are observable in human locomotion experiments. The correct
functioning of controlled prostheses as well as the force and motion profiles can be investi-
gated with these tests. For example, these tests can be used to see which forces/torques are
required to reproduce normal gait [182]. While leg simulators already offer a good insight
into these physical quantities, they do not take the dynamic interplay between a prosthesis
and an amputee into account, that is how a human reacts to an inappropriate prosthesis and
how the gait pattern is adapted. This can be illustrated by an example: Imagine having a
pebble in your shoe. Although there are different forces than before, you can continue walk-
ing without falling over. Nevertheless, you probably adjust the posture, the walking speed
and the stance time of the foot. This changes the trajectories and forces compared to your
usual gait pattern. Hence, including this dynamic interplay in testing of prosthetic feet is
important.

14.4 Requirements on Prostheses Testing

Based on the considerations in section 14.3, the following requirements can be set up for a
novel testing procedure to fill the gap and improve prostheses development:

• Objectivity and repeatability: Robot-based testing offers an objective, repeatable and
cost-efficient means to test prostheses [139, 182].

• Early availability: The testing procedure should be applicable as early as possible in
the development stage.

• Reproduce in-vivo conditions: In-vivo working conditions should be reproduced and
the dynamic interplay between humans and prostheses investigated. The prostheses
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Figure 14.2: The leg simulator represents the hip motion from measured locomotion data in two DoFs [182].

should be evaluated compared to healthy subjects, since an ideal prosthesis leads to the
same biomechanical functioning as the biological foot. [139, 234]

• Safe: The test ought to be safe while also investigating hazardous situations like trip-
ping and stumbling [139, 182].

14.5 Objective of Part III

A novel testing method fulfilling the requirements of section 14.4 by combining the advan-
tages of model-based, human-based and robot-based testing could be based on Real-Time
Hybrid Substructuring (see also [239]). In RTHS, the amputee could be modeled while the
prosthetic foot1 is tested experimentally. This allows a dynamic analysis of the overall sys-
tem human with prosthesis without having to perform potentially harmful subject studies or
complex modeling of the prosthesis. Such an analysis would help to understand the dynamic
interplay better and achieve a targeted prostheses development.

This part aims at investigating whether RTHS is in general applicable to investigate the
dynamic coupling between a prosthetic foot on the test bench and a simulated modeled
human. Hence, this part represents a proof-of-concept that the gait characteristics can be
emulated using RTHS. The analysis investigates the potential of RTHS as a visionary test
method for foot prostheses. This includes a survey of common human locomotion models
and characteristic gait patterns that the RTHS test needs to be able to replicate.

In chapter 15, an understanding of human walking, the gait cycle and gait characteristics
is built. Specifically, trajectories of the center of mass (CoM) and force profiles are presented.
Based on these fundamentals, several conceptual models have been proposed, which are
presented and investigated regarding their applicability to RTHS subsequently.

The application of RTHS is presented in chapter 16. This includes a presentation of the
hardware setup used, where the controlled actuator is the Stewart Platform (see chapter 4).
Additionally, an amputee model is set up based on a gait model and the required equations of
motion (EoM) are derived. Relevant parameters of the gait model are optimized to achieve
stable walking in compliance with hardware limitations.

1A prototype of the prosthetic foot needs to be available, which might contradict the requirement early avail-
ability.
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Experimental investigations were performed and the results are outlined in chapter 17.
Since the foot plays an important role during stance phase, only the stance phase is consid-
ered in the experiments. In particular, one step is performed with the presented RTHS setup.
This chapter also discusses the potential of RTHS for prostheses testing critically.

Finally, chapter 18 summarizes the results and evaluates the achievements and presents
future research directions.

The fundamental idea of using RTHS for testing of foot prostheses is also briefly outlined
in [139, 239], but has not successfully been realized yet. Another use of RTHS in biomechan-
ics is at the University of Rostock. There, researchers investigate the dynamics of hip and
knee endoprostheses (experimental part) with a multibody simulation of the surrounding
body parts (numerical part) [78, 92, 93].





Chapter 15

Human Gait and Gait Models

This chapter is inspired by the co-supervised student theses by Florian Holzberger [97], Lisa-
Marie Ballat [13] and Felix Lorenz [131].

Human locomotion results from the complex action and interaction of bones, muscles and
tendons as well as the interaction with the ground [197]. The human body is often viewed
as a redundant system, which means that there are more muscles than actually needed to
achieve a certain motion [4]. In this section, the fundamentals of human walking, the gait
characteristics and commonly used walking models are outlined. This thesis focuses on walk-
ing on level ground. Neither running nor walking on inclines nor climbing stairs are con-
sidered here. The description of the gait cycle is given for non-amputees, since this is the
targeted behavior of an ideal prosthesis. Descriptions of the gait characteristics with a pros-
thetic foot can e.g. be found in [32, 154, 239].

15.1 Gait Cycle

This section is based on the works of Whittle [231] and Murphy [153] if not indicated other-
wise. Detailed studies of the gait cycle can also be found e.g. in [153, 173, 231, 235].

Walking is a symmetric1, repetitive motion in which the left and right foot alternately
contact the ground and swing forward. The gait cycle describes the movement and time
interval between two repetitive events. Often, the heel contact of one leg is used as the
starting point and the gait cycle includes the movement sequence until the next heel contact
of the same leg, see fig. 15.1. During this gait cycle (also called stride), each leg goes through
a stance phase (also support or contact phase) and a swing phase. For normal walking, the
stance takes about 60% (⇡ 600ms) of the gait cycle and the swing phase the remaining 40%
(⇡ 400 ms). The stance phase starts with the touch down (TD, also called heel contact or heel
strike) and terminates with the toe off (TO). After TD, the foot pivots about the heel until
foot flat, where the whole foot is on the ground (at about 8%) and accepts loads (loading
response). Then, mid stance follows, which has multiple definitions [231]. In this thesis,
mid stance denotes the point at which the full body weight has been taken over [153]. Heel
off follows, where the foot starts to lift from the ground at about 40� 45% of the gait cycle.
The leg pivots about the ankle until the stance phase ends with the TO. The phase during
mid stance when only one limb is in contact is called single support phase (⇡ 40 % of the
gait cycle). During the double support phase, both legs are on the ground (⇡ 20% of the gait
cycle) and the force support is shifted from one to the other foot.

1Amputees, in contrast, exhibit an asymmetric gait pattern [32, 154, 193].
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Figure 15.1: The gait cycle is shown between the heel strike of the right foot and the successive heel strike of the
same foot. Each leg undergoes a stance and swing phase. [4]

During walking there is a steady energy conversion between kinetic and potential en-
ergy. During the single support phase, the body CoM rises until mid stance and after that
descends [197]. A vertical sinusoidal movement of the CoM can be observed in walking hu-
mans with an amplitude of ⇡ 2.5cm, see fig. 15.2 [82]. The highest point of this trajectory,
where the velocity in vertical direction is zero, is called apex. In biomechanics, the walking
direction is commonly denoted as the x direction and the vertical direction as y. The motion
of the human in fig. 15.2 is shown in the sagittal plane.

x

y

Figure 15.2: An illustration of the CoM trajectory of humans during stance phase of the left leg [97, 179].

The Ground Reaction Forces (GRFs) act on the body due to the interaction with the
ground. They follow a characteristic pattern and are commonly analyzed in x and y di-
rection. The GRFs are depicted for a woman walking at a speed of 1.5 m/s in fig. 15.3. The
GRFs form an m-shaped curve in y direction, where the basin occurs approximately at mid
stance. The faster humans walk, the lower the basin. The GRFs form an asymmetric curve in
x direction, where decelerating forces act on the CoM in the first third of the stance phase and
accelerating forces propel the body forward in the rest of the stance phase. The directions of
the GRFs are visualized in fig. 15.4a. The Center of Pressure (CoP) is the point at the foot
where the application of the GRFs on the body is assumed. Another important characteristic
for humans is the shape of the hip, knee and ankle torques, as visualized in fig. 15.4b. In
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Figure 15.3: GRFs in x and y direction of a woman (27 years, 57.3 kg, 161cm) walking on a treadmill at 1.5 m/s.
One gait cycle is shown, starting with the heel strike of the left foot (index (·)L). The black dashed line represents
the body weight. In this figure, the second hump of the GRFs in y direction does not exceed the body weight,
which is quite untypical. The data are taken from [237].

the first third of the stance phase, the hip exerts an extension moment, pushing the body
over the foot. In the rest of the stance phase and the vast portion of the swing phase, the
hip exerts a flexion moment and pulls the leg to the front. Several muscles contribute to the
hip torque, i.a. the Gluteus maximus, the Iliopsoas, the Biceps femoris, Rectus femoris and
Sartorius, but are represented here as one aggregate torque [186]. The ankle torque is vastly
positive during the stance phase, indicating the forward and upward propulsion of the body.

(a) The directions of the GRFs during stance phase. Until
mid stance, they decelerate the CoM in x direction and after-
wards propel the body forward. [153]

(b) The characteristic shape of hip, knee and ankle moment
during one gait cycle starting with heel strike. The moments
are normalized on the body weight. [235]

Figure 15.4: Kinetics during stance phase and during one gait cycle.

The stance phase is of particular importance for locomotion, since in this phase, decel-
erating and accelerating forces are generated. Hence, the further description of gait models
focuses on the stance phase and the correct replication of the gait kinetics (CoM motion,
GRFs and hip torques). The motion is only considered in sagittal plane.
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15.2 Conceptual Models

To test foot prostheses with RTHS, models are needed that represent the mechanisms of hu-
man gait sufficiently accurate. How humans plan and control bipedal locomotion is still an
open research question. Despite the high complexity, simple conceptual models are able to
represent core observations in gait dynamics, such as the CoM motion, upper body stabiliza-
tion or GRFs [197].

Over the last years, more complex multibody simulation models with many degrees
of freedom and detailed modeling of muscles, joints, tendons and bones have been de-
veloped. Examples are OpenSim (https://opensim.stanford.edu/) [54, 198] and AnyBody
(http://www.anybodytech.com/) [180]. However, their application to RTHS poses several
difficulties: Firstly, these models are computationally intensive and may not be used for real-
time application. Secondly, the model applied should not use any prescribed trajectories
because this limits the movement options of the model in the RTHS experiment. However,
these models use motion data that were e.g. measured in gait laboratories to calculate the
dynamics.

Another way to simulate human gait is through the use of multibody simulation models
of humanoid robots. This is especially possible and expedient if the humanoid robot exhibits
human gait characteristics. Even though humanoid robots resemble humans morphologi-
cally, they do not necessarily implement biomechanical gait characteristics and rather bal-
ance/stabilize based on technical principles. One of the few examples implementing mecha-
nistic human behavior is the robot ATRIAS [169]. At the Chair of Applied Mechanics, research
is being conducted with the humanoid robot Lola and a multibody simulation model is avail-
able. In Staufenberg et al. [210], the forces and motions experienced by Lola are compared
to those of humans. The results indicate that Lola’s gait does not possess many biomechanical
properties and, for now, cannot be considered suitable for biomechanical real-world testing
of prosthetic feet.

15.2.1 Template Models

Full and Koditschek coined the classification of models into templates and anchors [73]. Tem-
plates denote models with the highest level of abstraction, featuring the aggregate locomo-
tion behavior. Complexity is trimmed away such that the template model serves as a control
target for locomotion [73, 197, 201]. In contrast, anchors are morphologically and physio-
logically more detailed, thus more realistic, and have the behavior of a template embedded.
The so-called Inverted Pendulum (IP) and Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) models
indisputably serve as template models. The boundary which models belong to the anchors
and which do not is not entirely clear [197].

As early as 1679, Borelli documented the first considerations on the transfer of mechanics
to the human body [196, p. 218f.]. His investigations also involved the description of human
walking and set the basis for a model, which we nowadays know as the IP model. In the
IP model, which was proposed by Cavagna et al. [36] in detail, the whole body mass is
concentrated in a single point mass and the legs are modeled as stiff rods. Even though this
model represents the conversion between kinetic and potential energy well, neither the CoM
trajectory nor the GRFs are represented correctly [167]. Blickhan proposed the SLIP model,
where the legs are modeled by massless springs. He could show that the motion and GRFs of
running are replicated well by this model [20]. To simulate walking, Geyer et al. extended
this basic spring-mass model by a second leg [82]. This model is called Bipedal SLIP (BSLIP)
model and is depicted in fig. 15.5. This model walks passively without any energy input: the
CoM (position (x , y)) gets an initial push ẋ0 at the initial height y0 (e.g. in apex). The left and
right leg (index n = {L, R}) have a resting spring length of l0,n and the angle of attack is ↵0.

https://opensim.stanford.edu/
http://www.anybodytech.com/
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This is the angle with which the leg hits the ground (point contact between leg and ground).
The CoM height is y = l0,n · sin(↵0) at the moment of TD. During the stance phase, the leg
pivots about the foot position xFP,n (angle during stance ↵n). The GRFs always point along
the leg axes to the CoM and are calculated as GRFn = kn · (l0,n � ln) = Fs,n (for n = {L, R}).
The TO is triggered when the leg length exceeds the resting spring length, i.e. ln > l0,n. As
the legs are massless, they do not contribute to the dynamics during swing phase. In general,

GRFL

↵0
xFP,L
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y

x

l0,L
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lR

GRFR
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(a) The TD of a leg occurs with an angle of attack ↵0. The
GRFs point along the leg axes to the CoM.

y
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ẋ0
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(b) The CoM trajectory of the BSLIP model resembles the
CoM oscillation of humans.

Figure 15.5: In the BSLIP model by Geyer et al. [82], the whole body mass is concentrated in the CoM and the
legs are modeled as massless springs. The figures are adapted from [97].

while relatively simple, the BSLIP model is able to qualitatively predict the CoM trajectory
and the GRFs (double-hump shape) very well. Lipfert at al. [128] compare the trajectories of
the BSLIP model with those of humans in detail and point out limitations. The study reveals
that e.g. the amplitudes of the CoM motion and the GRFs are overestimated and that the
assumption of linear elastic leg behavior is only visible in a certain range of walking speed.
Compared to human walking, where only 70 % of the energy can be recovered at best, the
BSLIP model is energy conservative. Determining a suitable set of parameters kn, ↵0, l0,n, ẋ0
and y0 is mandatory to achieve stable gait.

Stability of Walking models
Continuous running of a model is defined as the number of steps until fall in [199]. Often, a
model is considered to walk/run continuously if it can walk 50 steps, where the velocity from
step to step does not vary more than 5%. Continuous walking/running also implies that the
model does not fall after a perturbation occurs [49]. In a mathematical sense, the stability of
walking models is often studied using Poincaré return maps. Here, stable walking solutions
form a fixed point with a basin of attraction [178, 184, 197]. In practice, a suitable set of
parameters is found via optimization. This means that the model is simulated for one gait
cycle, e.g. from apex to apex, and the states (e.g. ( ẋ , y)) are compared. The parameters are
optimized such that the difference between the states is minimized.

In literature, multiple extensions of the BSLIP model can be found. For example, Maus
et al. [141] extended the model with a trunk, which is called the TSLIP/BTSLIP model. The
trunk represents the whole upper body with the arms and the head. Additionally, a knee joint
was introduced and the legs segmented [185], or a foot element was added [197].

15.2.2 Virtual Pivot Point (VPP) Model

In locomotion experiments with dogs, chicken and humans, an interesting observation could
be made. Namely—in a coordinate system fixed to the trunk—the GRFs intersect at a fixed
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location above the CoM, on the axis connecting the hip and the CoM [197]. This observation
suggests that the stabilization of the upper body functions like the swinging of a pendulum,
suspended at this point. This effect is called Virtual Pendulum (VP) and the intersection point
Virtual Pivot Point (VPP). Small perturbations lead to torques restoring the posture and thus
stabilizing the trunk [141].

Maus et al. [140, 141] implemented the VPP concept by extending the BTSLIP model
(BSLIP model with trunk)2. The model is visualized in Figure 15.6. The trunk is inclined

Fs,n
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Figure 15.6: In the VPP model, the BSLIP model is extended by a trunk (angle �VPP) and a hip torque ⌧VPP,n that
redirects the GRFs of each leg n= {L, R} into the VPP. Figure taken from [105].

by �VPP with respect to the vertical axis. An additional hip torque ⌧VPP,n is introduced that
redirects the GRFs to the VPP by

⌧VPP,n = F⌧,n · ln with F⌧,n = Fs,n · tan
�
�VPP,n
�
= kn · (l0,n � ln) · tan

�
�VPP,n
�

(15.1)

for n = {L, R} if the leg contacts the ground3. The angle between the leg and the connec-
tion of the foot point xFP,n with the VPP (xVPP, yVPP) is denoted by �VPP,n. The total GRFs
become [141]

GRFn =
q

F2
s,n + F2

⌧,n = Fs,n ·
«

1+ tan2
�
�VPP,n
�

(15.2)

GRFx,n = GRFn ·
xh � xFP,n

ln
(15.3)

GRFy,n = GRFn ·
yh

ln
(15.4)

for each leg n = {L, R} and eqs. (15.3) and (15.4) are the projections of the GRFs into x
and y direction. The distance between the hip and the CoM is rh and between the CoM

2The VP concept can be understood as template. Hence, the VPP model implements the SLIP template and
the VP template. [141]

3Note that the VPP in humans is only observed during single support phase, but not during double support
phase [225], which is called the VPP controller. Nevertheless, the model assumes that the GRFs are redirected to
the VPP during the whole stance phase.
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and the VPP rVPP. The distance between the CoM and the VPP rVPP in humans is between
5�70cm depending on the walking speed [141]. Hence, the walking speed of the model can
be adjusted by varying rVPP. To improve the robustness of the VPP model, the VPP position
can be positioned with an angular offset between the VPP and trunk orientation [200]. Using
the GRFs from eqs. (15.3) and (15.4), the mass mVPP and the moment of inertia JVPP of the
trunk as well as gravitational forces, the EoM write

mVPP ẍ = GRFx,L + GRFx,R (15.5)
mVPP ÿ = GRFy,L + GRFy,R �mVPP g (15.6)

�JVPP�̈VPP = rVPP
�
sin (�VPP)
�
GRFy,L + GRFy,R

�
� cos (�VPP)
�
GRFx,L + GRFx,R

��
(15.7)

= rh
�
cos (�VPP)
�
GRFx,L + GRFx,R

�
� sin (�VPP)
�
GRFy,L + GRFy,R

��
+ (15.8)

⌧VPP,L +⌧VPP,R

Equations (15.7) and (15.8) are equivalent with the difference being that in the former, the
principle of angular momentum is applied on the full dynamical system (VPP model) and
in the latter with a free body force diagram on the trunk. Similar to the BSLIP model, the
VPP model receives an initial velocity and height and walks passively with the only source of
external energy being the hip torque. The VPP is not explicitly controlled in the model, but
rather a mechanical behavior.

The VPP model shows good agreement with biomechanical data of the GRFs, CoM trajec-
tory and hip torques [141]. In the first part of the stance phase, torques extending the hip are
required to redirect the leg forces to the VPP and in the last part of the stance, torques flexing
the hip are required. The additional F⌧,n reduce the horizontal force components GRFx,n, i.e.
the deceleration and acceleration, compared to the BSLIP model.

Based on the VPP model, the Force Modulated Compliant Hip (FMCH) was proposed
by Sharbafi and Seyfarth [201]. Here, mechanical hip springs are used instead of the hip
torques ⌧VPP,n to stabilize the trunk. The compliance of these hip springs is variable and
adjusted based on the leg forces. They can be tuned such that the VPP forms, i.e. the FMCH
and the VPP model are mathematically equivalent. [197, 201]

15.2.3 Neuromuscular Control Models

Neuromuscular control models are motivated by the fact that slow, variable-frequency loco-
motion is dominated by the nervous system in contrast to rapid, rhythmic locomotion that
is dominated by mechanics [73]. Both, neural and mechanical systems are present in loco-
motion but appear on disparate spatial and temporal scales [73]. While the previously pre-
sented models rely on the mechanics, the neuromuscular control models try to mimic neural
circuits. A comprehensive overview about neuromuscular control models is given in [81].
One of these models is the Neuromuscular-Skeletal (NMS) model by Geyer and Herr [80],
which implements reflexes to determine the muscle activities. A visualization of the NMS
model is given in fig. 15.7. The model is based on the BSLIP model, where the legs are seg-
mented into three parts and the upper body (head, arms, trunk) are represented as a rigid
trunk. Leg compliance is achieved by seven Hill-type muscles, which are controlled based
on muscle reflexes. These muscles also enable the implementation of the swing phase. The
model tolerates ground disturbances and is able to walk on inclines and uneven ground.

A further model combining both mechanical and neuromuscular representations has re-
cently been proposed by Davoodi et al. [49]. This model is based on the FMCH model, where
the hip springs are replaced by Hill-type muscles.

For this thesis, a simple model with sufficient complexity to represent basic gait charac-
teristics is sought. The model should be able to react, more specifically, stabilize the trunk
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Figure 15.7: In the NMS model, the legs are segmented and the motor control is implemented based on muscle
reflexes [80, 97].

in case of disturbances. In preliminary analyses, investigations with the BSLIP model have
been performed by the co-supervised student Kaiyu Fan [66]. He found that the BSLIP model
falls at realistic disturbance and is thus not suitable for RTHS tests. Hence, the VPP model,
which is slightly more complex, is used for the investigations in this thesis. This model is able
to represent human-like GRF patterns and CoM trajectories as well as hip torque patterns
similar to those observed in humans. Still it is relatively simple to implement4. The motion is
considered in the sagittal plane (three DoFs) and the whole body mass is represented in the
rigid trunk.

4Another possible model would be the NMS model. This is not used in this thesis, because the modeling of
the muscles at the ankle joint (connection to the prosthesis) is complex. However, this model can be regarded in
the future.



Chapter 16

Application of RTHS for Gait Analysis

This chapter is inspired by the co-supervised student theses by Kaiyu Fan [66], Florian
Holzberger [97], Lisa-Marie Ballat [13] and Felix Lorenz [131]. They implemented the VPP
model [97] and the parameter optimization [66, 97].

Using RTHS, the dynamics of the amputee wearing a prosthetic device can be investi-
gated. In this application, a reasonable choice of the interface location, which is where the
dynamical system is split into numerical and experimental part, is at the stump of the am-
putee. This is often the ankle joint for prosthetic feet. The amputee is simulated based on the
VPP model. The prosthetic foot 1C40 (ESAR foot, see section 14.1) from Ottobock, which
is a right foot n = R, serves as the experimental part. The transfer system consists of the
controlled Stewart Platform, a Kistler Dynamometer as FTS and a dSPACE 1202 (as DSP)
system. All components are described in section 4.2. The resulting RTHS loop is visualized in
fig. 16.1. The force adaptation block includes the transformation from the forces in the coor-
dinate system of the FTS to the coordinate system of the simulated VPP model and could also
include e.g. filtering of the force signal or the application of Normalized Passivity Control. As
the VPP model is a two-dimensional model, the ankle joint of the model has three DoFs: the
interface position (xIFP, yIFP) and the leg orientation ↵R. The interface displacements z/z0 as
well as Fm/Fint (two planar forces and the torque about the (negative) z axis) therefore are
vectors with three entries1. For this RTHS setup, no reference solution is available and the
test can only be validated qualitatively. This is because the prosthetic foot has nonlinear dy-
namic behavior and thus modeling is cumbersome (cf. the stiffness characteristics depending
on the angle of loading in appendix C).

16.1 Modeling an Amputee Using the VPP Model

The VPP model, as explained in section 15.2.2, cannot be used straightforwardly. For exam-
ple, the model describes a human with two intact legs. Furthermore, the model neglects that
the CoP moves from the heel to the toes during the stance phase. These required adaptations
are derived and described below.

16.1.1 Interface Point

The numerical substructure should represent an amputee, i.e. a human with one intact leg
with leg length l0,L (deformed length lL) and stiffness kL as well as one amputated leg with

1This is an MDOF RTHS setup in contrast to the SDOF applications discussed in Part I and Part II.
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Figure 16.1: The RTHS setup for testing a prosthetic foot (© by Ottobock) with RTHS. The numerical part is a
simulation of the walking human using the VPP model. For the sake of clarity, kinematic transformations and the
DSP are omitted in the figure.

length l0,u (deformed length lu) and stiffness ku. The prosthetic foot is tested experimen-
tally and has a height h0,f = l0,R � l0,u (deformed height hf). Its stiffness characteristics are
nonlinear, depending on the loading angle.

The transfer system exchanges displacements/orientation and forces/torque at the ankle
between the numerical and experimental substructure. Specifically, the measured forces are
forces along the leg axis Fint,k, orthogonal to the leg axis Fint,? and a torque Mint about the z
axis. The experimental part is positioned according to the end point position of the leg spring
of the amputated leg in the VPP model. To determine the interface location (xIFP, yIFP), a DoF
with a mass is inserted. This is necessary because—if the DoF had no mass—the stiffness of
the amputated leg would be in series with the stiffness of the prosthetic foot and they would
need to experience the same forces. However, this is numerically not trivial because the
direct application of the measured interface forces on the numerical spring would lead to an
infinite frequency in the hybrid model. Therefore, a mass needs to be added to regularize any
discrepancies between the force in the prosthetic foot and in the spring of the VPP model. If
the mass of the interface point (IFP) is small, that is mIFP (mIFP⌧ mVPP), the system dynamics
are barely modified. The additional mass introduces artificial high-frequency dynamics and
therefore a numerical damper with damping constant du is set in parallel to the spring in the
amputated leg. The modified VPP model is illustrated in fig. 16.2. The GRFs of the intact leg
GRFL comprise the components GRFx,L and GRFy,L in x and y direction. The mass IFP can
only move along the leg axis. In the further derivations, its weight force is neglected. The
internal leg dynamics write

mIFP l̈u = Fint,k � du l̇u � ku
�
lu � l0,u
�
= Fint,k � Fu, (16.1)

where the acceleration and velocity of the mass IFP are l̈u and l̇u, respectively, and the forces
in the spring-damper system of the amputated leg are abbreviated as Fu. The energy dissi-
pated by the damper is not compensated for.
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Figure 16.2: The VPP model is used as a basis for the model of the amputee. A mass IFP, which is required to
numerically solve for displacements at the interface location, and a mechanical damper are introduced to the basic
VPP model. Figure taken from [105].

The underlying idea of the VPP model is that a hip torque is applied such that the GRFs
point into the VPP to stabilize the trunk (see section 15.2.2). The legs are represented as
springs and any forces orthogonal to the leg axis solely occur due to the hip torque ⌧VPP,n
(cf. eq. (15.1)) of the VPP controller, i.e. Fint,? = 0. However, when the three-dimensional
prosthetic foot is tested, the perpendicular forces are not zero in general, which creates a hip
torque Fint,? · lR. The total leg length of the right leg is denoted by lR, which is the distance
between the hip and the mid foot point xFP,R (the point where the leg axis intersects the
ground). The total hip torque required to redirect the GRFs into the VPP writes

⌧h,R = �Fint,k · tan
�
�VPP,R
�
· lR (16.2)

= ⌧VPP,R � Fint,? · lR, (16.3)

which is a combination of the contributions from the VPP controller and the torque due to
Fint,? 6= 0. The orthogonal forces resulting due to the hip torque from the VPP controller are

F⌧,R = Fint,? � Fint,k · tan
�
�VPP,R
�
. (16.4)

Projected on the x and y axis, the forces by the VPP controller are denoted by F⌧,x,R and F⌧,y,R.
The left, intact leg has the same force/torque contributions as in section 15.2.2. To sum up,
the EoM for the modified VPP model—modeling an amputee—write

mVPP ẍ = GRFx,L + Fu,x � Fint,x,? + F⌧,x,R (16.5)
mVPP ÿ = GRFy,L � Fu,y � Fint,y,? + F⌧,y,R �mVPP g (16.6)

�JVPP�̈VPP = rVPP
�
sin (�VPP)GRFy,L � cos (�VPP)GRFx,L

�
(16.7)

+ rh
�
cos (�VPP)
�
Fu,x � Fint,x,? + F⌧,x,R

��
(16.8)

+ rh
�
sin (�VPP)
�
Fu,y + Fint,y,? � F⌧,y,R

��
+⌧h,R. (16.9)

The angular momentum by the left leg is expressed in eq. (16.7) and of the right, amputated
leg in eqs. (16.8) and (16.9).
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To investigate how the additional mass IFP and damper change the system dynamics, a
co-simulation is set up. Therein, the prosthetic foot needs to be modeled, which is done with
a spring of stiffness kf. All parameters of the model are summarized in table A.6. Figure 16.3
compares the results of the simulated VPP model according to section 15.2.2 with the results
of the simulated modified VPP model (with mass IFP and additional damper).
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Figure 16.3: The CoM trajectory in y direction, the GRFs in x and y direction as well as the total hip torque
(normalized on the body weight times the resting leg length) are visualized for the VPP model (blue, solid lines)
and the modified VPP model (orange, dashed lines). The results are shown for the right leg, which is cut into two
parts in the modified VPP model. The black, dashed line represents the weight forces.

The results of the modified VPP model and the basic VPP implementation match. Both
models tend to diverge, as the amplitudes of the trajectories and forces slightly increase. This
effect is a bit more pronounced in the modified VPP model. In conclusion, the results indicate
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that the modified VPP model displays the CoM trajectory, GRFs and hip torques similar to the
basic VPP model2.

16.1.2 Center of Pressure Shift

In the VPP model, the GRFs are applied at the foot point location xFP,R, which is the inter-
section of the leg axis and the ground. In human walking, in contrast, a shift of the Center
of Pressure (CoP)3 from the heel to the toes during stance phase is observed [195]. To make
the RTHS test more realistic, this forward shifting CoP is implemented in the numerical sim-
ulation of the amputee. The CoP location is denoted by xCoP,R. Figure 16.4 depicts the forces
acting on the foot (gravitational as well as inertia forces are omitted) as well as the geometry.
The distance from the heel to the mid foot point is lh and from the mid foot point to the toes
lff. The angle between the horizontal ground and the connection of the CoP with the hip is
denoted by ↵R.

xFP,RxCoP,R

hf

GRFR

Mint

l ff

lh

Fint,k
Fint,?

(a) The forces acting on the prosthetic foot while testing.
Gravitational forces and inertial forces are neglected.

xFP,R = xCoP,R

↵R

xCoP,R

(xh, yh)

↵R

(b) The CoP location xCoP,R needs to be known such that
the VPP model can redirect the GRFs into the VPP. Figure
inspired by [97].

Figure 16.4: The GRFs act at the CoP, which shifts from heel to the toes during stance phase. The mid foot point
xFP,R is the linear extension of the leg axis.

In this work, a linear shift of the CoP from the heel to the toes depending on the angle
between the leg and the ground ↵R is implemented. This approach requires knowledge about
the TD angle ↵0 and TO angle ↵TO as well as the dimensions of the foot lh and lff. For TD
until foot flat, the CoP should shift from the heel to the mid foot point, i.e. travel a distance
of lh during a rotation of ⇡2 � ↵0. For the phase between foot flat and TO, the CoP travels a
distance of lff and the leg rotates about an angle of ↵TO � ⇡2 . Hence, the equations write

xCoP,R =

( lh
⇡
2�↵0
·↵R + c1, if ↵R  ⇡2

lff
↵TO� ⇡2

·↵R + c2, if ↵R >
⇡
2

(16.10)

with c1 and c2 from the condition xCoP,R = xFP,R for ↵R =
⇡
2 . This shift of the foot point is

implemented for both, the left and right leg.

In conclusion, the model of the amputee presented in this chapter differs from the VPP
model in literature (section 15.2.2) by the mass IFP, an additional damper and the moving

2This statement holds for the investigated set of parameters {mIFP, du}, where mIFP⌧ mVPP.
3The CoP is the location where the application of the GRFs is assumed. In able-bodied people, this results

from an ankle torque and the rolling motion of the foot.
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CoP position. The damper as well as the forward moving foot CoP imply an energy loss of
the system. Hence, it is part of the investigations to find out whether the model has still
enough energy to walk steadily due to the energy input by the hip torques ⌧VPP,n or whether
an external energy source needs to be implemented to counteract this dissipation.

16.2 RTHS Implementation

The implemented model starts with foot flat of the left foot (single support). There, the initial
conditions x = 0m and ẏ = 0 m/s are set. The RTHS setup used has several limitations that
have to be considered in the test setup and can be summarized as

• Stewart Platform:

- The maximum leg velocity of each leg is 0.5 m/s.

- The work space of the Stewart Platform is limited by the leg length (maximum
stroke 0.18 m) and joint limitations of the universal joints (maximum joint angles
45°) [183].

• Kistler Dynamometer: The maximum forces are 104 N and a maximum torque of 500 Nm.

• Reaction Frame: The maximum loading in vertical direction is estimated to be 500N.

These conditions limit the gait speed, the TD and TO angles and the weight of the simulated
human. Using optimization (see section 15.2.1), a set of model parameters leading to stable
gait while staying within these limits needs to be found.

16.2.1 Parameter Optimization

Optimization algorithms try to minimize a cost function by changing the input parameters
and simulating the model. Here, an optimization algorithm is used to find parameters that
lead to stable walking, that is the deviations before and after one stride need to be minimal.
The cost function contains the deviation of the following quantities: the CoM height y, the
CoM vertical and horizontal velocities ẏ/ ẋ as well as the trunk orientation and angular ve-
locity [13, 66, 97, 131]. The parameters that were optimized are ẋ0, y0 and �̇VPP,0 based
on the given mVPP, J , kn, rVPP, rh and ↵0. For the optimization, an evolutionary optimization
algorithm called Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) was used [90].
Details about the implementation for this use case are given in [13, 66, 97, 131].

16.2.2 Selected Parameters and RTHS Setup

The optimization was performed using the VPP model. A parameter set was found, where the
model is able to walk stably (> 50 steps). This parameter set is summarized in table A.7. Note
that the model is highly sensitive to the exact choice of initial conditions. The leg stiffness kn
represents the leg stiffness of the intact and amputated legs n= {L, R}, where the stiffness of
the right leg is constituted by ku and kf. Accordingly, approximate knowledge of the stiffness
of the prosthetic foot kf is necessary for the implementation in the RTHS setup. The required
stiffness of the remaining leg ku can be found with 1

ku
= 1

kR
� 1

kf
. The prosthetic foot used

is the 1C40 from Ottobock. This prosthetic foot poses nonlinear stiffness characteristics, as
shown in fig. C.1, and one approximate value needs to be selected for the computation of ku.
In the RTHS implementation, an approximate value of kf = 4950 N/m (cf. fig. C.1) is assumed
and used to determine ku.
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Note that the found parameters do not represent a biomechanically meaningful adult
(m = 30 kg, leg length l0 = 1m and leg stiffness kL = 5.4 · 103 N/m), but the parameters of
an average adult could not be chosen due to the hardware limitations. Nevertheless, these
parameters suffice for these first RTHS tests to show the potential of RTHS to investigate the
dynamic interplay between a prosthetic foot and an amputee.

The simulation of the VPP model includes the contact phenomenon of the intact (left)
leg. When simulating contact dynamics, small numerical time integration steps are favorable
in order to detect the contact event quickly and maintain a stable numerical simulation.
But as the simulation needs to be real-time applicable, the time integration steps cannot
be too small. As briefly mentioned in section 2.1, the numerical simulation can be solved
with a different sample time than the synchronization time step between the numerical and
experimental part or the actuator control. In the presented RTHS setup (chapter 4), the
actuator control and synchronization time step are �T = 1 · 10�3 s. This sample time is too
large for a stable numerical simulation of the model and a time step size of 2 · 10�4 s was
found suitable.

In human walking, a so-called toe-out or rarely a toe-in can be observed. This denotes a
rotation of the toes outwards or inwards with respect to the x axis. Commonly, an angle of
7° is observed in locomotion experiments [173]. Thus, the prosthetic foot is mounted with
approximately this angle on the Stewart Platform. The Stewart Platform was controlled with
the parameters given in appendix A and with VFF.





Chapter 17

Experimental Investigations

The implementation used in this chapter is an adapted version of the implementation by Florian
Holzberger [97] and Lisa-Marie Ballat [13]. The results have been published in the author’s
publication [105].

In chapter 16, the implementation of the RTHS setup with a modeled amputee (based on
the VPP model) and a prosthetic foot was described. This setup is now used to investigate
the applicability of RTHS to replicate human gait. The model starts at the position x = 0 m
with the left foot on the ground (single support left). Then, one stride is performed, which
includes the following events: after the simulation start, the right prosthetic foot touches
down. The body weight is then shifted from the simulated left leg to the amputated right leg.
After that, TO of the left leg follows and the whole body weight is supported by the right leg.
The left leg TD follows and the body weight is shifted from the right to the left leg before TO
of the right leg occurs. The gait cycle is terminated at mid stance of the left leg. The Stewart
Platform was controlled with the parameters given in appendix A and with VFF (no NPC).

17.1 Results of One Stride

The gait characteristics described in section 15.1 are now used to qualitatively compare the
results of the RTHS test and to assess how well human gait is emulated with the RTHS test.

The CoM trajectory is illustrated in fig. 17.1a, which represents a sinusoidal shape. The
maxima correspond to the mid stance positions of the left (at x = 0m and x ⇡ 0.6 m) and
the prosthetic right foot (at x ⇡ 0.3m). The amplitude of the CoM height is ⇡ 0.04 m, which
relates very well to observations in humans. Though, while the general shape of the CoM
height is as expected, the increasing amplitude is in contrast to steady human walking (cf.
figs. 15.2 and 16.3). In human walking, the shape is sinusoidal with constant maxima and
minima. The stance phase of the right leg is relatively long compared to human walking with
85 % of the gait cycle.

The CoM forward velocity ẋ is depicted in fig. 17.1b. The model velocity decreases dur-
ing the stride. In human walking, the body decelerates if the foot is in front of the body
(xCoP,R > x) and is propelled forward when the CoM is in front of the foot. Hence, alternat-
ing acceleration and deceleration would be expected. The results imply that the deceleration
due to forces directed in the negative x direction outweigh the acceleration. The duration of
the gait cycle is ⇡ 0.6 s. This is as expected because the duration is the same in a simulation
of the VPP model with these parameters.

Furthermore, the trunk orientation is a characteristic quantity during walking and the
results from the RTHS test are shown in fig. 17.1c. The results indicate that the model
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rotates backwards. The model has not fallen at the end of the first stride, but would probably
not be able to walk stably for a second stride.

A visualization of the CoP location1 is given in fig. 17.1d. The quantity xCoP,R is given in
relation to the foot point location xFP,R. The CoP location was found by setting up the torque
equilibrium about the FTS using the measured interface forces Fint,k and Fint,? as well as the
interface torque Mint. Similar to the observation in humans, the CoP shifts from the heel to
the toes in the RTHS test. In humans, however, the shift of the CoP stems from the ankle
torque (actuated ankle). In contrast, the shift of the CoP in this RTHS experiment is solely
due to the rolling motion of the foot.
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Figure 17.1: Kinetic quantities during one stride in the RTHS test with a prosthetic foot (right). The time instants
of the left/right TD and TO are indicated by vertical lines. Figures taken from [105].

Apart from the trajectories shown, there are also characteristic force and torque profiles in
human walking which should be represented realistically by the RTHS test. Firstly, the GRFs
from the experiment are visualized in fig. 17.2a. The GRFx,R as well as GRFy,R qualitatively
replicate the typical shapes observed in human walking (cf. figs. 15.3 and 16.3). The min-
imum of the vertical GRFs between the two maxima depends on the walking speed. In the
RTHS experiment, the minimum was almost zero, which is untypical for a human walking
at this speed. The maximum values are usually at about 110 % of the body weight, which is

1The force/torque measurements used are noisy and hence also the course of the CoP location is noisy.
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the case in the results shown. In humans, the first peak is often higher than the second peak.
In the experiment, the second peak is higher. Also, the force increase between the minimum
and the second peak is more rapid than observed in humans and resembles an impact. The
magnitude (in humans up to 25 % of the body weight) and shape of the forces in x direction
are as expected. They are directly related to the forces in y direction by eq. (16.4). [173]

In the VPP model, a hip torque is applied to stabilize the trunk. The total hip torque
(derived according to eq. (16.3)) is depicted in fig. 17.2b for the right leg. In the first half of
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Figure 17.2: Forces and torques during the stance phase of the right, amputated leg. Figure taken from [105].

the stance phase, the hip torque hauls the CoM upwards and in the second half of the stance
phase, the hip flexes. The magnitude and shape of the total hip torque ⌧h,R correspond well
with the observed hip torque in humans (cf. fig. 15.4b). Knee and ankle characteristics cannot
be compared, as the VPP model does not have these joints.

A depiction of the whole motion during the stride is given in fig. 17.3. Perfect interface
synchronization is assumed in the illustration, i.e. the displacements at the modeled interface
and the ankle of the prosthetic foot are the same. When a leg is in swing phase, it does not
contribute to the dynamics and is therefore not shown in the illustration.

start TD right TO left TD left TO right end

GRFR GRFR
Figure 17.3: This figure depicts the motion of the model during the RTHS test of one stride. The model starts
with the left leg on the ground. The GRFs are redirected by the hip torque such that they point towards the VPP.
The right (prosthetic) leg does not influence the model dynamics during single support phase of the left leg. The
visualized prosthetic foot is a 1D35 foot by Ottobock (© by Ottobock) rather than the 1C40 used in the RTHS test.
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17.2 Test Reproducibility

One of the huge advantages of robot-based testing is the high reproducibility. To investigate
how reproducible the RTHS tests with the prosthetic foot are, three different, independent
trials with the same initial conditions were performed. The results are illustrated in fig. 17.4.
In an RTHS test, errors accumulate throughout the test, which is also visible in the figure:
the differences between the trials are smaller at the beginning of the test. Nevertheless,
the magnitude of the motion/forces and the model behavior are similar among the trials.
Differences are mainly of stochastic nature, such as measurement noise and friction between
the prosthetic foot and the ground plate.
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(b) The GRFx,R during stance phase of the prosthetic foot.
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The black dashed line indicates body weight.

Figure 17.4: Characteristic quantities of the gait cycle for different RTHS runs.

17.3 Discussion

From the results shown, several conclusions can be drawn: The performed RTHS test is in
general able to qualitatively replicate human gait characteristics (CoM motion and forces/
torques) and is well reproducible. With the gait parameters used, no stable gait pattern
could be achieved and the model would fall if a further stride would be performed. There are
several reasons why the model would fall in a further step, even though a pure simulation
of the VPP model with these parameters walks stably for more than 50 steps. Firstly, the
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RTHS implementation used a forward shift of the CoP during stance phase for both feet (see
section 16.1.2). As the body is decelerated when the CoM is behind the CoP, this phase is
prolonged due to the forward shift, dissipating energy. This forward shift is not included in
the pure simulation of the VPP model used for the parameter optimization. Secondly, the foot
is three dimensional in contrast to the VPP model. This implies that, due to the relatively stiff
prosthetic foot, the CoM has to be lifted while the body pivots about the foot. This is visible
in figs. 17.1a and 17.4a by the growing amplitude of the CoM height. If the CoM velocity is
too small, there is not enough kinetic energy to be converted into potential energy and the
model falls backwards. Additionally, the introduced damper dissipates energy (⇡ 5%).

Apart from the changes made in the VPP model, there are also error sources in the RTHS
setup itself. Even during walking high ankle velocities arise. For example, the foot lifts
with a velocity of 4 m/s when humans walk at comfortable speed. The Stewart Platform used
was driven at its limits for these RTHS tests (maximum motor voltage/current and actuator
stroke). The tracking performance of the Stewart Platform is shown representatively for leg
i = 1 in fig. 17.5. This leg undergoes the largest motion during the performed stance phase.
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Figure 17.5: Representatively for all six legs, the desired and real displacement of Stewart Platform’s leg 1 are
shown. Large deviations can be seen between the commanded and the achieved displacement. The maximum
leg velocity was set to 250 mm/s. Figure taken from [105].

The Stewart Platform is not able to follow the command sufficiently and responds with large
time lag. This is the main reason why the stance phase of the right leg takes 85% of the gait
cycle rather than 60% that is typical in human walking. Furthermore, the limited bandwidth
of the Stewart Platform also explains the steep increase of the GRFs in y direction between the
minimum and the second peak (at t = 0.4 s): The forefoot of the prosthetic foot is relatively
stiff (see appendix C), that is, the forces increase rapidly when the foot is deformed. The
simulated amputee reacts to these high forces by lifting the CoM (see fig. 17.1a), which leads
to a changed motion command for the Stewart Platform. As fig. 17.5 illustrates, this motion
command cannot be followed. Thus, the prosthetic foot is deformed further and high forces
are measured. Since the Stewart Platform was already driven at its limits, an application of
ILC or AFF as described in Part I would not achieve any advantages for the hardware setup
used. The displacement command contains a high frequency oscillation (⇡ 120 Hz), which
is the vibration of the mass IFP. The Stewart Platform acted like a low-pass filter and the
oscillation was not realized. For more powerful hardware setups, an additional low-pass
filter may have to be implemented, the damping constant in the leg increased or the mass
of the IFP reduced to dampen these oscillations. Another approach is to use Newmark time
integration, as it offers the possibility to include massless DoFs.

A further limitation in the hardware setup is the support frame. Due to the horizontal
friction forces, the frame started to oscillate and was not as stiff as a solid ground would be.





Chapter 18

Summary of Part III

Despite great progress in prostheses development, the gait pattern of amputees differs from
that of able-bodied people. For a targeted prostheses development, a better understanding of
the dynamic interaction between human and prosthesis is therefore necessary. In this part, a
feasibility study was conducted to what extent RTHS can reproduce the dynamics of a human
with a prosthetic foot and thus to be a visionary test method for foot prostheses.

Due to the complexity of human walking, this proof-of-concept study availed simplified
models, focused on the stance phase and considered the motion only in two dimensions.
Several conceptual models representing human gait characteristics were presented in chap-
ter 15. The Virtual Pivot Point (VPP) model was selected as a basis to model the amputee.
This model is able to replicate characteristic gait kinetics, such as the CoM motion, the GRFs
and the hip torque. In chapter 16, a description was given how the VPP model is adapted to
represent an amputee. The major changes were: (i) the right leg was cut by the height of the
prosthetic foot (ii) a mass interface point and a damper were added to solve for the inserted
DoF (iii) the CoP shift from heel to toe observed in human gait was modeled. In chapter 16,
also the experimental setup and the prosthetic foot used were described.

In chapter 17, the RTHS test of one stride was performed. Compared with the biomechan-
ical characteristics of human gait, the results correspond well. This implies that the RTHS
setup is in general able to replicate gait characteristics according to the underlying VPP model
and shows the potential of RTHS as a visionary test method for prosthetic feet.

Nevertheless, the current implementation suffers from some limitations:

• The gait parameters selected do not lead to stable gait. The trunk falls backwards be-
cause the initial conditions were found for the basic VPP model but not for the modified
VPP model. The most influential difference lies in the shift of the CoP location, which
reduces the system energy. To enable testing of several successive steps, the initial con-
ditions of the gait model need to be adapted and ideally found for the modified VPP
model.

• The Stewart Platform used was driven at its limits (maximum motor current), but still
was not able to follow the motion command sufficiently. Hence, a more powerful ac-
tuator should be used. Alternatively, the Stewart Platform could be combined with
an actuated ground plate to increase the workspace and maximum achievable relative
motion between the prosthetic foot and the ground.

• The support frame is too flexible for the appearing shear forces and should be braced.

• Even though the parameters of the modeled amputee are in the range of parameters
observed in humans, the combination of them is biomechanically not meaningful. The
model has a mass of 30kg, a leg length of 1m and a leg stiffness of 5.4 · 103 N/m, which
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is a very light human on long, soft legs. The selection of a more realistic parameter
set was not possible due to the limitations of the hardware setup used, but should be
adapted to meaningful parameters in further research.

• The VPP model only considers the human motion in two dimensions and focuses on the
stance phase. The swing phase and the foot geometry are not included. The ankle and
the knee joint are also not included, but play an important role in locomotion.

The results that an ideal RTHS test—without errors in the execution—can produce are just as
good as the underlying model. So, one should not expect that an RTHS test of prosthetic feet
exactly replicates the motion of a specific amputee. RTHS could rather be used to determine
how different prostheses or grounds influence the gait dynamics, e.g. whether the muscles
need to be tensioned more, whether the energy consumption changes or how the loading in
the hip/knee joint changes. In the VPP model, the hip torque could be such an indicator.

Part III presents the first ever RTHS test of a prosthetic foot and a modeled amputee.
The results show the underlying potential of RTHS to replicate human gait dynamics. Nev-
ertheless, the current implementation/hardware setup is not able to quantitatively emulate
human gait data due to the limitations outlined above. Before RTHS can be used for testing
of prosthetic feet, there are still many research questions that need to be solved. As a next
step, implementing the amputee with the NMS model [80] is targeted. This model involves
leg muscles, the knee joint, the swing phase and is able to withstand larger perturbations.
Additionally, an improved hardware setup needs to be used.
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Chapter 19

Conclusions and Outlook

The objective of this thesis was to develop methods that enable testing of prosthetic feet us-
ing RTHS. Successful testing of prosthetic feet requires a powerful implementation of RTHS
because complex system dynamics need to be replicated with high fidelity. Prior to this work,
the state-of-the-art methods were not sufficient to achieve this. Specifically, a high perfor-
mance actuator control scheme able to handle contact dynamics stably and accurately and
an informative fidelity measure were required. These two topics are addressed in Part I and
Part II of this thesis. Furthermore, a proof-of-concept presented in Part III demonstrates that
human gait dynamics can be replicated using RTHS. A detailed summary of the individual
parts is given at the end of each part. The main findings with respect to the objective of the
thesis to lay the foundation for testing prosthetic feet using RTHS such that, in the future, the
vision can be realized (see section 1.1) are summarized in the following section. The emerging
research questions for future work are also presented below.

19.1 Conclusions

An introduction to RTHS is given in chapter 2, where the method, the signal flow and the
required components are explained. Furthermore, this chapter gives an overview about the
effect of delay on the stability and fidelity of the RTHS test result. This chapter also introduces
two possible view points of the coupling in RTHS that are used throughout the thesis, viz. as
a control loop and as counterpart to dynamic substructuring.

In Part I, the focus was put on actuator control methods that are able to test various com-
plex dynamical systems safely and accurately. For that purpose, requirements on the actuator
control were defined in chapter 3 that make the developed scheme powerful while easy to
apply. The actuator used at the Chair of Applied Mechanics and the one-dimensional RTHS
setup with contact were presented in chapter 4.

Normalized Passivity Control (NPC) is able to stabilize RTHS tests with contact. One key
issue in the execution of RTHS tests is keeping test stability. As introduced in chapter 5,
this can be ensured by monitoring the energy/power flow in the RTHS setup and actively
interfering when an energy increase is detected. Specifically, NPC was applied for the RTHS
system with contact. This scheme monitors the power in- and outflow of the transfer sys-
tem and introduces additional damping forces that augment the measured interface forces.
NPC was proposed in [171], but has, to the authors knowledge, not been applied to RTHS
with contact before. The influence of NPC on test stability and fidelity as well as the in-
fluence of the NPC parameters on the performance are analyzed. A recommendation about
the appropriate parameter selection is given. In general, NPC is able to detect when test sta-
bility is jeopardized and dampens unwanted energy increase, also in RTHS tests with contact.
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Iterative Learning Control (ILC) is a suitable feedforward control scheme to improve the
test fidelity in successive RTHS trials. Any dynamics/delay of the transfer system do not only
jeopardize test stability, but also deteriorate test fidelity. The development of powerful actua-
tor control schemes concerns many researchers in RTHS. In chapter 6, the application of ILC
to RTHS is proposed and the efficiency investigated. ILC is able to improve the tracking per-
formance of the actuator in successive RTHS trials, which directly implies an increased test
fidelity. Learning is successful if the ILC parameters are chosen such that the error converges.
A convergence condition is derived and validated that helps to determine appropriate ILC
parameters. Furthermore, the successful learning process of ILC requires test stability. For
that purpose, ILC is combined with NPC and the proposed scheme is validated. Overall, ILC
in combination with NPC is able to reduce the tracking error and the reference error.

Adaptive Feedforward Filters (AFF) are a powerful feedforward scheme for RTHS, but
require further adaptation for the application to contact problems. AFF were proposed in
[15, 17] as feedforward controller in RTHS. There, the application to linear and nonlinear
systems was investigated, however, contact dynamics were not considered. In this thesis,
AFF are applied to the RTHS system with contact and the influence of the hyper-parameters
on the results are investigated. AFF show a high tracking performance and achieve a high
responsiveness of the actuator during both, the non-contact and the contact phase. The track-
ing error is the largest at the instants of transition from non-contact to contact and vice versa,
i.e. when the system dynamics change.

The combination of PD-type ILC and velocity feedforward (VFF) yields the best tracking
performance and test fidelity in the conducted benchmark study. In chapter 8, different feed-
forward controllers (VFF, ILC and AFF) and their combinations were compared. All of them
improve the tracking performance significantly compared to a pure feedback controller. The
best results were achieved when VFF was involved because it achieves agility of the controlled
Stewart Platform.

Developing fidelity measures to evaluate RTHS tests increases the acceptance of RTHS
as a testing method. Fidelity measures tell the user how well the test performed emulates
the true system dynamics. Part II deals with the development of a novel fidelity measure.
Error sources in RTHS as well as a review of currently existing accuracy measures are given
in chapter 10. Based on the benefits and shortcomings of the existing accuracy measures, re-
quirements are set up for fidelity measures, which are incorporated in the presented method.

The key idea of the novel method for fidelity assessment is to explore how changes of er-
rors in the RTHS setup influence the RTHS result. In chapter 11, a novel method for fidelity
assessment called FACE (short for Fidelity Assessment based on Convergence and Extrapolation)
is proposed. In this method, the main error in the RTHS setup is deliberately altered and its
influence on the test result monitored, i.e. an experimental sensitivity study performed. Using
the relation (found with a function fit) between the error and the RTHS result, the solution
without this error can be extrapolated. If the investigated error is the only considerable error,
the reference solution is obtained. A comparison between the approximated reference solu-
tion and the RTHS result helps the user to decide how accurately the true system dynamics
are captured and how detrimental the errors are to this setup. The application of the FACE
method requires that the error as well as the RTHS result are represented as scalar variables
that are easy to interpret.
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The fidelity of an RTHS test’s vibration response can be assessed with the FACE method
by monitoring the magnitude, frequency and damping. The FACE method was elaborated in
detail for structural systems, where the vibration response is of interest and the main error
in the RTHS setup came from the actuator dynamics (in section 11.3). The FACE method
was further applied to a virtual RTHS test of a linear mass-spring-damper system, a virtual
RTHS test of the MECHS benchmark control problem and experimentally to the RTHS system
with contact in chapter 12. The investigations show the potential of the proposed method to
predict the reference solution and to assess the test fidelity.

Testing prosthetic feet using RTHS is the vision underlying this work and literally a first
step was taken in Part III. This part commenced with an introduction to prosthetic feet and
prostheses testing in chapter 14. After that, human gait characteristics and locomotion mod-
els were presented in chapter 15.

The Virtual Pivot Point (VPP) model represents the characteristic gait pattern of humans
and is therefore suitable to model an amputee. The numerical substructure of the envisioned
RTHS test simulates an amputee. Based on the literature review in chapter 15, the VPP model
was found to be a simple model which is able to replicate human gait dynamics (CoM motion
and forces/torques) while having the option to stabilize the trunk and thus overcome some
disturbances. Hence, the VPP model was used as basis for the modeled amputee. The right
leg was cut at the ankle and enhanced by a mass interface point and a damper. Furthermore,
the model was adapted such that the foot point shifts from the heel to the toes, as is observed
in humans, and thus make the VPP model more realistic. All modifications and the final
implementation are described in detail in chapter 16. This chapter also presents the used
prosthetic foot.

One stride could be performed with RTHS, where the amputee was simulated with a mod-
ified VPP model and the prosthetic foot was tested experimentally. The stance phase was in
the focus of the investigations in this thesis. With the hardware setup presented, one stride
could be performed, which started in mid stance of the simulated, left leg. The right leg was
modeled as the amputated one with the right foot mounted on the Stewart Platform. The
center of mass trajectory as well as Ground Reaction Forces and the hip torque corresponded
to human data. This indicates that the RTHS setup presented is able to replicate human gait
dynamics.

In the introductory chapter 1, the parts of this thesis were depicted as three pillars repre-
senting the supporting function of the three individual parts for achieving the vision of testing
prosthetic feet with RTHS. The methods were developed with the intention that they together
form the basis for the intended achievement. However, the methods developed in Parts I and
II have not yet been linked to the proof-of-concept in Part III. This is because the actuator
used operates at its limits (maximum voltage/current exhausted). Hence, the application of
ILC is not meaningful and would not achieve any tracking improvements. Neither the appli-
cation of the FACE method to the prosthesis test would be meaningful: the tracking error by
the Stewart Platform is very large. If the tracking performance is deteriorated even more, the
execution of the motion command is so slow that the modeled amputee would fall before the
full stride is executed. Note that when the FACE method is applied to the proof-of-concept,
the measure q must be selected meaningfully for this application. The amplitude, frequency
and damping, which were used for demonstration in Part II, are not meaningful in this case.
Rather, e.g. the peak GRFs, the maximum/minimum CoM height or the take-off angle might
be meaningful choices to represent the RTHS result. The FACE method would not tell how
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well the RTHS test emulates the true gait dynamics of a human amputee with the prosthetic
foot but how much the RTHS result differs from the modeled amputee wearing the prosthetic
foot.

Even though the achievements in this thesis offer a solid basis for the development of
RTHS as a testing method for prosthetic feet, many open research questions remain. The
steps until testing of prosthetic feet with RTHS can be put into practice are illustrated as a
flow chart in fig. 19.1. The flow chart names just a few possibilities of the potential next
research steps. The successful execution of prostheses testing requires a powerful hardware
setup. How well the test emulates the true behavior of the amputee fundamentally relies
on the accuracy of human gait models. Hence, literature about locomotion models should
always be monitored in parallel to the execution of the next steps and alternative choices
considered. The definition of the final stage (named "testing prosthetic feet with RTHS" in
the figure) depends on the defined level of detail. RTHS as test method may already be
helpful if the test result replicates human behavior, in other words, if the influence of certain
prosthesis characteristics on the gait dynamics can be observed. In the long run, a patient-
specific analysis including uncertainties in the investigation is desirable.

19.2 Future Directions of Research

In the course of this research, not only efficient methods were developed and issues resolved,
but also new research questions emerged. These ideas are presented below.

NPC uses a monitor of the power throughput of the transfer system to decide whether test
stability is jeopardized. In contrast, [53] or [75] use the energy flow to detect test instability.
The efficiency of NPC to render the test stable varies depending on the selected energy/power
observer. Different selections of threshold, i.e. when the passivity controller starts to augment
the interface force and damp excessive energy, and different passivity controllers could be
implemented for improved performance.

Even though the implementation of AFF presented in chapter 7 achieved good tracking
performance, there is still some potential at the instant of contact. When the system dynam-
ics change (non-contact to contact or vice versa), the tracking error is larger for a short time
until the filter parameters have been adapted appropriately. Switching between filter param-
eters adjusted for each of the phases at the instant of contact could be one way to improve the
tracking performance. First attempts to include changes of the filter at contact were inves-
tigated in a co-supervised Master thesis [72]. These implementations include time-domain
adaptation (AFF) as well as iteration-wise learning (saving filter parameters for next trial).

The developed methods should also be generalized to and validated for nonlinear, MDOF
systems and three dimensional contact. Due to the excellent performance of the developed
schemes in Part I, it is assumed that they also work as intended in these more general ap-
plications. Another application example where ILC has already been used to improve the
tracking performance is the RTHS test of a shock application [106]. A further idea—in con-
trast to these position-based control schemes—is to implement hybrid position-force control.
At the moment of contact, the control scheme would switch to force control. Especially
RTHS tests with stiff experimental structures are highly sensitive to actuator dynamics and
a switch to force-based coupling is beneficial [15]. In force-based coupling, interface dis-
placements are fed back and used for the next numerical time integration step rather than
interface forces. This means that required velocities and accelerations are derived from the
measured displacements. Preliminary experiments with hybrid position-force control showed
that the derivation of the measured noisy displacements to obtain the velocity and acceler-
ations quickly leads to test instability. So, even though the approach is promising, there are
also some difficulties associated with it.
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Figure 19.1: This flow chart represents the necessary steps until testing of prosthetic feet with RTHS is possible.
In this thesis, a solid basis was set to enable testing of prosthetic feet with RTHS in the future: the method
development of Part I and II is not limited to prostheses testing, but necessary to reliably run RTHS tests of
complex dynamical systems. Part III specifically worked on that goal and one stride could be performed. The
orange arrow indicates the current position in the flow chart. A lot of research still needs to be done before RTHS
can be established for prostheses testing. In parallel to the upcoming steps, a constant comparison of the RTHS
test with gait data and the evaluation of the amputee model used need to be done.
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This thesis proposes the FACE method and its efficacy is examined for structural vibrations
(RTHS result q) and the actuator dynamics as the main source of error (error represented
with e) in the RTHS setup. As a next step, the FACE method needs to be validated for more
dynamical systems and elaborated for different choices of q and e.

Apart from the FACE method developed for fidelity assessment in this thesis, further ideas
for fidelity assessment include:

• Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) could be used to learn the relation between measur-
able quantities during the RTHS test and the test fidelity. A preliminary investigation of
this approach was performed and published in [109]. This approach requires a lot of
data from different RTHS setups and would therefore need the commitment of many
researchers around the world to gather a large data set.

• Using frequency-based substructuring (FBS), dynamics of two independently measured
substructures can be coupled to obtain the dynamic behavior of the overall system.
Moreover, not only coupling, but also decoupling of substructures is possible, i.e. the
dynamics of a substructure A can be determined when the dynamics of A+B and the
dynamics of B are known. In RTHS, the dynamics of the coupled RTHS system, which
comprises the numerical part (substructure A), the transfer system (substructure C) and
the experimental part (substructure B) are known. If also the dynamics of the transfer
system are identified, this influence can be quantified and the dynamics of the reference
system (A+B) determined.

There are multiple ideas how to pursue the proof-of-concept study in Part III. Firstly, the hard-
ware needs to be more powerful. This could be achieved by a different actuator or an addi-
tional actuation of the upper plate (the ground where the prosthetic foot is pushed against).
Furthermore, the support frame needs to be braced. Apart from that, the Neuromuscular-
Skeletal (NMS) model by Geyer and Herr [80] could be used to model the amputee rather
than the VPP model. The advantage of this more complex model is that the legs and feet are
modeled more realistically with segments and muscles. Moreover, the NMS model is less sen-
sitive to disturbances and the swing phase is included. In the current implementation using
the VPP model, a linear shift of the CoP from the heel to the toe is assumed. The real position
of the CoP could be measured using pressure sensors at the sole and used for the calculations.
Further steps until the envisioned test method is achieved are depicted in fig. 19.1.
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Appendix A

Parameters

This chapter summarizes the parameters used throughout the thesis.
The controller parameters of the decentralized cascaded feedback controller, which is

described in section 4.2.1 are stated in table A.1. The position controller is a proportional
controller, i.e. Gp = KPp, and the velocity control loop is controlled with a PI controller Gv =
KPv +

KIv
s . The set of parameters PPI1 was used for the experiments in chapters 4 to 7. In

chapter 8 and Part III, the parameters have been tuned to improve the performance further.
These values are denoted by PPI2.

Table A.1: Controller parameters of the cascaded feedback controller.

variable PPI1 PPI2

KPp 20 1/s 50 1/s
KPv 0.2 As/m 0.2 As/m
KIv 1 A/m 5 A/m

A.1 Parameters for Part I

This section summarizes the parameters used in Part I of this thesis. The parameters of the
dynamical system are given in table A.2. The standard parameters of NPC were as given in
table A.3, for the ILC table A.4 were chosen and the tests with AFF were conducted with the
parameters given in table A.5.

Table A.2: Standard parameters of the RTHS system with contact.

variable value variable value

h0 0.01m mEXP 0.38kg
l0 0.071m mNUM 9.62kg
kNUM 104 N/m fd 0.25Hz
dNUM 50 kg/s, 200 kg/s �zmax 0.005m
kEXP 8650 N/m g 9.81 m/s2

�T 0.001s Solver ode8 (Dormand-Prince)
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Table A.3: Standard NPC parameters.

variable value

GP 1600 kg/s
Terror 0.1 s
Ttot 0.01 s

Table A.4: Standard ILC parameters.

variable value

� 10 1/s
� 1
fQ,cut 6Hz
tpause 1s

Table A.5: Standard AFF parameters.

variable value

µLMS 0.1
⌫LMS 0.99999
NFIR 100
� 0.001

A.2 Parameters for Part III

The parameters used to investigate the influence of the IFP in chapter 16 are summarized in
table A.6 and for the RTHS tests presented in chapter 17 in table A.7.

The model starts at x = 0 m in its apex, i.e. ẏ = 0 m/s. The damping constant du in
table A.6 and table A.7 is designed such that the remaining leg is critically damped, i.e.
du = 2·
p

mIFPku. The stiffness ku is found using the leg stiffness kR = kL and the approximated
value kf = 4950 N/m from fig. C.1. The Bogacki-Shampine solver is a Runge-Kutta scheme of
order three.

Table A.6: Parameters of the VPP and modified VPP model for investigations about the influence of the IFP.
Parameters taken from [97].

variable value variable value

l0,L, l0,R 1m l0,u, h0,f 0.5 m
mVPP 80 kg mIFP 0.005 kg
JVPP 5 kgm2 ku 15082 N/m
kL 13 · 103 N/m kf 94176 N/m
↵0 69° du 43.4 kg/s
rVPP 0.25m rh 0.1 m

y0 1.086 m ẋ0 1.136 m/s

�VPP,0 0 rad �̇VPP,0 �0.145 rad/s
Solver Bogacki-Shampine �T 0.0001 s

In the RTHS tests, the modeled amputee is simulated with a sample time of 0.0002 s
while the sample time of the actuator control and the synchronization time step are �T =
0.001 s. The parameters are summarized in table A.7. The implementation of the CoP shift
(section 16.1.2) requires geometric data from the prosthetic foot. These are lh = 0.06m
and lff = 0.19m. Furthermore, the leg angle at TO needs to be known for the evaluation of
eq. (16.10), which is assumed to be ↵TO = 105°. In the RTHS test, TO is detected when the
upper leg extends above its resting spring length l0,u.
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Table A.7: Parameters of the modified VPP model used for the RTHS test [13].

variable value variable value

l0,L, l0,R 1m l0,u 0.84 m
mVPP 30kg h0,f 0.16 m
JVPP 3kgm2 mIFP 0.005 kg
kL 5.4 · 103 N/m ku 1.1 · 103 N/m
↵0 75° du 4.69 kg/s
rVPP 0.25m rh 0.1 m

y0 1.0709m ẋ0 0.97633 m/s

�VPP,0 0 rad �̇VPP,0 �0.0071 rad/s
Solver Euler Sample Time NUM 2 · 10�4 s

Sample Time RTHS 1 · 10�3 s





Appendix B

Dynamic Behavior of the Kistler
Dynamometer

The dynamic behavior of the Kistler Multicomponent Dynamometer was tested using an im-
pact test. The results can be seen in fig. B.1. The FTS was mounted on the measuring table
in two configurations, first with the clamping tool carefully tightened (black) and then with
high tension (orange). The measurements reveal that the FTS should be carefully mounted
rather than too tight because this braces the sensor itself and leads to falsified measurements
of the magnitude.
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Figure B.1: The dynamic response of the Kistler Multicomponent Dynamometer in vertical direction was identified
with an LMS data acquisition system. The magnitude and phase as well as the coherence of the measurements
are shown.
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Appendix C

Prosthetic Foot 1C40

The prosthetic foot used is of the type 1C40 and from Ottobock. Measured displacement-
force characteristics of this prosthetic foot are given in fig. C.1. The angle ↵ is measured
between the shank and the ground. For an angle of 90°, both the forefoot and the heel are on
the ground. Angles > 90° indicate a tilt towards the toes and angles < 90° towards the heel.
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Figure C.1: Displacement-force characteristics of the used prosthetic foot 1C40 from Ottobock built in 1999. The
characteristics are shown for different loading angles ↵ between the shank and the ground. The measurements
were performed barefoot by Ottobock.
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